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ABSTRACT 
 
Until the 1970s, small black fishing communities primarily populated Bahia’s north 
coast. A recent demand for luxury coastal real estate has radically altered the region’s social and 
environmental landscape. While Bahia’s population is roughly 80% poor and black, the coast is 
now a space of exclusivity and whiteness. Sewage infrastructure does not meet the needs of the 
growing population. Domestic sewage flows directly into urban rivers. Poor black fishers, whose 
food security and livelihoods depend on access to healthy water resources, suffer most in this 
context. This dissertation explores two interlinking forms of environmental racism – water 
pollution and racial profiling – that fishers in Praia de Buraquinho, Bahia, Brazil, experience 
daily. Based on fourteen months of ethnographic research, this project follows the lives of 75 
fishers enmeshed in a struggle for environmental and racial justice. I uncover how coastal 
development has polluted the community's primary river fishery while private gated 
communities physically restrict fishers' access and subject them to racial profiling practices by 
private security guards. Ultimately, I argue that regional coastal development in Bahia represents 
a new model of capital accumulation through what I call “racialized environmental 
dispossession” that, as one Praia de Buraquinho fishers suggests, is "like watching a brother 
die."   
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CHAPTER 1: 
 
BAHIAN BINARIES 
 
Introduction 
 
“It’s like watching a brother die” Thiago said looking down at the river with heavy, 
sullen eyes. Thiago and I sat in a small blue fishing boat observing large drainage pipes gush raw 
sewage into the river where he grew up fishing. Gigantic gated houses surrounded our humble 
fiberglass boat. We were in one of the whitest, most exclusive areas in Bahia, Brazil, where 80% 
of the population is black (Matory 2005). This scene – the opulence of Bahia’s wealthiest homes 
and the destruction of a young black fisherman’s river – exemplifies Brazil’s glaring social and 
environmental inequalities. It also challenges notions of racial democracy, the idea that Brazil is 
racially egalitarian. This experience prompted me to consider how new luxurious private real 
estate developments and natural water pollution along Bahia’s coast function jointly to 
dispossess poor black fishers of their traditional lands and waters. Reading these two processes 
together demands an analytical perspective not previously applied to coastal Brazil: 
environmental racism.  
This dissertation advances theory on environmental racism in Brazil through an explicit 
structural analysis of how water pollution and land privatization impact poor black fishers in 
Lauro de Freitas, a quickly gentrifying city in Bahia, Brazil. Since the 1970s, Bahia’s northern 
coast has undergone rapid urbanization that has transformed the region’s social and 
environmental characteristics. Landed elites sold their large plantations to real estate 
corporations who transformed the coastline into expansive gated communities (Dias 2006b). 
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These communities are filled with single-family primary homes and secondary vacation homes 
for wealthy domestic and international buyers. Many of their residents represent a pattern of 
“white flight” from Salvador during an economic downturn that left the city center in poor 
conditions (Caldeira 2000, Magalhães 2015). The intensification of real estate marketing in the 
1990s encouraged those fleeing Salvador to settle in the private enclaves of the north coast 
(Magalhães 2015). The construction of the Estrada de Coco and Linha Verde highways, which 
traverse the north coast, facilitated the urbanization process (Kottak 1992). These highways, 
constructed in 1975 and 1990, respectively, also created a physical division between the rich 
white neighborhoods on the coastal side of the highways from the working class black 
neighborhoods on the interior side of the highways (Magalhães 2015, Fonseca 2011, Dias 
2006a). 
 
Figure 1.1: A drainage pipe spits raw sewage into the Rio Joanes. Source: author.  
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Figure 1.2: One of the gated condominium homes along the Rio Joanes. Source: author. 
 
Privatizing Landscapes 
I also observed fences and gates that obstructed access to beaches, mangroves, and water 
resources. Rapid economic development changed the physical landscape of housing 
developments and brought new security mechanisms. Prior to the 1970s, the Bahian coast was 
populated by relatively small sized fishing villages composed of informal brick houses without 
gates and although there were large private land holdings, locals had direct access to beaches 
(Kottak 1992). Today, the coast is largely private and fences, gates, and security guards restrict 
access. These mechanisms are racialized. Security guards threaten poor black fishers with guns 
and physical violence when they fish near certain resort/residential facilities. In one gated 
condominium, security guards order fishers to present a special identification card at the 
entrance. Those fishers not associated with the condominium are denied access. Security forces 
also document the license plate numbers of any cars moving though the condominium premises, 
which sits between the beach and public roads (i.e. the Linha Verde highway). Fences and walls 
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keep artisanal fishers and shellfish collectors out of the riverbanks and mangroves where they 
work.   
Struggles over natural resource privatization are also depicted in a documentary film 
produced by a local environmental justice organization. The film, Prejudice and Greed, depicts 
discrimination against Afro-Brazilian religious practices. Interviewees stated that restricting 
access to water resources discriminates against Afro-Brazilians for whom water and the sea have 
great cultural significance. In the Afro-Brazilian religion Candomblé, Iemanjá is the goddess of 
the sea, and practitioners must perform spiritual rituals in her honor. Fishers in particular have a 
close connection to Iemanjá because she is said to protect them while out at sea. Thus, restricting 
Afro-Brazilian fishers from the sea has both material and symbolic connotations. Thus fishers are 
discriminated on the basis of class, gender, race, and religion, in addition to federal citizenship 
rights (Oliveira 2011).   
 
Figure 1.3: Map of APA Joanes-Ipitanga. Source: de Souza 2015.  
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“Developing” Water Pollution 
The area’s poor black fishers also struggle with natural water pollution. The city of Lauro 
de Freitas lacks public sewage infrastructure. Housing developments are themselves responsible 
for their own sewage and sanitation, whether paying the private water and sanitation department 
EMBASA to construct sewage removal and treatment, or implementing individual or collective 
sewage collection nets (Borja and Moraes 2006, Rossi et al. 2012). The city of Lauro de Freitas’ 
urban planning department (SEDUR) approves real estate developments without proper waste 
removal systems, thereby encouraging illegal waste practices. For instance, individual homes and 
gated housing developments illegally dump domestic waste into urban rivers. As a result, city’s 
two principal rivers, the Rio Ipitanga and the Rio Joanes, are both severely polluted. Dumping 
sewage into rivers is an environmental crime but this regulation is seldom enforced. Further 
demonstrating the city’s neglect for environmental crimes, SEDUR approves construction in the 
Area Proteção Ambiental Joanes-Ipitanga (Joanes-Ipitanga Environmental Protection Area, or 
APA Joanes-Ipitanga), an environmental conservation unit meant to protect the Rio Joanes and 
Rio Ipitanga ecosystems (Machado 2011).  
Bahia’s water and sanitation agency, EMBASA, contributes to natural water pollution 
problems. The agency constructed dams along the Rio Joanes to withdrawal water to sell in the 
Salvador Metropolitan Region. The Rio Joanes supplies roughly 40% of Salvador’s water supply 
(Belém 2006b). EMBASA takes water from the Rio Joanes, treats it and diverts this water to 
Salvador. The dams create major environmental problems because they dry up the river. 
Sometimes the river does not even have a minimal water flow, meaning that other polluted 
tributaries downstream, mainly the Rio Ipitanga but also the smaller Rio Sapata, dump 
concentrated sewage into the Rio Joanes (Santos 2011). EMBASA does not treat Rio Joanes’ 
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water below the dam, meaning that a toxically high concentration of sewage bacteria flows 
directly into Praia de Buraquinho, a small black fishing community positioned where the Rio 
Joanes meets the Atlantic Ocean. EMBASA’s clear (capitalist) focus on the commercial sale of 
water at the expense of environmental health and fishers’ wellbeing is evident. One NGO 
representative described the situation in the following, “EMBASA sees water as merely a 
commercial well, and disregards the consequences to the environment (Voz da Bahia, January 
23, 2013).”  
Water pollution severely impacts poor black fishers who have lived in depended on 
access to clean water and land resources along the Bahian coast for centuries (Diegues 1994, 
Kottak 1992, Acheson 1981). River pollution has severely decreased the fish population in the 
area’s natural bodies of water (Augusto 2013). Fishers, whose livelihood and food security 
require access to healthy water, suffer most. As the director of a local environmental NGO 
stated, "[domestic sewage pollution] is an issue that not only hurts the environment, but affects 
people who depend on the river to survive, such as fishermen, not to mention the problems that 
can lead to public health issues (Voz da Bahia, January 25, 2013).” Poor black women fishers are 
even more impacted by river water pollution because they primarily collected shellfish in now 
polluted mangroves. The dual processes of coastal privatization and river pollution demonstrate 
the racism embedded in coastal development processes. In the aforementioned ways, the state 
facilitates polluting black fisher’s natural environments and contributes to poisoning and 
physically violating black bodies.  
As I will argue throughout this dissertation, coastal development in Lauro de Freitas 
subjects poor black fishers to a particular form of environmental racism that I call accumulation 
by racialized environmental dispossession. Political ecology scholars have engaged David 
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Harvey’s (2003) theory of accumulation by dispossession to understand the ways neoliberal 
capital accumulation solidifies elite power and dispossesses marginalized populations of natural 
resources. More recently, scholars have analyzing how race connects with accumulation by 
environmental dispossession in the context of dam privatization (Vélez-Torres 2012, Vélez-
Torres and Varela 2014), tourism (Mollett 2014), and environmental conservation (Loperena 
2016). These forms of accumulation by environmental dispossession in other Afro-Latin 
American contexts must be placed in conversation with Brazilian race studies that expose 
various forms of structural racism in Brazil, particularly through urban gentrification (Perry 
2013, Collins 2008) and anti-black police violence (Vargas 2008, Smith 2016). My research 
merges these foci and advances scholarly understandings of environmental racism in Bahia, 
Brazil. Specifically, I address the linkages between the privatization of land and public services, 
pollution, and anti-black violence. Considering these scholarly concerns, this research answers 
four key questions. 
 
Research Questions 
  
(Q1) What are current fishing practices and means of accessing fishing resources in Praia de 
Buraquinho and the Rio Joanes? How have these practices shifted from historic patterns in 
response to neoliberal development since the 1970s?   
 
(Q2) How do race, gender, and class intersectionally relate to fishers’ mobility and experiences 
accessing land and water resources?  How do these identities relate to water pollution and shifts 
in coastal property regimes?  
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(Q3) What are the primary institutional and political factors that structure access to fishing 
activities? What are the mechanisms of land control that impact fishers’ access? Have the fishers 
been involved in state-led urban and environmental planning?  
 
(Q4) What are the objectives of fishers’ grassroots activism? Do fishers’ perceptions of the 
environment conflict with non-government organizations, state agencies, and tourism and real 
estate developers’ perceptions or representations of the same environments?  
 
Racial Paradoxes: Racial Democracy  
Environmental racism is a new area of study in Brazil in light of persistent narratives that 
assert that Brazil is a racial democracy. Racial democracy, the idea that racism cannot exist in a 
racially mixed society, is one of Brazil’s founding contradictions (Nascimento 2003, Telles 
2004, de Azevedo 2003). The state of Bahia is considered the “Black Mecca,” because it has the 
largest Afro-descendant population in Latin America (Matory 2005). However, a 350-year 
legacy of slavery continues to haunt the country. In light of this polarity, Brazil’s racial paradox 
is described as “the friction between the nation’s alleged racial harmony and the complex 
realities of racism throughout society (Smith 2009, 93).” The lived realities of social and 
economic exclusion and racial violence towards black bodies require scholars to disassemble the 
myth that Brazil is racially democratic. 
Brazil has one of the largest income disparities in the world. The wealthiest 10% have an 
overwhelming majority of the country’s resources (Telles and Bailey 2013). Even in Bahia, 
where black Brazilians account for approximately 80% of the population, the tiny white minority 
amass the most wealth and enjoy nearly exclusive reign over official political power (Instituto 
Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística 2012; Perry 2013, 7). Seventy percent of Brazilians living in 
extreme poverty are black (Pacheco 2016). Black Brazilians rank lowest among every major 
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social indicator in Brazil, including literacy, completion of high school, employment, income, 
health, and wealth (Hordge-Freeman 2015, 2, Telles 2004, Hasenbalg and Burglin 1979). Anti-
black violence is particularly widespread in Bahia. In 2005 the United Nations reported that the 
number of death squad murders in Bahia had increased 212% over the past decade (Ramos 
2005), and have since risen (Waiselfisz 2012, Smith 2016). Black youth are thirty times more 
likely to be victims of death squad murders than their white counterparts regardless of socio-
economic status (Smith 2016, Ramos 2005). It does not seem that these numbers are destined to 
improve, particularly given Brazil’s current economic crisis and the recent 2016 neoliberal coup 
of leftist President Dilma Rousseff by acting conservative President Michel Temer, which 
transpired while I was still living in Bahia (2014-2017). President Temer made his disinterest in 
gender and racial equality clear when he filled his cabinet with all white men within days of his 
appointment.  
Urban coastal development epitomizes the delusion of racial democracy in the neoliberal 
era. Urban planning agencies prioritize elite condominiums, gentrification, and tourism 
infrastructure at the expense of black coastal dwellers (Perry 2013). The renovation of the 
Pelourinho UNESCO World Heritage site in downtown Salvador illustrates these contradictions. 
Anthropologists argue the effort constituted an act of slum clearance ridden with racial ideology 
that at once “cleaned up” the neighborhood, showcased Afro-Brazilian culture for tourist 
consumption, and masked black land dispossession (Perry 2012, Collins 2008). Safety and 
sanitation measures in the Salvador area almost always include racially profiling black residents 
and sanitation or urban rejuvenation initiatives that displace black communities from desired 
coastal properties. Urban renewal is a racist enterprise that displaces black communities from 
their traditional environments (Razack 2002, 10). In analyzing the ways that environmental 
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dispossession is an attack on black bodies and livelihoods, we can understand anti-black violence 
as a “materiality tied to black people and their experiences (Smith 2016, 13).” 
White privilege and neoliberalism support the logic of racial democracy. Current 
neoliberal reasoning suggests that race is a thing of the past (Sundberg 2008). Even admitting 
racial distinctions invites criticisms that the topic of race is outdated and therefore invalid (Wade 
1997, Dulitzky 2005). Many, particularly white neoliberals, believe that we live in a post-racial 
society in which color and phenotype do not structure peoples’ experiences in the world (Pulido 
2015, Main 2015, Bonilla-Silva and Dietrich 2011, Melamed 2006). A recent 2016 interview 
between U.S. conservative Fox news anchor Tomi Lahren and The Daily Show host Trevor 
Noah illustrates my point. While being interviewed as a guest on The Daily Show, the white, 
platinum blonde, self-proclaimed “constitutional conservative” female Fox news reporter 
claimed that she does not see color. How fortunate. The Daily Show host Trevor Noah smartly 
replied that he wondered how she knew when to stop at a stoplight, insinuating that surely Ms. 
Lahren must see color to function in the everyday world. Ms. Lahren seemed to trumpet her 
colorblindness as a special gift that her social consciousness bestowed upon her. By 
approximation, those rallying for racial justice must not share her enlightened social perspective. 
Such colorblind approaches to race are artificial, often backfire on the advocate, and do little to 
dismantle the obvious racial tensions that are alive and well throughout the Americas.  
 
Previous Scholarship 
As described above, I build on political ecology theories of accumulation by 
dispossession and environmental racism, as well as Brazilian critical race studies to propose a 
new theoretical framework: accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession. Political 
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ecology is a robust interdisciplinary Marxist theoretical framework that analyzes how power and 
economics structure natural resource use, access, and control (Blaikie and Brookfield 1987). 
Scholars have often engaged political ecology as an “exercise for greater social and 
environmental justice (Robbins 2011, xix).” More recently, political ecologists have applied 
accumulation by dispossession, “the enclosure of public assets by private interests for profit,” to 
the natural environment (Bakker 2005, 543). Particularly under neoliberal globalization, the 
privatization of land and water resources dispossesses poor, black and indigenous men and 
women of their natural environments. Accumulation by environmental dispossession centers on 
the production of social and environmental inequalities. These studies enhance scholarly 
understandings of capitalism, structural inequality, and environmental injustice but there is little 
explicit discussion of environmental racism.  
This dissertation challenges conventional beliefs that environmental dispossession is 
simply the capitalist pursuit of environmental resource control. In other words, environmental 
dispossession is not restricted to class inequality. “Struggles over natural resources are not 
simply explained by changes in political economy; rather, racial and cultural ideologies are 
embedded in development and modernization projects (Mollett 2014, 4, Sundberg 2008, Hale 
2005, Ng'Weno 2007, Laurie, Andolina, and Radcliffe 2005, Escobar 2008).” Similarly, political 
ecology theories of environmental dispossession in Latin America must incorporate race and 
gender to better reflect how inequality operates and forms. Raceless and genderless projects of 
dispossession do not exist. Race, class, and gender are central to coastal dispossession, especially 
among the poor black fishers that compose the majority of the coastal fishing population (Perry 
2013). 
	 12	
Environmental racism literature rooted in critical race theory attends to the role of 
structural and hegemonic forms of racism in contributing to racialized environmental inequalities 
(Cutter 1995, Holifield 2001, United Church of Christ 1987, Heiman 1996). Environmental 
racism scholarship advances academic understandings of structural inequality and racism, but 
such studies too often focus on environmental hazards like pollution (Pulido 2000, Bullard 2000, 
Checker 2005, Blaikie and Brookfield 1987). However newer research describing other forms of 
racialized environmental dispossession provides exciting terrain to advance theories of 
environmental racism (Sundberg 2008, Loperena 2016). Other scholars explore environmental 
racism based on black women’s struggles to access clean water resources (Perry 2013, Collins 
2008) and the connections between environmental racism and police violence (Smith 2016). In 
direct connection to my research, Perry (2013) applies an intersectional approach to elucidate 
how poor black women in Salvador, Bahia are most affected by environmental racism in coastal 
territories because of their unique positioning children’s caretakers, heads of households, and 
religious affiliations requiring access to healthy natural bodies of water.   
For the first time, my study asserts that the privatization of land and public services is an 
act of environmental racism that subjects poor black men and women fishers to anti-black 
violence. Hazardous sewage pollution assaults poor black fishers’ bodies while privatization 
subjects them to physical violence from security guards instructed to protect white, elite spaces. 
Land privatization and pollution are two mutually constitutive forms of racialized accumulation 
by environmental dispossession that threaten poor black bodies, lifeways, and natural 
environments. 
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Between Wastelands and Spaces of Luxury: Bahia’s Coastal History 
Environmental landscapes are both socially and materially constructed (Robbins 2011, 
Ogden 2011). Landscapes are tied to class, race, gender and culture as much as they are to 
ecology. There have been different cultural and economic values placed on Bahia’s coastal 
environment throughout historical periods. At different times, coastal land was prospected and 
transformed for agriculture or, as in the present, sold as a luxurious paradise reserved for the 
upper echelon of society.  
Portuguese colonialist Pedro Alvarez Cabral “discovered” Brazil in the southern tip of 
Bahia in 1500. Soon, Salvador would become Bahia’s first colonial capital. Brazil’s first 
Governor General Tomé de Souza’s transferred land plots along Bahia’s Litoral Norte to Dias 
d’Ávila. d’Ávila established a Jesuit mission on the land. Indigenous habitants from Morro de 
Pirambás composed the majority of the population at the time (Rossi 2015). Because of its 
proximity to the coastline, the area was well positioned for agriculture production in the region. 
Later in the 1500s, Salvador’s port city and the agricultural areas of Bahia would become a key 
political and economic site as the Portuguese and Dutch began importing enslaved African labor 
to support the expanding sugar industry. Bahia thrived on sugar cane and cacao production until 
sugar producers in the Caribbean took over the market. Still, Bahia’s legacy of slavery explains 
why the state has the highest concentration of African descendants in the Western Hemisphere 
(Romo 2010).  
Bahia’s black population concentrated around the coast zone. From here, they could 
utilize the Atlantic coastal reef’s abundant fish and shellfish to supplement their limited diets of 
feijão (bean stew) and farinha (baked or roasted manioc flour). This fish protein likely helped the 
large free black population, particularly in the second half of the 19th century onward (Rossi 
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2015, Cordell and McKean 1986). Until the eradication of slavery in 1888, however, enslaved 
Bahians continued to meet a fate of early death with or without the added fish protein. The 
average slave’s lifespan was only seven years (Rodrigues 2010). 	
 For much of the 20th century globally, mangroves were considered sparsely inhabited 
“wastelands,” that posed problems to modernization (Cruz-Torres 2000). After Bahia’s economic 
downturn in the 19th century, there were no concerted efforts for economic development in the 
coastal zone (Barickman 1996, Dawson 2015). In Bahia, elites viewed coastal mangrove forests 
outside of urban areas as useless backlands of scrub brush (Warne 2010). This unsavory 
depiction even transferred to parts of urban Salvador. John Collins found that parts of Salvador’s 
downtown area were described as mangues (mangroves) in reference to the moral decay and 
backwardness of the inhabitants (Collins 2011). The northern coast was seen as backwards and 
disconnected from modernity and hospitable infrastructure. In fact the entire northeastern region 
of Brazil was ignored or viewed as “unsalvageable” until that period. Filled with scrub brush, 
Bahia’s coastal mangroves were deemed ill fit for economic development, and thus left for 
artisanal fishers (Kottak 1992).   
Today, many people consider coastal environments to be a place of leisure. Since the 
growth of tourism beginning in the 1970s, Bahia’s north coast has been infused with higher 
capital value. The coast itself has become a commodity. Now that there is a demand to develop 
luxury resorts and gated communities, a carefully constructed marketing strategy along with the 
implementation of certain infrastructure in specific sites have tamed the landscape and 
transformed the coastline into a desirable habitat that suites wealthy white domestic and 
international tastes (de Carvalho 2011). The transformation of the coast has come with a 
contradiction. Black people have been removed in the process of coastal gentrification but black 
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culture is used strategically in tourist areas. As Perry writes, “places where black people once 
lived have become commercial sites for the consumption of black experiences and cultures, but 
without the people who have produced that culture (Perry 2013, 50).” I use the Festa de Iemanjá 
to discuss this dynamic in more detail in chapter five.  
 
The Politics of Research: Epistemology, Positionality, and Research Approach 
Research Epistemology  
My research ethics build upon those scholars intent on deconstructing the myth of 
scientific objectivity. Max Weber alluded to this idea in the early 20th century saying “all 
knowledge of cultural reality, as may be seen, is always acknowledged from particular points of 
view (Weber 1994, 257).” Weber’s early decentering of scientific objectivity broke open the 
possibility for new ways of thinking about scientific knowledge production and methods. Most 
importantly, Weber said that it is possible and even important to incorporate perspectives that lie 
outside of traditional science. Years later, scholars expanded Weber’s ideas in what put social 
science through a veritable postcolonial “crisis of representation” during the 1970s and 80s that 
reflected wider debates on the epistemology of scientific knowledge (Kuhn 1962, Baudrillard 
1988, Foucault 1980, Harding 1986, Haraway 1989). Anthropological research subjects, 
feminists, and critical race scholars destabilized objectivity and the politics of representation, 
denouncing the discipline’s colonial foundations of knowledge production.   
These debates were present throughout my undergraduate and master’s anthropological 
training. I recall feeling a degree of artistic freedom with the robust cultural relativism 
anthropology provided. However, I also felt uncomfortable with the idea that I could never get 
“the truth” right. In the hyper relativist era, the truth always seemed to be shifting. These 
preoccupations did not ease until my doctoral studies at the University of South Florida. An 
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engaged ethnography seminar led by Dr. Angela Steusse led me to the literature I needed to root 
myself in a healthy balance between subjectivity and objectivity.  
While designing this research, I considered adopting a “situated objectivity,” approach 
similar to standpoint theory (Haraway 1988). I acknowledged that no research is completely 
objective. However, I wanted to enlist a form of applied anthropology that was not simply an 
emotionally charged crusade for social change at the expense of scientific rigor (Calhoun 2008). 
After ruminating on objectivity in activist ethnography, I decided to follow to Hale’s (2008) call 
for a “positioned objectivity.” Building on feminist scholar Donna Haraway (1988), Hale (2008, 
13), advocates for an objectivity that is forthright in positionality but does not throw out the 
methodological rigor of objective science. I intended to employ this research model because it 
accepts the tools necessary for social change at the same time that it critiques scientific 
objectivity.  
Positionality and Research Approach  
My positionality as an educated, white, blond haired and blue eyed, middle-class woman 
raised in the U.S. South has impacted my experiences over the past decade working, 
volunteering, living, and conducting research in Latin America. Instead of denying the power 
and politics of my identity, I wish to expose my privileged identity, which shapes how I move 
through and interpret the world in both the United Stares and in Latin America. Sometimes I 
have been accused of undertaking racial justice issues because I suffer from “white guilt”. I have 
to say that this is not an unfair representation. I am often embarrassed by the racism that is so 
rampant in today’s society. However, claiming that my motivations are limited to white guilt is 
far too limiting. I am politically invested in social, racial, and environmental justice because I 
understand how inequalities are built structurally. I am certainly not colorblind. I witness how 
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phenotype, gender, and class status structure how people move through and are treated in the 
world. I cannot stand aside as non-whites are blamed for their poverty, treated as criminal 
suspects, or told that their hair, skin, or dialects are less than a privileged white standard.  
My desire to change the world and not simply theorize led me to pursue an applied 
anthropology program for doctoral study. The form of applied anthropology that inspires me 
moves beyond theoretically oriented anthropology preferred in most anthropology departments 
today (Greenwood 2008). I believe that by combining theory and politics in ways relevant to 
research collaborators, it is possible to destabilize the “institutional logics of scholarly privilege, 
academic socialization, and abstract philosophical relativism (Sanford and Angel-Ajani 2006, 
x).” I believe it is necessary to forge alliances with oppressed communities (as opposed to 
seeking out white liberal groups wishing to speak for those communities) through solidarity 
work.  
Solidarity work involves finding points where my own politics overlap with those of my 
research collaborators (Speed 2008). According to Mohanty, solidarity work involves 
“[mutuality, accountability, and the recognition of common interests as the basis of relationships 
among diverse communities. Rather than assuming an enforced commonality of oppression, the 
practice of solidarity foregrounds communities of people who have chosen to work and fight 
together (Mohanty 2003, 10).” Based on my initial contacts with fishers and activists in Bahia, 
the points of overlap included a shared commitment to anti-racism, anti-capitalism, and anti-
sexism. I hoped that these elements (although not shared amongst all research participants) 
would provide the core of my political engagement throughout dissertation research and the 
writing process.  
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Today, there are several excellent examples of politically engaged social scientists using 
positionality and reflexivity in ways that utilize the researcher’s identity not as a journal entry 
but an integral component of the methodology (Vargas 2008, Hordge-Freeman 2015, Smith 
2016, Duneier and Carter 1999, Bourgois 2003, Williams 2013, Perry 2013, Stuesse 2016, 
Gilmore 2007). There are also examples of applied anthropological environmental justice 
research that offer policy recommendations (Driscoll 1999). Unfortunately, I was not able to 
participate in as much community activism alongside fishers and grassroots environmental 
activists as I anticipated, or produce policy recommendations, because of the constraints of my 
research. Fishers were not very interested in mobilizing for reasons I explain in chapter five. The 
black Brazilian environmental justice organization that I originally intended to collaborate with 
was far less active than I thought. In fact, there were only a few members who participated in 
infrequent meetings and demonstrations. It seemed the cause to stop the construction of illegal 
gated communities was in a holding pattern until further notice. I was able to interview those 
individuals who formerly participated with the environmental justice organization and helped 
create an informative documentary to understand the group’s general socio-political philosophy.  
Ultimately, I feel that organizing or speaking on behalf of fishers and activists goes 
against my research ethics. I wanted to conduct solidarity work alongside research consultants 
and not take on a leadership role. I also encountered ethical problems while trying to develop 
public policy recommendations. Based on my knowledge of the situation, and following fishers’ 
assessments, policy recommendations would be fruitless. The problems are so deeply engrained 
in the local political culture that it would not make sense. The government knows better than any 
researcher that selling the public’s common resources will negatively impact poor black 
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populations. Various government agencies have produced detailed studies exposing the negative 
consequences of their development initiatives. They simply do not care.   
It is ethically and methodologically astute to practice reflexivity, questioning the impact 
and meaning of our research as the project unfolds. Peter Wade suggests that reflexivity means 
“taking seriously the possible ways that society feeds back onto itself (Wade 1997, 155).” For 
me, being reflexive means incorporating my research collaborators’ knowledge into my project 
design and double-checking with research participants to know that my findings make sense for 
their objectives as well. I incorporate their suggestions and they will inform the way that I 
interpret my results, but ultimately, I have the last word about what is published (Clifford and 
Marcus 1986, Brettell 1996, Marcus and Fischer 1999, Watanabe 1995). For the reasons 
mentioned above, my research produced a considerably less engaged or activist role than I had 
hoped. I have reviewed the literature on my intended research epistemology and research 
strategy here, but I admit that I was not able to fulfill this goal because of the realities of the local 
organizational structure. I detail ways that I plan to share my findings with collaborators in the 
final chapter of the dissertation. 
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Figure 1.4: Map of Lauro de Freitas (arrow points to Praia de Buraquinho). Source: gmaps.com.  
 
The Study 
In August 2013, I travelled to Salvador, Bahia to speak with Afro-Brazilian artisanal 
fishers about the impacts of coastal land privatization as part of my pre-dissertation fieldwork. 
My goal was to narrow down a particular research community with whom to collaborate for my 
upcoming engaged anthropological fieldwork. A few days and several hectic bus rides after my 
arrival, I found myself in a small black fishing community called Praia de Buraquinho, about 45 
minutes outside of Salvador, in the city of Lauro de Freitas. A local colleague informed me that 
the community was undergoing problems with private resorts and gated residences encroaching 
on their land and restricting fishers’ ability to access key fishing resources. The first part of the 
bus ride was on a busy city highway. The streets buzzed with action. Women with babies 
perched on their hips hovered near crowded bus stops hoping to enjoy a sliver of shade. Young 
black men leapt on the bus calling out the particular commerce they were selling that day: CDs, 
popsicles, manual juicers, cellphone cases, chewing gum, cold water bottles, etc.  
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The last leg of the trip in Lauro de Freitas was comparatively boring because the streets 
were lined with concrete walls that concealed any hint of personality in the landscape. Aside 
from a few young men selling beverages from orange colored Styrofoam coolers, there was 
nothing to look at but the road ahead. The dullness made for a more impressive view when the 
small municipal bus landed in Praia de Buraquinho’s open beach. The beach was stunning. A 
receding tide exposed slivers of sandbar in a winding river: the Rio Joanes. The river snaked its 
ways into the iridescent waters of the Atlantic Ocean.  
Once in the beach, I found my way to the fishing colony and asked to speak to the 
president. I was fortunate in that my colleague who informed me about Praia de Buraquinho, a 
middle aged white Spanish expat, was a regular client at the fish market and had notified the 
president that his American friend would be arriving to speak to them about collaborating on a 
research project. Hollywood, nicknamed after a local cigarette brand, presented himself and I 
explained my interests in race, class, and the environment as they relate to the rapid 
encroachment of private, elite gated housing developments near their small black beach 
community. I was piling into a small navy blue fiberglass boat alongside Hollywood and another 
young fisherman named Thiago within fifteen minutes of our introduction. I was self-conscious 
of my beginner’s Portuguese, which is why I assumed it was a miscommunication when 
Hollywood instructed the welterweight Thiago to go up the river instead of out to the Atlantic 
Ocean, to observe privatization issues along what I considered “the coast”. I figured I would 
have a look around the river and then explain my project’s coastal focus with clearer enunciation 
back at the beach when my voice was not muffled by the roaring buzz of the boat engine pushing 
us up the Rio Joanes.     
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I noticed the large gated condominium houses lining the river. This was the backend view 
from the characterless walls that I had observed on the road heading to Praia de Buraquinho. I 
knew that component applied to my research and therefore the riverboat trip was not a bust. 
During the 15-minute boat ride, I observed how the river water transitioned from somewhat clear 
brackish water near the mouth of the Atlantic Ocean to an opaque, blackish brown color as we 
ascended the river. That is when the stench set in. The distinct odor of raw sewage smacked my 
olfactory glands. Hollywood belted out his deep compact 350-pound bodied smoker laugh when 
he caught me trying to hide my disgust out of the corner of his eye. 
 I soon learned why. The boat stopped just under the Rio Joanes Bridge. Hollywood and 
Thiago pointed out several clandestine pipes that gushed raw sewage directly into the river. I was 
amazed by the juxtaposition between the elite homes and the glaring pollution that tainted the 
river. The motor stopped. Hollywood took the lead describing how these pipes leaked raw 
sewage into the river. That explained the change in the river’s color and smell. I was incredulous. 
The entire boat ride I had seen luxury gated condominiums. I asked the fishermen how it could 
possibly be: “can’t you speak with the government officials”? Thiago, who would become my 
fictive brother, answered “these are the very condominiums where the senators and governors 
live. Asking them for help is like holding a sieve up to block the sun,” as he raised his thin wrist 
up to the sun gesturing this action. Thiago then remarked that seeing the river in this state was  
“like watching a brother die,” as I referenced in the opening line to this chapter. Thiago’s 
humanizing description of the river’s demise offers a compelling entry point to discuss the study 
of anti-black violence and environmental racism that I would conduct when I returned to Praia de 
Buraquinho a year later for dissertation fieldwork.  
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This research is based on fourteen months of ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Praia 
de Buraquinho, Bahia, Brazil, in segments between December 2014 and May 2016. While those 
are the dates for my official data collection, I also resided in Bahia for nearly another year to 
complete data analysis and to write the core of my dissertation. During the data collection phase, 
I conducted in-depth interviews and eight life history interviews with a total of seventy-five 
black artisanal fishers (sixty-eight with men and seven women; fishers are almost exclusively 
men currently). Sixty interviews were with fishers from Praia de Buraquinho and the remaining 
fifteen were held with fishers from neighboring fishing communities. Thus, the bulk of my 
interviews and participant observations stem from Praia de Buraquinho. I extended my study 
sample to include fishers and related individuals from nearby communities because it was 
obvious that neighboring communities had different relationships with gated community 
management and, to a lesser extent, pollution. I conducted five (three women and two men) more 
in-depth interviews with Praia de Buraquinho barraca (informal beach restaurant/bar) owners or 
family members employed as cooks or food servers. Interviews were both formal and informal, 
lasting between sixty and ninety minutes. Formal interviews were easy to conduct using the 
fishing colony as my base.  
During the first six months in Buraquinho, I went to the fish colony seven days a week. 
Hollywood introduced me to fishers as well as the local matriarch named Marcia, a middle aged 
black woman who sold snacks and drinks behind the fish market. I positioned myself next to 
Marcia from dawn until dusk to ease her suspicions of me while establishing myself 
professionally in this highly male dominated space. My constant presence at the fish colony 
made it easy to recruit research participants. I interviewed fishers in the morning before they left 
to fish and in the afternoon when they returned. As time went on, it was somewhat more 
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challenging to arrange formal interviews because my new friends felt more comfortable stalling 
on me. Nonetheless, my annoying persistence paid off and only one fisher from a neighboring 
community declined to participate in the study because he was intimidated that he would expose 
something damaging about the community’s politics with a powerful tourist resort.  
To gain an institutional perspective, I held in-depth interviews with two geographers 
from the Secretaria de Meio Ambiente e Recursos Hídricos de Lauro de Fretias (SEMARH), the 
director of the Empresa Baiana de Águas e Saneamento Salvador (EMBASA), the City of Lauro 
de Freitas’ Director of Culture, two representatives from the Instituto do Meio Ambiente e 
Recursos Hídricos (INEMA): one civil engineer and the other a trained biologist who also served 
as the director of the APA Joanes-Ipitanga. I tried to interview employees from Secretaria de 
Desenvolmento Urbano (SEDUR) of Lauro de Freitas. Their outreach coordinator insisted I 
email my questions to an email address that she provided. My emails went unanswered. I also 
attempted to set up interviews with representatives from the Companhia de Desenvolvimento 
Urbano do Estado da Bahia (CONDER), but after being shuffled around between five different 
departments, I was told that no one was fit to attend to my questions. Informally, however, a few 
individuals confessed that they assumed something shady was underway between the city’s 
relationship with EMBASA and the private condominiums. I also conducted semi-structured 
interviews with social and environmental activists, sewage and sanitation experts at Universidade 
Federal da Bahia (UFBA), and security guards from gated condominiums. Numerous informal 
interviews with politicians, domestic workers, individuals that cared for wealthy homes while 
living on site (caseiros), beach vendors (ambulantes), and bus drivers greatly enhanced my 
understanding of the diverse perspectives and positionalities on race, class, gender, pollution, and 
privatization issues. I conducted archival research in the CONDER and UFBA libraries in 
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Salvador. Lauro de Freitas’ municipal library only offered one historical manuscript while my 
connections to the municipal library of Camaçari said their resources were either lost or non-
existent. 
Early in my research, I confronted a major challenge. I initially planned to interview an 
equal number of men and women fishers. As I will explain in more detail in chapter three, 
pollution has caused all but two women shellfish collectors to abandon fishing in the Rio Joanes. 
There were only a few older retired women shellfish collectors remaining and I found them 
through networking with community members. I travelled over forty minutes outside of Lauro de 
Freitas to interview two former Praia de Buraquinho shellfish collectors. So while I hoped to 
give more attention to the intersectionality of race, class, and gender, I focus on gender and 
women’s perspectives where possible.  	
All interviews were conducted in Brazilian Portuguese, audio recorded, transcribed, and 
translated into English. In addition, I took daily handwritten notes on my thoughts and 
observations. I referred to these notes as I refined my analytical approach, iteratively, throughout 
my research project. Notes and interview data were analyzed and coded for main themes using 
Microsoft Word. I made new themes and groupings iteratively as the project progressed. I 
attended two Federation of Fishers and Aquaculture of Bahia (FEPESBA) workshops and 
luncheons, eight Praia de Buraquinho fishing colony meetings, and various fishing events such 
as work parties to repair colony boats and clean or paint the colony buildings like the barracão 
(where fishers store equipment in personal lockers). I also volunteered to plant mangroves for a 
municipally funded event called Mangrove Planting Day. The goal of Mangrove Planting Day 
was to replant mangroves that had been destroyed by encroaching condominium developments 
along the Rio Joanes. I participated in four Festa de Iemanjá celebrations (two in Buraquinho and 
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two in Busca Vida). I also went to Carnival with a small group of fishers and their wives and 
participated in the community’s Bloco Afro, attended several town festivals, in addition to 
observing numerous other cultural and religious ceremonies. I attended three protests at the 
Busca Vida condominium, with one resulting in a roundtable meeting between activists and 
condominium staff. The protestors were fishers and women neighborhood activists from the 
working class neighborhood Catú de Abrantes who denounced beach privatization, racial 
profiling, and Busca Vida condominium’s encroachment onto fishers’ small fishing reservation 
within the condominium. I participated in neighborhood organizational meetings and street 
protests over land rights and gentrification problems in a black coastal neighborhood in 
downtown Salvador. Sometimes I observed events by chance, like when government institutions 
such as the Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (IBAMA) 
came to investigate illegal fishing practices or when EMBASA and the Electric Company of the 
State of Bahia (COELBA) came to cut the fishing colony’s water and electric supplies.  
Beyond activities related directly to my research, I attended several baby showers, 
barbeques, birthday parties, weddings, holiday parties, and a wake. On one occasion, I drove a 
fisherman to the emergency room in Lauro de Freitas while we was suffering a stroke. When the 
hospital told us they were not equipped to take care of his ailment, I drove him to a bigger 
hospital in Salvador. I helped research consultants schedule appointments on the Internet and 
acquire personal documents from government agencies in Salvador, Lauro de Freitas, and 
Camaçari. I also accompanied fishers to the Ministry of Justice to file criminal complaints 
regarding the fishing colony. Additionally, I graciously declined a fisherman’s request to be the 
godmother of his son (an invitation likely based on a desire for financial aid at least as much as a 
show of friendship). I turned to fishermen and their families on numerous occasions like when 
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the manager of the fish market gave me twenty reais when credit card was stolen (my demands 
for repayment were declined) or when a fisherman’s tech savvy daughters helped me cancel my 
Brazilian cellphone contract from abroad. I remained close with a few of the fishermen’s wives 
after completing the research and we remain in weekly contact through the social messaging 
application Whatsapp while I am in the United States. I always plan get-togethers with the 
women and their teenage children when I return to Bahia. These events demonstrate that I 
eventually forged strong friendships with community members and I could also depend on them 
when I was in need. In terms of research, my close relationship to research consultants and their 
families meant that I gained a robust knowledge of their lives. 
My immersion into the community advanced my Portuguese language skills. In all of my 
time in Brazil, I never communicated in English because I never met any native English 
speakers. When I began fieldwork, people were acutely aware that I was not a native Brazilian 
because of my blond hair, blue eyes, and light skin, as well as my casual style of dress; however, 
people assumed that my slightly Spanish language accent was Argentinian or Italian. Towards 
the end of my time in Bahia my friends affectionately referred to me as a galega (light skinned 
Brazilian woman), signaling a softening of my outsider status, which, along with my accent, will 
never fully fade.  
 During my fieldwork, I began working on a website on Praia de Buraquinho fishers. I 
plan to post pictures of each Praia de Buraquinho fisher in this study along with a short 
biography as a way of sharing research findings with the study community. My objective is to 
have an electronic archive and an instagram page, which fishers’ family members, especially 
their children and grandchildren, can reference when learning about the underappreciated lives of 
artisanal fishers. I initially intended to offer informal English tutoring lessons to fishers’ 
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children, however there was surprisingly little interest in the idea. These are the ways that I 
planned to “give back” to the community because my original engaged research plan with a 
black social and environmental justice organization fell through in the early stages due to 
security risks and transportation problems.  
 
Personal Relationships in the Field  
Little has been written on romantic relationships in the field (Irwin 2006). Much of the 
literature focuses on the power dynamics and how researchers should avoid such relationships 
because they are based on exploitation. Romantic relationships are particularly complicated 
between researchers from the global north dating research participants in the global south 
because of the perceived power imbalance. Race, education, gender, culture, and class are all 
factors that structure these relationships and how the local community perceives them. I 
remember an unsettling conversation I had with a young black woman early on in my research. 
This fashionably dressed woman in her mid-twenties was the mistress of one of the Praia de 
Buraquinho fishermen. She sat next to me at the table while a group of fishers ate moqueca fish 
stew, which is customary in Praia de Buraquinho. The woman asked me if I came to Bahia to 
namorar (date/have sex with) a moreno (brown skinned man). Up until that point, I was highly 
focused on my research and I hoped that others viewed me as a professional, politically engaged 
researcher. I assumed that I would receive sexual advances because I stood out physically and 
had higher socio-economic status than other community members, but I naively wished that my 
role as a serious social scientist would insulate me from being read as the same as many other 
white gringas (foreign female tourists), as the pursuer of casual sex with black Bahian men. Now 
I realize how ridiculous it was to think that I was somehow exempt from those stereotypes. 
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Bahians are used to waves of white European and American tourists visiting the state for tourism 
and to sexually explore the “exotic” black population (Williams 2013).   
This woman’s question pierced through my thoughts every now and then when I began a 
romantic relationship with a black fisherman after I finished data collection with fishers. This 
would be the biggest positional challenge of my research, even though our romantic relationship 
began after my ethnographic data were collected. I knew that my relationship was far deeper than 
a sexual fling, but I was concerned that our relationship would provide proof to locals wanting to 
lump me into the typical sexual tourist category. I was also anxious that the wives, girlfriends, 
and mistresses of the fishermen would feel uneasy or even threatened because of my relationship 
with a fisherman. I believe I assuaged these fears from local women (to a degree) because I 
already built rapport over months socializing with them and forming friendships with women 
independent of the research context. Additionally, women noticed that I conducted myself 
around fishermen in the same manner whether or not they were around. It would be difficult to 
hide any inappropriateness in such a small community where gossip is a special kind of currency.  
However, the fact that I eventually married a fisherman undoubtedly altered how the 
community viewed me. I believe it gave me more legitimacy within the community because it 
showed that, in the end, I saw beyond class and demonstrated my commitment. My field site 
quickly became my life. I certainly never imagined that my family would include a research 
participant in their annual Christmas card the next year. I am fully aware of the arguments 
mentioned above that social scientists should keep a professional distance from their research 
collaborators. Ultimately, I do not believe that people interpreted my romantic relationship as 
unethical. I strongly believe that people were far more preoccupied with why I would marry a 
poor black fisherman because in their perception, I was “marrying down” the socio-economic 
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ladder. Perhaps brief sexual encounters between rich white foreign women and poor black men 
were common in particular tourist areas of Bahia, but a white woman legally marrying across 
these lines was unorthodox. In Brazil, middle and upper class white women usually only marry 
black men if the man is a rich celebrity (Xuxa and Pele and Gilberto Gil and his three white 
wives are two pop culture examples). A white woman marrying a poor black man is outside the 
norm. In summary, I admit that my personal relationship was complicated, but I followed 
American Anthropological Association ethical guidelines (http://www.americananthro.org/) both 
during and after data collection and will continue to do so.  
 
 
Figure 1.5: Moqueqa fish stew with fresh octopus. Source: author.  
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On Language and Terminology 
Race and terminology have long complicated and stagnated studies of racism in Brazil. 
Many scholars advocate for a color classification system that divides Afro-descendants into 
variations of black and brown. Scholars suggest that skin color and racial identity are too 
complicated to reduce Afro-descendants to a singular black category, as if Brazilians were 
somehow unaware how to tell if someone is black. Furthermore, while academic debates linger 
between racial and class discrimination, black Brazilians have no hesitation. In her work on 
black women’s land struggles in Bahia, Keisha-Khan Perry interviewed a black woman activist 
who explained the problem succinctly: “the ambiguity of race and racism in Brazil is an 
academic problem (Perry 2013, xviii).” Determining who is black in Brazil is an intellectual 
problem for the academic community. The “tangible realities” of race are incongruent with the 
public myth that denies racial discrimination in Brazil (Smith 2008, Freyre 1986). These 
distinctions are not as confusing when it comes to hiring practices, racial profiling, and beauty 
contests (Perry 2013, xix). There is little confusion when someone experiences anti-black 
violence (Pierson 1971).  
Throughout this dissertation, I use the term “black” to signify both black and brown-
skinned Brazilians of African descent. I employ the Brazilian Black Movement’s dual system of 
racial classification as black (black/brown) and white because of the similar ways in which 
brown and black skinned people are treated and organized in Brazil. This does not mean that 
there are not important nuances and preferences within the black category. In fact, preferences 
for hair texture, skin color, nose width and body shape abound within Brazil’s pardo (brown) 
and preto (black) population (Hordge-Freeman 2015). Black Brazilians and Afro-descendant 
scholars can be credited for emphasizing the importance of phenotype in organizing social life in 
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Brazil and throughout Latin America (Vargas 2004, Loperena 2012, Rahier 1998, Hordge-
Freeman 2015, Williams 2013, Sanchez 2007, Hooker 2005, Caldwell 2008). 
I understand “race” as a concept and social reality that both “establishes and rationalizes 
the order of difference as a law of nature (Goldberg 1993, 81).” Importantly, race is not fixed or 
biological. Notions of race do not necessarily depend on notions of biological difference. They 
may be just as much predicated on cultural difference. As a biological myth but a social fact that 
changes over time and space, Sundberg (2008) suggests applying the concept of racialization 
because it focuses on the historical and structural factors that shape race in particular contexts. 
Racialization, therefore, is “the process of marking human differences according to hierarchical 
discourses (Applebaum, Macpherson, and Rosemblatt 2003, 2).”  
My understanding of class goes beyond standard Marxist interpretations where one’s 
relation to the mode of production is the primary determinant of class status. It is true that one’s 
relation to the mode of production contributes to constructing class identities, however there are 
other cultural factors at play. Parkin’s (1979) emphasis on closure in defining class is helpful 
here. Parkin sees closure as “the process by which social collectivities seek to maximize rewards 
by restricting access to resources and opportunities to a limited scale of individuals (Parkin 1979, 
44).” Parkin’s focus on closure aids my understanding of how class restricts access to resources. 
For instance, wealthy Brazilians restrict access to environmental resources based on private 
property, policing, and other techniques in the built environment. In this way, class enclosure is 
intricately related to the enclosure of environmental commons resources (water, beaches, dunes, 
mangroves, rivers, and lakes). Closure is not always a top-down process, however this is the 
primary form of the production of class described in this dissertation. Yet Parkin does not 
emphasize the role of culture in class formation. Yelvington’s theorization of class fills that gap. 
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In this dissertation, I define class as “an identity based on a cultural understanding of one’s 
capital resources and the mode of closure one habitually employs within the objective structure 
provided by capitalism as a totalizing cultural system (Yelvington 1995, 32).” This definition 
attends to the nuanced class differences among fishers (i.e. those who own a boat and those who 
do not) and the more classic Marxist class divisions (bourgeois/peasant) between wealthy 
landowners and small-scale fishers who have comparatively less social, economic, and political 
capital (Kottak 1992, Robben 1989).  
 
Organization of the Dissertation 
Chapter Two: Locked Out: the Other Side of Paradise. The next chapter reviews 
relevant scholarly works on environmental justice, privatization and gated communities, as well 
as accumulation by dispossession. The chapter better positions my work among previous 
scholarship, further highlighting the need for studies on environmental racism in Brazil, 
specifically through my analytical lens of accumulation by racialized environmental 
dispossession.  
Chapter Three: Death of a River. In chapter three I consider how river pollution 
impacts Praia de Buraquinho’s poor black men and women fishers. The current neoliberal model 
of deregulation and the privatizing of public services severely degraded the Rio Joanes. On top 
of the lack of sewage infrastructure in Lauro de Freitas, the privatization of water resources leads 
to higher concentration of harmful bacteria near Praia de Buraquinho. The river is so polluted 
that fishers say it is dead. Fish cannot survive in the toxic ecosystem. The chapter also discusses 
the gendered aspect of natural water pollution. I argue that women are more severely impacted 
by river pollution because they were the primary river shellfish collectors. Men have the option 
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to fish in the Atlantic Ocean, although they too are being pushed further away from their 
traditional fishing spots because of industrial pollution along the coast.   
Chapter Four: Locked Out: the Other Side of Paradise. The privatization of public 
commons land resources and the concomitant racial, class, and gendered impacts are the focus of 
chapter four. I focus specifically on gated communities, access and racial profiling. Gated 
communities present serious problems for fishers, who are racially profiled because of their 
racial and class identities. The chapter investigates the intersectional impacts that occur when 
black bodies approximate the new, white washed racial and spatial order of the Bahian coast. 
Other scholars note racism within the state police force, however, I reveal how the new private 
security guards in gated communities racially profile fishers. The security guards’ sole purpose is 
to defend their rich white residents, therefore the racial and class elements are quite pronounced. 
Chapter Five: The Struggle for Dignity. Chapter five provides evidence and theoretical 
explanations for why Buraquinho fishers have not assembled greater resistance to their 
environmental dispossession. Buraquinho fishers are situated in a power matrix involving 
multiple stakeholders. There were surprisingly few collective actions to defend fishers’ rights, 
protections against water pollution, or the privatization of the coast during my time in Bahia. On 
the handful of occasions that I witnessed people organizing, women were orchestrating the 
effort.  
My analysis centers on the contradictions of institutional support for black fishers. I 
found that the city of Lauro de Freitas and a polluting chemical industry support Afro-Brazilian 
cultural events but dismiss black people’s actual, everyday problems. This is best illustrated with 
state support for the Festa de Iemanjá festival honoring the Candomlé sea goddess of water 
purity, while there is minimal effort to improve water quality in the Rio Joanes. It is also 
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evidenced in the upcoming beach demolition project in Buraquinho (barraca owners have been 
waiting for the project to begin since 2011) that aims to “sanitize” the coast. This is an example 
of how the sanitation of the coast involves forced removal of black people while sanitation was 
never a problem pipes dumped raw sewage into poor black fishers’ natural water.  
Chapter Six: A Rigged Lottery. The concluding chapter summarizes the results, 
positions them in the broader theoretical perspective of environmental racism and accumulation 
by racialized environmental dispossession in Afro-Latin America. I argue that environmental 
racism is a form of structural violence that physically assaults poor black bodies. In particular, I 
elaborate the ways that neoliberalism and accumulation by racialized dispossession work jointly. 
I end with a reflection on the dissertation’s broader contributions to anthropology: refining the 
racialization of accumulation by dispossession with a new framework, accumulation by 
racialized environmental dispossession and the refinement of environmental racism in Brazil. 
This section includes my applied contributions to Praia de Buraquinho fishers and activists, 
government agencies, and to the dissemination of research findings.   
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Figure 1.6: Thiago holding a pirambú in Praia de Buraquinho. Source: author.  
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CHAPTER 2: 
LOCKED OUT: THE OTHER SIDE OF PARADISE 
One day our beach will be one big condominium and there will be nothing left for us. That is 
what they want. Maybe then these crooked politicians will clean up the river. – Joeliton, Praia 
de Buraquinho fisher   
	
Introduction 
Brazil is known for its racial paradox: the simultaneous celebration of racial harmony and 
the prevalence of racism in everyday life. However this idea is rarely applied to environmental 
racism in Brazilian society (Smith 2009). Brazil provides a fascinating place to study 
environmental racism because of a strong body of scholarship arguing for the prevalence of 
structural racism (Vargas 2008, Perry 2013, Smith 2016, Twine 1998) and new research 
exploring the racial and ecological dimensions of accumulation by dispossession (Mollett 2014, 
Loperena 2016, Mayes 2014, Vélez-Torres 2012, Harvey 2005). Studies combining class, 
environmental inequalities, and natural resource privatization contribute to understanding how 
private consumptive landscapes pull resources away from vulnerable populations, however they 
do not focus specifically on racial and gender dimensions (Leichenko and Solecki 2008, Ávila-
García and Sánchez 2012). Using an environmental racism lens within an anthropological 
research context, this dissertation examines how the emergence of new privatized gated coastal 
landscapes influence inequalities in exposure to environmental hazards and access to 
environmental amenities on the basis of race, class, and gender. I suggest that environmental 
racism embeds the Bahian state’s neoliberal accumulation by dispossession development model 
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that inadvertently promotes anti-black violence towards poor black men and women fishers. This 
chapter blends three broad thematic areas: environmental justice, gated communities and 
privatization, and accumulation by dispossession. Ultimately, I assert an accumulation by 
racialized environmental dispossession framework that guides this dissertation.  
 
Environmental Justice and Environmental Racism  
 Environmental justice is both an analytical framework and the name for grassroots 
activism for environmental equality. Most scholars recognize environmental justice as the 
African American and Latino-led grassroots movement for environmental equality born out of 
the US Civil Rights movement. Within the United States, civil rights activists broadened their 
overall call for social justice to include their everyday environments. In doing so, they not only 
broadened restrictive white mainstream ideas of “the environment,” they asserted that social 
injustices are at the root of environmental inequality and, environmental injustices are at the root 
of social inequality (Bullard 1993, Cole and Foster 2001, Westra and Lawson 2001). The 
movement and research sparked a dialogue on race, class, gender (to a lesser extent), and the 
unfair distribution of environmental hazards (Carruthers 2008). Despite numerous studies using 
environmental justice as an analytical framework, there is scarce anthropological literature on 
environmental racism, particularly outside of the United States. Environmental racism is the idea 
that non-whites have unequal access to resources and are disproportionately exposed to 
environmental hazards (Pulido 2000).  
Environmental racism is hardly addressed in Latin America because of a region-wide 
denial of racial discrimination (Dulitzky 2005). With a renewed focus on racism in Latin 
American and Brazilian scholarship, environmental racism is beginning to make some waves 
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outside of the grassroots communities fighting against this form of discrimination for centuries 
(Pacheco 2016). However, the literary corpus analyzing how environmental benefits for elites 
self-segregated in gated communities link to increased risks of hazards exposure for poor black 
communities remains small and non-existent when looking strictly at anthropological studies 
(Leichenko and Solecki 2008). To adapt, in this section on environmental justice, I first consider 
those environmental justice studies conducted in the United States. I then explore the literature 
on environmental justice in Latin America. The lack of anthropological research on the topic will 
provide a point of departure for my research.  
 
Environmental Justice Scholarship in the United States 
Literature on environmental justice was first published in the United States in the 1980s. 
The seminal work Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States: A National Report on the Racial 
and Socio-Economic Characteristics of Communities with Hazardous Waste Sites, published by 
the United Church of Christ (UCC) in 1987, first emphasized environmental racism: 
environmental inequality on the basis of race (United Church of Christ 1987). This 
groundbreaking study found that race—not class—was the most significant determinant in 
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) landfill locations in Warren County, North Carolina. Robert 
Bullard’s (2000) Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental Quality is another 
foundational study that demonstrated that race was the leading predictor of toxic siting in six 
locations throughout the US South. In both studies, access to information technology and 
resources to move outside of polluted territories are key to African Americans’ exposure to 
hazards. One weakness in these works is that they are mainly focused on chemical exposure and 
do not give an adequate treatment of the environmental benefits given to elite communities 
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within the political and economic landscape. The absence of a detailed diagnostic of who wins, 
who loses, who did it, and why limits the studies’ use for building anthropological theory 
(McDonald 2002). My study addresses this gap by examining how neoliberal capitalism leads to 
worsening social inequalities through the white elite appropriation of natural resources. These 
goals inform this study by looking into how the overall neoliberal accumulation by dispossession 
model, through the privatization of land and social services, combine with regional racial logics 
in Bahia.  
Melissa Checker’s ethnography Polluted Promises is a key anthropological study 
connecting pollution to a history of anti-black racism in the Southern US. Checker notes that the 
African American town under investigation is polluted in an ecological and a social sense 
(Checker 2005, 4). Ecologically, nearby industrial factories have contaminated the air, soil, and 
water causing environmental health problems. Toxins seeped into the landscape. The land and 
home garden contamination was particularly painful given the cultural and material significance 
of land ownership and food autonomy in this former plantation sharecropper community. The 
social aspect of the community’s pollution is the book’s vital contribution. Checker links the 
community’s chemical contamination to diminished social resources: access to decent jobs, 
housing, schools, and police protection (Checker 2005, 4). The lack of social resources drew the 
community down into a negative feedback loop of discrimination, limited options for social and 
economic mobility, and a niche of youths that turned to drug trafficking as their way out of their 
life circumstances.  
A history of anti-black discrimination underlies these processes. Checker provides a 
detailed historical account of processes of racialization in the US South, allowing for a clear 
understanding of the structural factors that were already in place to make the community more 
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vulnerable to environmental hazards. The combination of socio-environmental factors made the 
town a “wasteland” or forgotten territory to outsiders. This discursive theme arises in numerous 
environmental justice studies (Perry 2009, Johnston and Barker 2008, Vélez-Torres 2012, Smith 
2008). Negative imagery and misinformed middle-class white-centric understandings of the 
environment within environmental policy and science further exposed the community to harm 
without recourse for alleviating the problem. The mainstream environmental policy institutions 
have little purchase for minority communities exposed to toxins. 
Checker also provides a basic but important historical overview of the community’s 
grassroots environmental justice efforts. Civil rights-era community elders mobilized to win key 
infrastructure (water, gas, sewer lines, streetlights, paved roads, and flood ditches), as well as 
better employment opportunities and access to healthcare, during times of deindustrialization. 
Most recently, activists have engaged in a combat against crack cocaine drug trafficking 
(Checker 2005, 5). Similar patterns of uneven economic development and racial discrimination 
have unfolded in Brazilian contexts, with activists fighting for nearly identical incentives. Two 
key factors distinguish the US and Brazilian settings. First, in Brazil, primarily black women 
lead grassroots environmental justice movements. Second, Brazilian cities are marked by closer 
physical proximity between white elite and poor black communities.  
I have a few main critiques of Checker’s study. Unfortunately, Checker offers little 
description of the social hierarchies within her field site. Checker’s key informants are mostly 
older men in leadership roles. Checker interviews some women, but there is no substantive 
analysis of how women’s perspectives differ from their sons, husbands, and friends. Placing 
history and gender at the core of theory would greatly benefit the research by providing nuance 
to the book’s otherwise theoretical sophistication. A more in-depth, political ecology lens 
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centered on internal power dynamics within the community would enrich Checker’s study and 
give it a comparative edge for other environmental justice ethnographies. Gender is one of the 
key analytical perspectives I use in this dissertation, particularly in Chapter three. I also suggest 
that one of the roadblocks to grassroots activism in the community is women’s removal from the 
landscape.  
There is also the matter of procedural justice within environmental justice. Procedural 
justice attends to access to social, political, and legal mechanisms to prevent environmental 
inequalities. This approach stands in contra-distinction to distributional justice approaches that 
evaluate whether environmental “goods” and “bads” are evenly distributed throughout all 
communities (McDonald 2002). Distributional justice is premised on the idea that all 
communities should receive a fair share of pollution and healthy landscapes, for example. This 
notion is restrictive, however, because it suggests that all communities have the same ability to 
contain or escape pollution. Children, elderly, and discriminated communities are more 
vulnerable to environmental hazards because they have limited access to technology and other 
social services enjoyed by healthy privileged groups (Stone 2001). Focusing on distributional 
equality leaves communities with little recourse for reparations because even though it seems 
like everyone is equally exposed to environmental hazards like hurricanes or global warming, 
low-income minority are at a higher risk due to lack of resources (Schlosberg 2003, Baer and 
Singer 2009, Oliver-Smith 1996).  
This is why Stone (2001) advocates for a procedural approach. Drawing on cultural 
ecology and social network analysis, Stone (2001) identifies a lack of community participation in 
environmental planning as a major roadblock to socio-environmental equity. He builds a 
“participatory equity principle” based on increasing social access to environmental management 
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among low-income minority communities. Stone retools the management terms “locally affected 
population” (LAP) and “social impact assessment” (SIA) with careful consideration of how these 
concepts are used and abused among environmental project risk assessment officials. Ultimately, 
he argues that it is important to document cultural values (i.e. privacy, deference to authority, 
etc.) and demographic characteristics (i.e. age, race, ethnicity, income, etc.) to determine a 
group’s access to environmental decision-making processes (Stone 2001, 6). In other words, 
these assumptions serve to homogenize affected populations and assume equitable access to 
institutions.  
Stone makes progress in expanding environmental discrimination beyond the distribution 
of environmental hazards and provides crucial insight on the link between social resources and 
hazards, but procedural justice becomes the main focus to the exclusion of other information. 
Procedural justice is certainly an important component of environmental justice, yet it remains 
restrictive. This is apparent in the author’s concepts. Stone argues that environmental 
discrimination (a repeated act) is better than environmental racism because it implies a process 
whereas environmental inequality and environmental racism imply a condition (Stone 2001, 7). I 
disagree. Considering environmental racism as a condition, not a process, eschews the rich 
critical race scholarship on racial formations and the shifting, positional nature of racism and the 
racialization of landscapes that I will apply to my research. 
Most scholarship also fails to treat environmental racism as an unintentional act tied to 
structural prejudices (Pulido 1996, 2000). Latina geographer Laura Pulido made an early plea to 
deepen scholarly understandings of environmental racism with the robust and intersectional 
literature of critical race studies (Crenshaw 1991). The critical geographer more explicitly 
connects structural racism, urban geographies, and political economy. Drawing focus away from 
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individual non-white communities, Pulido considers the broader context of white privilege that 
allows “unintentional” environmental racisms to occur. White privilege is widely applicable to 
environmental racism studies because it is predominantly white elites who are in command of the 
development model and urban restructuring. Pulido’s more recent work appropriately connects 
the current neoliberal, white-centric yet “colorblind” world to environmental racism. In a 
multicultural colorblind world, residential zoning, urban development, and patterns of 
industrialization appear to have nothing to do with racial discrimination (Pulido 2015, Bonilla-
Silva 2006). Pulido’s attention to neoliberal multiculturalism, white supremacy, and the larger 
political economic conditions and the process of racial formation is particularly important for 
understanding environmental justice in Brazil, where there is an even more hegemonic 
“colorblindness” in the legacies of racial democracy. I suggest that environmental racism is no 
less prevalent in Brazil, but is harder to pin down with neoliberal logics of intentionality, 
multiculturalism, and colorblindness.  
 
Environmental Justice Scholarship in Latin America 
There are many examples of environmental inequalities and activism against these 
injustices in Latin America, however scholars are just now using the vocabulary and analytical 
tools to consider them as such. Scholars have been particularly hesitant to adopt the 
environmental racism framework in Latin American contexts, likely because of the region’s 
complex racial dynamics and national ideologies of mestizaje (racial and cultural mixing) and 
racial democracy. However, despite such national mythologies, many people experience race as 
“a decisive factor in determining chances and opportunities to succeed in Latin America” 
(Dulitzky 2005, 48) as well as a significant factor “in shaping access to natural resources; 
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exposure to environmental hazards (pesticides, toxic waste); access to environmental benefits 
(clean air, water, fertile soils); and determinations of who counts in environmental policy 
formation, implementation, and enforcement (Sundberg 2008, 25).” 
In Brazil and Latin America, environmental justice scholarship has retained a distinct 
focus on critiquing the capitalist development model and “the unfair regional role within the 
context of international trade” (Porto 2012, 101, Pacheco 2016, Wolford 2008). Latin 
Americanist scholars often highlight the global north’s practices of shifting locally produced 
toxins and pollution into the global south while extracting the region’s natural resources 
(Carruthers 2008). Major topics within Latin America include natural resource extraction, 
industrial waste, tourism, and increasingly social movements. Scholarship on the racialization of 
economic development points to the state’s techniques of stigmatizing populations in relation to 
the means of production (Sundberg 2008). Latin America’s grassroots movement for 
environmental justice represents a populist challenge to exclusive private control of the 
production process itself, for pollution prevention ultimately requires production control 
(Heiman 1996). Ultimately, creating a democratic front against the political and economic 
mechanisms that disadvantage the poor and racially stigmatized (by restricting access to 
resources) is preferred to analyses that focus solely on intentional racism (Goldman 1996).  
Numerous studies document the linkage between infrastructures for tourism development 
related to diminished environmental health, including deforestation, erosion, sediment discharge, 
and lack of sewage and solid waste treatment facilities in coastal contexts. As a result there has 
been contamination of fresh and salt water, increased salinity in underground aquifers, declining 
supply of potable water, and degradation of coastal zones including mangrove destruction, beach 
degradation, and coral reef damage (Vega et al. 1993, Stonich 1998). Tourism delivers serious 
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social and health costs to local populations. Stonich’s (1998) work in the Bay Islands of 
Honduras found that tourism is a larger consumer of water resources than domestic consumption, 
with clear social consequences between largely poor marginalized populations and middle/upper 
class tourists from the global north. This focus on linking the elite consumption of resources to 
poor and racial stigmatized local population’s exposure to environmental hazards also informs 
my analysis of considering what elites gain in appropriating coastal communities.  
In Latin America, framing urban natural resource amenities as struggles for 
environmental justice is gaining momentum. Keisha-Khan Perry’s (2009) work on black 
women’s grassroots movement for land rights in Salvador, Bahia also links racial and gender 
struggles to environmental justice concerns: access to water, public health, and sanitation, 
although less directly. Nonetheless, her work is a positive step towards developing 
environmental justice theory, methods, and epistemology in Brazil. Perry addresses the city’s 
negligence in constructing poorly planned infrastructure that jeopardizes the safety of children 
who pass through busy streets. She also discusses how EMBASA, the water and sanitation 
company, water and sanitation programs were ill-designed thus creating a cholera outbreak in the 
small coastal neighborhood where she works (Perry 2013). In this way, access to clean water is 
unattainable because residents live in a stigmatized, forgotten territory. The area is forgotten 
because of the residents who occupy it. They are black and poor and thought to be human 
barnacles on prized landscape overlooking the All Saints Bay. Perry makes a more detailed 
argument on black Brazilian’s need for unpolluted natural water resources as a religious right 
(Perry 2009). Practitioners of the Afro-Brazilian religion Candomblé have several rituals 
requiring clean bodies of water and this is a primary concern for Brazil’s environmental justice 
movement (Porto 2012).  
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As the state withholds access to clean water in an attempt to push poor black Brazilians 
off of their land, black women fight back using a variety of symbolic and material techniques. 
Perry does a beautiful job incorporating the intersectional race, gender, and class identities of her 
research collaborators, which mark how they interact with the urban environment. Furthermore, 
Perry incorporates the ways cultural symbols are embedded in the landscape, attaching these 
themes to the larger history of slavery, dispossession, and feminist black political agency (Perry 
2009). Black women are more attached to coastal and water-based lands because they are 
religious leaders, civic leaders, and the heads of households (Safa 2005, Brondo 2013a). Most 
importantly, women form the base of neighborhood grassroots struggles for human and 
environmental rights (Harding 2003, Perry 2016, Perry 2009). Other environmental justice 
literature only scratches the surface of gender issues in environmental injustices and movements 
for environmental justice. Other scholars interested in including the voices of women in 
environmental justice scholarship in Latin America have set out to fuse feminism and political 
ecology, yet these studies are less engaged with race (Rocheleau, Thomas-Slayter, and Wangari 
2013, Elmhirst 2011). Critical black feminist scholarship would do well to venture into political 
ecology as well. Critical black feminists have excelled at joining multiple scales of power from 
the structural and symbolic scales down to the individual body (Crenshaw 1991, Collins 2000a, 
b). Such conceptualizations thrive in political ecological analyses because they deliver both the 
theoretical sophistication and the political relevance direly needed to understand environmental 
inequality.  
Christen Smith’s article on environmental racism and anti-black police brutality in 
Salvador has also influenced my work (Smith 2009). Smith posits that environmental inequalities 
are “violently maintained in physical, structural, and symbolic ways (Smith 2009, 94).” Working 
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alongside a black grassroots collective that denounces anti-black police violence, Smith attempts 
to understand the relationship between environmental toxicity, violence and racism. Her focus on 
the social marking of black male bodies and environments as criminal, dangerous, and marginal 
fits directly with my understanding of racial profiling in the rapidly privatized and whitewashed 
world that surrounds Praia de Buraquinho and its poor black fishers (Smith 2009, 95). Her 
understanding of how peripheral, racialized communities can “at once be a site of state neglect 
and a state of preoccupation” also informs by understanding of the ways city officials in Lauro 
de Freitas can neglect environmental pollution issues in Buraquinho and then call for coastal 
cleanup initiatives that are essentially racialized slum clearance operatives (Smith 2009, 102).   
Nearing even closer to my own research, Brazilian environmental justice scholarship now 
evaluates the linkage between access to resources and the ability to avoid hazards in luxury 
residential housing. Leichenko and Solecki (2008) relate natural resources to risk exposure in 
suburban housing developments in São Paulo, Brazil. Patterns of suburbanization have been 
studied from an environmental justice perspective in the United States (Bullard 2000, Pulido 
2000, Swyngedouw and Heynen 2003), but the authors claim to be the first to apply the approach 
to similar contexts in Brazil. The authors attribute unequal exposure to environmental hazards to 
elite desires for “consumptive landscapes,” which they develop from Pulido’s (2000) work on 
white privilege and Harvey’s (1996) call for a structural and processual approach to 
environmental justice. The researchers attributed racial and class segregation to neoliberalism’s 
fragmentation on urban environments and the parcelization of cities into smaller municipalities 
(Rolnik 2001, Aguilar, Ward, and Smith Sr 2003, Mitchell 1998, Leichenko and Solecki 2008). 
Elites with resources to flee de-industrialized and crime ridden urban centers can literally gate 
themselves off from environmental hazards like crime and pollution. Within these enclaves, 
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elites have all of the amenities they could possibly need (grocery stores, malls, golf courses, 
swimming pools) so they do not have to enter into socially and environmentally hazardous 
landscapes that they abandoned to the poor non-white city dwellers (Leichenko and Solecki 
2008).  
Section Summary 
In summary, consumptive landscapes offer a valuable analytical device for my research 
because of the indulgent and racialized use of the landscape occurring in luxury gated 
communities along the Bahian coast (Leichenko and Solecki 2008, Heynen, Perkins, and Roy 
2006). It is essential to conceptualize how elites control and maintain racial and class power over 
the landscape both through economic and ideational techniques to understand the unequal 
neoliberal consolidation of power and resources (Blaikie 1995). The consumptive landscapes and 
environmental justice framework also pairs nicely with the environmentalism of the rich and 
accumulation by dispossession literature because they are also focused on the ways Latin 
American elites hoard resources to the detriment of minority groups (Ávila-García and Sánchez 
2012, Leichenko and Solecki 2008, Heynen, Perkins, and Roy 2006, Harvey 2005). Like 
Pulido’s (2000) call to investigate the regional development model and the operationalization of 
white privilege, scholars should evaluate how elites are pulling unpolluted natural resources and 
key social resources away at the same time, leaving the poor and non-white with the scraps. The 
upper class ability to construct and to access luxury amenities directly impacts the environmental 
quality of those without such privileges. For poor black Bahian artisanal fishers, access to clean 
water is essential to their basic livelihoods. The neoliberal appropriation of environments for 
leisure and luxury pulls state and municipal resources and amenities away from the communities 
most in need, excluding them from environmental benefits and creating another level of 
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environmental risk (Leichenko and Solecki 2008, Rolnik 2001). These elite spaces promote 
security through deliberate racial profiling that subjects poor black fishers to violence. The 
following section demonstrates how elite consumption of luxury landscapes in private, gated 
communities builds on discriminatory racial stereotypes of black criminality and prompt 
environmental conflicts between elite white and poor black communities.  
Gated Communities, Race, and Privatization 
Gated communities have multiplied along Bahia’s coastline since the 1990s. The 
proliferation of gated communities (housing developments closed to the public) marks the 
expansion of tourism, real estate, and elite exclusivity in Brazil (Silva 2009). The gated housing 
trend also reflects Brazil’s soaring economic inequality that closely traces racial lines (Rolnik 
2001). The spike in gated communities must be viewed as the material representation of 
deepening social divides in Latin America and the fragmentation of urban space (Coy 2002). 
Gated communities have been declared the most important form of spatial segregation in 
Brazilian cities (Coy 2006, 2002, Silva 2009, Vargas 2006, Rolnik 2001, Caldeira 2000). Gated 
communities generate social and material boundaries to intentionally create an exclusionary 
landscape. Status, lifestyle, and security compose the basic impetus for living in gated 
communities (Caldeira 2000).  
This pattern supports Reiter’s argument that in Brazil, poor blacks are perceived by elites 
as not really people, rather they are viewed as small, irrelevant, or unimportant people at best 
(Reiter 2009, 26-27). Noting this difference, Reiter concludes that exclusion in Brazil is based on 
the division of the people (the elite) and the undesirables (the poor or povão, lumpen), which 
symbolically and materially perpetuates through structural violence. As a result, privileged 
Brazilians have abandoned the public sphere along with public services to the poor majority and 
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public spaces are transformed into dangerous territories. This research will uncover the ways that 
poor black fishers using those public spaces converted to private zones are subject to racial 
discrimination. Even though they remain in their native landscapes, poor black fishers are 
perceived to be encroaching on secure, white elite, private territories thereby threatening the 
division between private/secure, poor/insecure, white/black.   
Beginning in the 1990s, the neoliberal retracting of the state led to a decrease in urban 
governability, causing an uptick in urban violence (Coy 2006, 124). These dynamics ushered in a 
new wave of secure, gated communities that defend against perceived threats of urban expansion 
and state withdrawal from public life. Once urban populations grow around a common center 
near major industries, crime, congestion, noise pollution, and fear of violence push white elites to 
suburban areas outside of the city, a phenomenon known as “white flight” (Caldeira 2000, Pulido 
2000, Low 2009). The city center then becomes overtaken by the poor non-white population and 
turns into an even less desirable location for elites. In this way, gated communities represent and 
reinforce racial and class segregation (Blakeley and Snyder 1997, Vesselinov, Cazessus, and 
Falk 2007). Gated communities have been studied as “visible islands of wealth” (Coy 2002, 122) 
whose self-segregating practices oppose public assets. Although Latin American cities have 
always been categorized as socially unequal (Gilbert 1998), gated communities accent urban 
divisions. Specifically in their desire to cordon off outsiders and to hermetically seal their wealth 
and privilege behind protective borders.   
In the dissertation, I explore how gated communities serve as fortified enclaves: “private, 
enclosed, and monitored spaces for residence, consumption, leisure, and work” that hinder poor 
black fishers’ ability to access and benefit from communal natural resources (Caldeira 2005, 83). 
Gated communities are almost always accompanied by physical barriers and mechanisms of 
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exclusivity (i.e. beautification regimes and private security guards), which have two principal 
functions; (a) to permanently deny nonmembers access and (b) to serve as the material 
representation of exclusivity to members (Vesselinov, Cazessus, and Falk 2007, 111). These 
mechanisms establish “insiderness” and distinction that manifest in social interaction. My 
research endeavors to show how walls, gates, and guards create a landscape that “encodes class 
relations and residential (race/class/ethnic/gender) segregation” more permanently in the built 
environment (Low 2003, 387). Other research demonstrates that walls evince exclusion as much 
as they invoke inclusion (Low 2011, 387). The built environment, and the space in which it 
exists, is always racialized, so that material objects like walls, “signify racial boundaries, 
legitimate and illegitimate ownership, and segregation (Low 2011, 387).” Racial anxieties drive 
the construction of gated communities and security devices. The resulting built environment 
sharpens the dichotomy of “us vs. them” through the production of “included and excluded 
bodies (Razack 2002, 10).” Gated communities provide an ideal lens to investigate how larger 
race, class, and gender ideologies manifest at the individual level. Particularly how larger urban 
transformations are inscribed on poor black men and women’s bodies and environments 
(Crenshaw 1991, McKittrick 2006). 
Local discourses of fear of crime and violence justify gated communities’ exclusionary 
landscape devices. In São Paulo, Brazil, for instance, economic transformations from 1940 to the 
1980s resulted in increased violence, insecurity, and fear, causing the metropolis to morph into a 
“city of walls” meant to protect the elite (Caldeira 1999, 87). This fear stemmed from poverty 
and widespread crime sensationalized in media outlets. Media fuels public anxiety in a “culture 
of fear,” stimulating construction of gated communities and enhanced security infrastructure 
(Glassner 1999). Analyzing the ways that segregated enclaves and marketing strategies pander to 
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the rich reveals the subliminal objectives. Most advertisements emphasize the safety, exclusivity, 
and elite status of gated communities (Caldeira 2005), which I argue is code for whiteness.  
The fear is not limited to personal safety. It is also intimately tied to defending property. 
Land tenure and property rights are primary concerns for Afro-descendant communities 
throughout the African diaspora. Often Afro-descendant communities have occupied a territory 
for centuries but cannot produce official land titles demonstrating their property rights. In fact, 
Afro-Latin American communities experience more troubles securing collective land titles than 
their indigenous counterparts because of their unique institutionalized positions throughout 
history (Hooker 2005, 2008, Greene 2007). This dynamic makes black exclusion from once 
public spaces particularly problematic for black Brazilians. Expansive gated communities 
consume vast land plots along Bahia’s coastline and black coastal communities are being 
displaced at alarming rates. While I am aware of the urgency for more research on how coastal 
gentrification or “land grabs” displace black Brazilians (Perry 2013), this dissertation looks at 
how such exclusion impacts fishers’ ability to access natural resources. Poor black fishers’ 
unique dependence on local natural water resources for food and livelihood security as well as 
their location in the social and material landscape justifies the need to understand their particular 
experiences.   
Other scholars evaluate the ways gated communities privatize municipal amenities and 
public spaces, thereby enclosing commons resources. It is suggested that the production and 
consumption of gated real estate, particularly for international investors, has triggered the sale of 
public spaces for the benefit of private capital (Silva 2009). The new private nature of gated 
communities throws state responsibility into question. Under neoliberalism, the state sells off 
public commons resources to private entities. State responsibilities shift to local governments 
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and citizens. For instance, sewage collection is left to the gated community administration 
(Bakker 2007). Security forces are privately hired. Securitization technology, such as fingerprint 
or retinal recognition, adds to the prestige of the housing development and also the mystique of 
outsiders who cannot perforate the boundary (Caldeira 2005). These housing developments 
reflect the growing social inequalities and racial/class anxieties that created them (Maricato 
1996).Those private security guards, maintenance workers, and domestic employees that work 
within gated communities are generally excluded from the social world of gated communities 
(Coy 2002). They are only permitted to penetrate the boundary of exclusivity for their labor 
(Mollett 2014).  
A recent study by Ávila-García and Sánchez (2012) combines accumulation by 
dispossession and the neoliberalization of the environment to elaborate a novel concept--the 
environmentalism of the rich--in high-end tourism development in coastal Mexico. The 
environmentalism of the rich is a response to Martínez-Alier’s (2002) notion of the 
“environmentalism of the poor:” environmental movements for social and environmental 
security against capitalism’s encroachment on nature (Ávila-García and Sánchez 2012, Martínez-
Alier 2002, 12). The “environmentalism of the rich” has emerged to secure global and national 
elite political economic power through discourses of environmentalism and privatization of 
natural resources (Ávila-García and Sánchez 2012). Elite power is exercised through real estate, 
tourism, and the creation of environmental parks that increase the value and territory of capital 
interests while diminishing natural resource rights for traditional users (Ávila-García and 
Sánchez 2012). The environmentalism of the rich is a way to temper the environmental costs of 
neoliberal capitalist development and environmental degradation through smaller scale 
conservation efforts. In doing so, transnational and national elites, and the states that 
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accommodate their development interests, are seen more favorably. According to Ávila-García 
and Sánchez (2012, 54), “the environmentalism of the rich has as its goal strengthening the 
power of the elites in the environmental camp by influencing decision making and shaping 
public policy to its advantage.” This then buys elites the ability to orchestrate—in some part--
ecological planning and conservation efforts of natural resources. The most valuable point is that 
these are stopgap measures that do not structurally disturb the logic of capitalism.   
More relevant to my research, the environmentalism of the rich aims to seize “communal 
resources through concessions in perpetuity in public property zones” that impact the ways of 
life of rural and indigenous people and weaken their collective institutions (Ávila-García and 
Sánchez 2012, 54).” My research found that real estate agencies used discourses of 
environmental conservation in addition to luxury and sustainability to enclose commons 
resources like lakes, rivers, mangroves, dunes, and beaches. Local fishers suspect, and research 
suggests, that these are simply neoliberal beautification schemes that serve to exclude traditional 
resource users for the purpose of elite consumption. Such practices merge the environmentalism 
of the rich with the accumulation by dispossession literature because they are based on 
discourses and technologies that legitimize the usurpation of natural resources for elite 
consumption.  
However, this depiction leaves out the voices of grassroots activists who are resisting 
even when offered the neoliberal environmental handouts. It also does not answer whether or not 
grassroots actors (or any other social category other than elite/traditional/indigenous) are aware 
of the pattern of accumulation by dispossession and elite environmentalist maneuvering. More 
ethnographic detail is needed for understanding how people process these changes on the ground 
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and in their quotidian lives. My research determines that local fishers and community activists 
are aware of environmental privatization mechanisms that directly impact their livelihoods. 
Section Summary 
Research on the neoliberal privatization of coastal lands and public resources through 
exclusive gated communities has obvious class implications, but more environmental justice 
studies investigating the racial and gendered components are needed. The rich seal themselves 
off in gated communities within which an exclusionary commons gets defined (Harvey 2011). 
Not all commons are open access. The air we breathe is open access, but even public streets can 
no longer be categorized as such (Harvey 2011). Public spaces, like streets, are policed by 
private security forces and managed by common interest groups. The state favors private housing 
communities because they relieve municipal responsibilities: a classic marker of neoliberalism. 
Upon the creation of the gated community, the municipality then relinquishes public 
responsibilities onto the gated community’s homeowner’s association (HOA), who contracts 
county agencies to complete once public services like policing and garbage disposal.  However, 
privatizing commons resources in the form of gated communities drastically marginalizes poor, 
racially stigmatized communities (LeGoix and Webster 2006). The following section builds on 
the neoliberal privatization model exemplified by gated communities with a greater focus on 
accumulation by dispossession and it’s environmental and racial ramifications.  
 
Accumulation by Dispossession and Enclosure of the Commons 
Accumulation by Dispossession 
Accumulation by dispossession is a theoretical concept crafted by critical urban 
geographer David Harvey to denote the neoliberal capitalist policies and practices to centralize 
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wealth and power in the hands of a few by dispossessing the public of their wealth or land 
(Harvey 2006). Harvey builds on Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation. Here, indigenous 
forms of production and the resources on which they depend are appropriated in the name of 
sparking more advanced forms of capital accumulation (Sneddon 2007). Within accumulation by 
dispossession, there is a particular emphasis on the state’s role in establishing policies that favor 
elites and transnational corporations over resource-dependent users, ideologies that structure 
resource use and make resource use practices appear common sense, and the political 
ramifications of environmental change (Harvey 2006). The idea takes various forms, including 
privatization, financialization, management and manipulation of crises, and state redistributions 
(Harvey 2006). This dissertation focuses on privatization.  
Political ecologists appropriated Harvey’s concept to consider accumulation by 
environmental dispossession. Elites and transnational corporations appropriate natural resources 
in the interest of creating exponential capital growth (Williams 2001, Harvey 1996, Greenberg 
and Park 1994, Vásquez-León 1999, Painter and Durham 1995, Atkinson 1991, Sheridan 1995, 
Davis 1998, Lipietz 1995, Bryant 1992). This is often done through the intense exportation of 
extractive natural resources such as cacao, lumber, or shrimp. The disruptive natural resource 
privatization process occurs globally, albeit, has a larger impact on minority communities in the 
global south whose resources are exported to the global north (Veuthey and Gerber 2012). 
Political ecology research on accumulation by dispossession in coastal commons systems 
pertains mostly to shrimp farming, in which commons resources are privatized for export to 
industrialized nations in the global north (Cruz-Torres 2000, Stonich 1995, Beitl 2012, Dewalt, 
Vergne, and Hardin 1996, Stonich and Vandergeest 2001, Primavera 1997, Gunawardena and 
Rowan 2005, Bailey and Bryant 2005). Large shrimp ponds are formed in coastal habitats using 
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intensive methods of production that are environmentally damaging and unsustainable. There is a 
short-term payoff for an elite few but the long-term effects are devastating for natural 
environments and local communities (Stonich and Vandergeest 2001, Primavera 1997).   
 Other studies entertain accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession. Loperna 
expands Harvey’s concept to neoliberal conservation efforts that draw upon racialized images of 
black and indigenous Garifuna coastal inhabitants as “backwards” yet valued for their cultural 
assets that draw regional tourism (Loperena 2016). State and elite investors expand into Garifuna 
territory but dehumanize Garifuna as incapable of governing their own ecologically delicate 
environment. They are reduced to pawns to fulfill the state’s tourism ambitions. Mollet achieved 
similar conclusions. Her postcolonial political ecology critique reveals the national racial 
ideologies that underpin economic development strategies that opened Honduras’ north Atlantic 
coast to capitalist investment while usurping black/indigenous Garifuna natives from their 
ancestral territories. In what constitutes “displacement in-place,” Garifuna are racially marked as 
backwards within the modernizing project and their only place in development is through their 
labor (Mollett 2014, Hart 2006). 
 As a racialized territorial project, landscapes are refashioned for the purposed of 
economic development and racialized imaginations “violently expand the territorial reach and 
the sovereign powers of the state and multinational capital into spaces that had until recently 
little state presence (Loperena 2016, 186).” The resulting racialized environmental dispossession 
of natural resource users involves both primitive accumulation by dispossession and the 
racialization of space (Goldberg 1993, Loperena 2015). Violence and securitization are key 
elements of racialized dispossession. For Garifuna communities along the north coast of 
Honduras, large conservation and tourism initiatives come with new security regimes that profile 
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small-scale farmers and fishers while restricting their subsistence practices within conservation 
units (Peluso 1993, Fairhead, Leach, and Scoones 2012, Brondo 2013b, Loperena 2016). New 
capital interests demand protection and any grassroots actors that challenge new land tenure 
practices are subject to violence and sometimes death (Brondo 2013b).   
These studies on privatization, environmental dispossession, and racial violence align 
with my research in Bahia. Bahia’s north coast is imagined as an elite space for expansive luxury 
real estate and housing development projects. However, these racialized development initiatives 
do not include the backwards, criminal, and dangerous black fishing population. They are 
diametrically opposite to the sterile, safe, organized, whiteness that the state and real estate 
developers hope to create through gates, security, and the built environment. Within the new 
racial and spatial landscape, poor black fishers are seen as security threats because of their racial, 
class, and gender identities. It is because they brush up against capitalist enterprises that Praia de 
Buraquinho’s local poor black fishers are subjected to more discriminatory questioning and acts 
of violence. Poor black fishers are displaced from their traditionally customary lands and are 
policed as criminals. In this way, the local dynamics of race, class, and gender greatly impact the 
way they can move through the newly imagined racial landscape. In this way, my research 
supports the idea of “displacement-in-place” which suggests that constraints on livelihoods and 
cultural practices have taken the place of forced physical movement (Mollett 2014, Katz 2004, 
Vandergeest, Idahosa, and Bose 2010). Displacement-in-place is the contemporary form of 
physical displacement.   
Enclosure of the Commons 
There is also a shortage of ecology in connection with accumulation by dispossession 
studies. Like critiques of political ecology in general (Peet and Watts 2002, Vayda and Walters 
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1999), scholars advocate for further political ecological examination of the non-human living 
things within the accumulation by dispossession framework (Sneddon 2007). Sneddon’s work on 
dispossession in Cambodian fisheries attempts to reinsert biology into the theory. He states 
current theories on primitive accumulation “do not have much to say, or do not say enough, 
about the ways in which the resource being dispossessed matters to the processes of 
accumulation (Sneddon 2007, 168).” His logic follows the material turn in scholarship on the 
political economy of the environment. In response to these claims, my study delves into the 
material loses of environmental dispossession through pollution and land privatization.  
Under the terms of neoliberal globalization, access to land and common pool resources 
creates accumulation by dispossession because the natural environment becomes a utilitarian 
good to be marketed at the expense of other users’ ability to benefit (Ribot and Peluso 2003). 
McCarthy (2004) argues that efforts to appropriate nature are in many cases novel. They seek to 
commodify and enclose what were once viewed as being unable to commodify. The formula for 
addressing these issues is to link local events with the consolidation of global capital. From “the 
ways in which global capital is expanding or contracting, how national bourgeoisies are 
emerging (or contracting) out of the transitions, and how global and local variations of states 
manage the contradictions rising therefrom (Moore 2004, 92).” Marxist environmental theorists 
suggest that capital is constantly embedded in the natural environment so that it is simply a 
matter of time before capitalists transform nature into a commodity (Moore 2004). In other 
words, nature and capital cannot be pulled apart, just as culture cannot be separated from capital. 
They are one in the same. Capitalism will find new ways to enclose the commons or commodify 
the environment using discourses and practices in its own interest. This is seen in the production 
of luxury coastal landscapes for tourist and elite real estate consumption (i.e. consumptive 
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landscapes) (Ávila-García and Sánchez 2012). Such production creates exclusive landscapes. 
Enclosing the commons means dispossessing others’ right to benefit, often through physical 
exclusion (Nevins and Peluso 2008, Heynen et al. 2007, Harvey 2005, Peluso and Lund 2011). 
Bahia provides an excellent example because coastal landscapes were once viewed as useless 
wastelands left for the rural impoverished population and now the Bahian coastline is (typically 
illegally) privately enclosed for millions of dollars to address market demand (de Carvalho 
2011).  
Political ecologists use several approaches to address issues of power in accessing 
commons resources. Common property rights are considered a social institution distinct from 
open access, private, or government-owned property. Resource rights in a common property 
regime are controlled by an identifiable group in a system of collective ownership (Satria, 
Matsuda, and Sano 2006). These approaches to the commons are often based on classic theories 
of property. Initial work by Elinor Ostrom identified five kinds of property rights including 
access (the right to enter a defined physical area and enjoy non-subtractive benefits), exclusion 
(the right to determine who will have access and withdrawal rights), and alienation (the right to 
sell or transfer management and exclusion rights) (cited in Acheson 2011, 6). Even though a 
group may have property rights to access the commons, there can be other forms of enclosure 
(either physical, social, or institutional) that restrict access. Enclosure and privatization are meant 
to secure access for the actors in control (Rose 1994). Ribot and Peluso suggest that instead of 
focusing on official property rights, scholars should develop a theory of access. Their theory of 
access signifies “the ability to derive benefits from things,” which differs from traditional 
scholarly focus on “the right to benefit from things (Ribot and Peluso 2003, 153).” In both 
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property rights and ability frameworks, property regimes rely on power-laden social structures 
whereby individual or group access is predicted by one’s ability to exert power.  
The value of Ribot and Peluso’s conceptualization of access is that it encompasses webs 
of power beyond institutionally sanctioned laws, rights, and customs, enabling a more holistic 
analysis. Their model is also useful for conceptualizing the particular entwinements of capital, 
identity, technology, and social relations that structure natural resource access in coastal settings. 
Ribot and Peluso’s (2003) model of access as the ability to derive benefits is a positive revision 
to earlier works, however is best augmented with ethnographic specificity, granting more 
attention to the particular context of domination, dispossession, and resistance that structures 
fishers’ access. Specifically, social inequalities in race, class, and gender should be a central 
focus to any study on natural resource access.  
Much anthropological scholarship on the coastal commons (e.g., beaches, dunes, 
mangroves, the sea) is a critical response to Hardin’s “tragedy of the commons” argument, 
whereby the commons are destined to collapse under a system of unregulated open access 
because all users seek to maximize personal gain (Hardin 1968). Hardin’s argument has been 
used to support privatization of the coastal commons to secure ecological sustainability. 
Anthropologists argue that traditional resource users have successfully used open commons 
systems for centuries without the “tragedy” that Hardin suggests (McCay and Jentoft 1998, 
Robbins 2006, Beitl 2012, Agrawal 2005). Numerous studies demonstrate that privatizing 
commons resources leads to social marginalization of women, the poor, and racially stigmatized 
populations. Additionally, private systems facilitate the overexploitation of natural resources for 
market interests (Stonich and Bailey 2000, Ostrom et al. 2002, Beitl 2012, Berkes et al. 1989, 
Greenberg 2006). 
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Section Summary 
 To sum up, the deepening of global neoliberalism has brought severe social and 
environmental consequences.	The privatization nature and vital public services like sewage 
removal is an example of the contemporary capitalist culture of consumption that requires 
enclosing commons resources. I understand neoliberal real estate and tourism development as a 
modern case of enclosure whereby customary community mangroves, lakes, riverbanks, and 
beaches are privatized to increase profit and condense white elite political and economic power. 
Exploring the ways the global elite appropriate natural resources while eliminating basic services 
for their own economic gain reveals much about social and environmental inequalities that 
ravage poor black fishing communities along Bahia’s coastline.  
Conclusion  
In this chapter, I reviewed relevant literature on environmental justice, gated 
communities and privatization, and accumulation by dispossession to propose an accumulation 
by racialized environmental dispossession framework. I have pulled several key ideas from these 
bodies of literature. Within the environmental justice literature, I am focused on the 
unintentional, structural forms of environmental racism built into the neoliberal development 
model (Pulido 2000; Pulido 2016). I am also concerned with the ways restrictions to social 
resources links to exposure to environmental hazards. Often, poor black communities are 
disadvantaged by a lack of access to technological information, and public resources 
(transportation, technological information, legislative power), and therefore cannot escape 
environmental hazards. Social exclusion contributes to poor black men and women’s exposure to 
toxic environments.  
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Attending to what social and environmental benefits elites reap from the development 
model is also important here. Within Latin America, white flight has driven a real estate model 
of luxury-gated communities that thrive on racial and class differences. Gated communities exist 
from racially, gendered, and class molded stereotypes that reinforce these differences in the built 
environment, which, in turn, restricts particularly poor black people’s access to these 
environments. Fishers are most concerned with accessing the natural environment for fishing 
activities, their primary monetary and food source, which places them in a highly impacted 
population category. Poor black fishers’ unique position in the social and material landscape is 
the reason why I focus directly on their experiences.   
Related to the gated community phenomenon, neoliberal economic development 
strategies to accumulate capital by usurping environmental resources directly impacts poor black 
fishers. The accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession trend towards privatizing 
once common pool resources (rivers, lakes, beaches, public streets, sewage collection) 
exacerbates social inequalities in access to land, natural resources, and space. Gated communities 
perfectly reflect this trend towards the state sale of public or commons resources to private real 
estate developers that cater to white elites. This dissertation consolidates these ideas to 
understand how the privatization of social and natural resources dispossesses poor black fishers 
through environmental toxins found in natural waters and racialized profiling techniques in white 
elite spaces. The Brazilian state sells of ecologically valuable coastal resources to white elite 
investors while reducing social spending on vital services like sewage removal that pollute urban 
rivers and oceans. This creates an environment in which poor black fishers are exposed to toxic 
waste while being violently profiled by private security guards. In this way, poor black fishers’ 
bodies are exposed to hazards while simply trying to access unpolluted natural resources.  
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Figure 2.1: Kids playing near fishermen’s boats in Praia de Buraquinho. Source: author.  
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CHAPTER 3:  
 
DEATH OF A RIVER 
 
“In truth, we talk about the Rio Joanes, but the Rio Joanes is dead. There isn’t anymore fishing 
here. The fishing here is in the sea”. – Nelson, Praia de Buraquinho fisher 
 
Introduction 
This chapter unravels the story of the death of the Rio Joanes. The Rio Joanes was once a 
vibrant river full of various fish and shellfish species. It was also a treasured cultural resource for 
the Buraquinho fishers and marisqueiras that grew up in the river. The Rio Joanes plays a 
fundamental role in fishers’ historical narratives as a reliable food source that sustained their 
families, ensuring that no child went to bed hungry. Because the river is so intimately tied to 
sustaining the family, it took on a personified role – like a brother. These recollections contrast 
with the river’s current state. Today, the river is black with pollution. Whole fish species have 
disappeared and fishers are too scared to consume those remaining (Bahia Notícias 2008) . Local 
biologists and public health officials also warn against consuming the river’s fish and shellfish or 
even bathing in the water (Lima 2014). A 2011 report found that 40% of fishers’ low-income 
black residential community suffered from schistosomiasis, an infection caused by a parasitic 
worm. Humans contract the parasite when they come in contact with feces and urine released in 
untreated waters, such as the Rio Joanes (Belém 2006b). These scientific data confirm why 
Buraquinho fishers abandoned fishing activities in the Rio Joanes. As the quote above illustrates, 
the Rio Joanes is dead.   
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In this chapter, I argue that pollution and racialized environmental dispossession exact 
both a symbolic and material impact on Praia de Buraquinho and its fishers (Vaccaro, Beltran, 
and Paquet 2013, Blaikie and Brookfield 1987). There is a social loss of an environmental space, 
but also a material loss of a primary food source and the physical risk of illness. These factors 
form a clear assault against black bodies and livelihoods. I propose that pollution is a symbolic 
and material act of anti-black violence, which is why fishers liken the river’s demise to 
“watching a brother die.”  
Water pollution derives from three primary sources: domestic sewage, a state dam, and 
industrial pollution from a nearby chemical plant. This chapter explores how state sanctioned 
urbanization and industrialization, coupled with the privatization of public services (i.e. water 
and sewage removal) exemplifies accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession. 
Beginning in the late 1960s, state desires for capital expansion through industrialization along 
the Bahian coast created several polluting petrochemical industries (Kottak 1992). Later, in the 
1970s and 1980s, tourist and residential real estate expansion along the coast outpaced sewage 
and sanitation infrastructure. The city of Lauro de Freitas, has never had public sewage 
infrastructure, but this was not a pressing problem until a real estate and tourism boom in the late 
1990s multiplied the number of businesses, formal and informal housing developments in the 
area (Dias 2006b, de Carvalho 2011, Lima, Lima, and Neto 2011, Fonseca 2011). That is when 
the sewage problem spewed into the Rio Joanes.  
Situating the Rio Joanes 
The Rio Joanes divides the municipalities of Camaçari and Lauro de Freitas. Praia de 
Buraquinho is situated where the Rio Joanes meets the Atlantic Ocean, in the city of Lauro de 
Freitas. Before arriving in Buraquinho, the river bends through several municipalities (São 
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Francisco do Conde, Simões Filho, Dias d’Ávila, São Sebastião do Passé, Salvador, and 
Camaçari). While the river whole area covers approximately 755 square kilometers, Buraquinho 
fishers primarily fished in the estuary, which is 14 square kilometers (Santos, Queiroz, and 
Mascarenhas 1997, 198). Along the way, industries and residences dump sewage into the river. 
In Lauro de Freitas itself, infrastructural inadequacies throughout the city cause residents to 
illegally pipe untreated sewage from their homes and industries into the city’s urban rivers. I 
discuss institutional inadequacies in more detail in the following subsection.  
EMBASA: Bahia Water and Sanitation Department  
The domestic sewage pollution is an institutional disaster. The city of Lauro de Freitas, 
does not have a public sewage infrastructure system. Housing developments and condominiums 
pay Empresa Baiana de Aguas e Saneamentos – Salvador (EMBASA, the Bahia Water and 
Sanitation Department), to link their sewage up to the limited company’s sewage infrastructure 
system (Palma 2014). Otherwise, individual houses and condominiums determine what kind of 
sewage treatment system to use, whether individual collection nets or chemical treatments. In the 
Salvador Metropolitan Region, at least 600,000 homes in the area lack proper sewage 
infrastructure, but the number is likely several times that estimate (Fonseca 2011, de Sousa 
2015). With the lack of institutional support for sewage removal and treatment, many locals 
illegally connect their sewage to rainwater pipes that flow into the Rio Joanes. Additionally, one 
of EMBASA’s few sewage treatment plants in the area has been inoperable for over 10 years. It 
remains so today.  
A second problem is a water dam a few kilometers upstream from Praia de Buraquinho. 
EMBASA built the dam to siphon off river water, chemically treat it, and send it to Salvador. 
The Rio Joanes provides nearly 60% of potable water for the city of Salvador, Bahia (de Sousa 
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2015). This dam diminishes water flow that could dilute the raw sewage coming from the sewage 
pipes along the riverbanks downstream that flows directly to Praia de Buraquinho. Thus, Praia de 
Buraquinho endures the most concentrated toxic water levels.  
 Chapter Organization 
I begin with a review of the literature on neoliberal development and environmental 
hazards, giving particular attention to women’s unique position to environmental hazards. The 
second section of the chapter places the Rio Joanes in historical context, giving a general 
overview of the way things “used to be.” The third part deals with the death of the river and the 
contemporary impacts, drawing largely upon ethnographic interviews with men, describing why 
they no longer fish in the river. The fourth section explores the perspectives of women shellfish 
collectors. Due to the gendered division of labor, poor black women shellfish collectors are 
particularly impacted by the death of the Rio Joanes.  
Polluted Perspectives  
As in other parts of this dissertation, I take a critical stance to evaluate intersections 
between neoliberal development, environmental racism, and environmental dispossession. I am 
particularly interested in how environmental hazards differentially impact poor black men and 
women fishers because of their unique social and ecological identities. Political ecology research 
suggests that women are more impacted by environmental dispossession and environmental 
hazards because of their particular labor and familial roles (Rocheleau, Thomas-Slayter, and 
Wangari 2013). Women play a larger role in childcare and family health care, and are typically 
more concerned with pollutants because of their role as protectors of the family. Men, on the 
other hand, may see the benefits of working for polluting industries for economic gain (Veuthey 
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and Gerber 2012). Moreover, poor black women are disproportionately affected by pollution and 
related economic activities (Veuthey and Gerber 2012, Bullard 2000).  
Within Latin America, few studies specifically link the privatization of public services 
(i.e. sewage removal and water) and the privatization of land with exposure to environmental 
hazards in black fishing communities. Keisha-Khan Perry stresses the importance of clean 
natural water resources in Gamboa de Baixo, a poor black coastal community in downtown 
Salvador. The community depends on clean water for fishing, leisure, and religious rituals 
connected to the Afro-Brazilian religion Candomblé (Perry 2009). Struggles for clean natural 
water resources and environmental justice are connected to poor water and sanitation services. 
Water provided by EMBASA water pipes created a cholera outbreak in the community, killing 
two locals. This too, can be interpreted as a state-sanctioned act of anti-black violence inscribed 
in the public services and environments in which Black Brazilians exist. This event outraged 
black women community leaders, who vehemently demanded EMBASA to install proper water 
and sewage infrastructure (Perry 2013). Black women activists fused these and other 
environmental justice concerns with their overall fight against land dispossession from luxury 
coastal real estate development (Perry 2013).  
Black communities are typically forgotten by the state until their lands or their labor are 
deemed marketable. For instance, Loperena (2016) found that the Honduran state had no interest 
in the Garifuna territories on the country’s north Atlantic coast until there was a demand for 
ecotourism and real estate. When the state moved to turn Garifuna territories into conservation 
units, they played off of racist stereotypes of the Garifuna as backwards and primitive to attract 
tourists to their exotic world. Prior to state intrusion in black communities, they are often 
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depicted as socially and ecologically polluted “wastelands” where criminality and disease fester 
(Loperena 2016, Vélez-Torres 2012, Perry 2013, Smith 2009, Checker 2005, Rolnik 2001).  
There are numerous studies on the negative impacts of industrial pollution on coastal 
fishing communities (Kottak 1992, Kocasoy 1989, Rossi et al. 2012), however few 
anthropological studies focus on wastewater as an important pollutant impacting marginalized 
communities and their environments (Zimmer, Winkler, and de Albuquerque 2014, Cairns 
2014). This literary neglect is alarming because sewage treatment and disposal ranks among the 
most pressing concerns for communities that live downstream from residential and industrial 
areas lacking proper infrastructure. Many societies perceive sewage treatment as a private or 
individual household matter. However, sewage is now being analyzed as a basic human right 
(Borja and Moraes 2006, Cairns 2014). States must participate in sewage removal and treatment 
and be “held accountable for ensuring that the laws, regulations, and institutions are in place to 
ensure compliance with human rights (Zimmer, Winkler, and de Albuquerque 2014, 338).” 
There is often an out of sight out of mind mentality regarding wastewater management. When 
people flush the toilet, they do not typically understand nor care where it goes, so long as the 
septic sludge is discarded. 
 Understanding pollution as a form of accumulation by racialized environmental 
dispossession in Praia de Buraquinho requires historical contextualization. In the following 
section, I situate Praia de Buraquinho and the Rio Joanes historically. This descriptive section 
offers a frame by which I compare contemporary processes of pollution and racialized 
environmental dispossession, which I consider an urgent and unexplored form of structural 
violence.   
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Figure 3.1: Cleaning fish at the Praia de Buraquinho fish market. The Rio Joanes is pictured in 
the background. Source: author. 
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The Rio Joanes in Historical Context 
From the 1960s to the late 1970s, Praia de Buraquinho was a classic, remote, Afro-
Brazilian artisanal fishing village surrounded by rows of coconut trees and abandoned farms 
(Dias 2006b). During the 1960s, the area was mostly natural and there were few structures. Many 
residents recall the region being “nothing but forest” (Dias 2006b). There was no bridge between 
Lauro de Freitas and Camaçari, so travellers crossed the river by boat (Kottak 1992). Buraquinho 
was not a prized travel destination. It was simply a stop on the way to other destinations along 
the coast. The location’s remoteness is a telling contrast to the elite urbanity that marks the area 
today (Freitas 2008, Fonseca 2011, Dias 2006a).  
Buraquinho natives fished six days a week, usually reserving Sunday for family. Fishers’ 
lives were intimately intertwined with the marine and riverine ecosystems as well as the cultural 
practice of fishing (Acheson 1981, Diegues 1994, Kottak 1992). The tide dictated the rhythm of 
life. In fact, Praia de Buraquinho was so emblematic of Bahia’s small black coastal fishing 
communities that it was the site of Glauber Rocha’s classic 1962 film Barravento (Rocha et al. 
2009). In the film, Rocha recorded actual Buraquinho fishers, documenting their cultural 
practices, fishing techniques, and belief systems. I use the film as a reference to present a more 
detailed ethnographic depiction of Buraquinho in time and place. Barravento shows Buraquinho 
fishers honoring the Afro-diasporic religion Candomblé and praying to the sea goddess Iemanjá, 
who represents the sanctity of water. Fishers also practiced capoeira, the martial arts dance 
developed by enslaved Afro-Brazilians (Rocha et al. 2009).  
Men engaged in deep-sea fishing in the Atlantic Ocean but also threw the cast net 
(tarrafa), used line fishing, or assembled larger trap nets in the Rio Joanes. Men also assembled 
rudimentary wooden rafts (jangada or gereré) or canoes to navigate further up the Joanes to fish 
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in their favorite fishing holes. The Joanes provided essential fishing resources during the winter 
months when storms and strong tides made it too risky to fish in the sea. Buraquinho fishers 
interviewed for this project suggested that the Rio Joanes was nearly as plentiful as the sea, only 
with slightly smaller fish. Men and women collected various shellfish in the Joanes, although this 
was more women’s work, due to the gendered division of labor. Women rarely fished in boats in 
the Rio Joanes and did not accompany men during fishing expeditions in the Atlantic Ocean 
(Diegues 1994, Acheson 1981, Kottak 1992). Women research consultants said they stayed in 
the Rio Joanes gathering crabs, clams, oysters, and shrimp. An older Buraquinho marisqueira 
estimated that women constituted 70% of river fishers in the late 1990s and early 2000s, before 
the river was so polluted. Women often fished in small groups with their children. Fish and 
shellfish allowed the humble community to eat a nutritious and tasty diet. Even the most 
inexperienced fisher could bring home a sack full of fresh fish.  
 
Figure 3.2: A Praia de Buraquinho fisherman scans the Atlantic Ocean for tainha (mullet) with 
his tarrafa (cast net) in Busca Vida. Source: author.  
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In the 1970s, Bahia’s north Atlantic coast received its first major polluter. As part of the 
military government’s development model, deemed the “Brazilian economic miracle,” the state 
expanded highways and focused heavily on developing government and multinational 
corporations (Kottak 1992, 79). In Bahia, Brazil’s economic miracle included heavily financing 
petrochemical industries. A chemical plant in Camaçari, across the Rio Joanes from Praia de 
Buraquinho, began seeping hazardous chemicals into the ocean, lakes, dunes, and lagoons 
nearby. Although the industrial pollution did not have a large impact on Praia de Buraquinho or 
the Rio Joanes during that period, it has grave implications for coastal fishers today, which I will 
discuss in more detail in a following section. Anthropologist Conrad Kottak began noticing 
environmental changes in Arembepe, his small coastal fishing community field site, in the 1970s. 
He reported that petrochemicals and hazardous waste turned sand dunes a tint of toxic yellowish 
green. The lagoons the community used for bathing, washing clothing, and washing dishes in the 
1960s became toxic as well. Natives avoided these activities in the lagoons because their eyes 
would burn from the chemical runoff and their clothes would be stained with dyes from nearby 
industrial plants. Fishing activities became limited to the near shore waters (Kottak 1992). While 
industrial toxins were contaminating Arembepe’s community, Buraquinho fishers were still 
enjoying the clean waters of the Rio Joanes and their slice of the Atlantic. The following section 
incorporates fishers’ reflections about those days when the water was still clean.  
 
Saudades do Rio: Praia de Buraquinho Fishers Remember the Rio Joanes  
By all accounts, the Rio Joanes was a paradise. Lush mangroves sprawled throughout the 
riverbanks like magnified broccolis. The intricate Atlantic mangrove forests provided a dynamic 
ecosystem and a hidden space for fishers to explore and map out. An elderly fisher named 
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Nelson described this experience: “There was this spot that some of us knew about. It was kind 
of our secret. Before, when you entered, in half an hour your jangada would be full of fish. I 
mean full of fish!” Inside mangrove forests, gigantic oysters stuck to branches and various crab 
species shimmied along vines seemingly without care. “There were crabs everywhere you 
looked. You could not walk anywhere without stepping on one,” Joeliton, a younger fisherman, 
recalled. Joeliton continued proudly, “People came from Portão, Itinga, Salvador, everywhere to 
eat our crab.” Mangroves provided an ideal place to rest in the shade or to play. The Rio Joanes 
was a lively world full of colors, fresh smells, and movement. Fishers paint those times in 
vocabularies of abundance. Paulo, an older dark-skinned Buraquinho fisher in his 70s explained: 
 
I remember when [the Rio Joanes] was still a river. For us, it was like the sea because we 
could catch all types of fish. We caught everything from mullet to mero. We would fish 
in the river at night catching caranha, rubalu, cangurupim, arraia, all of that we caught 
by hook and cast net as well. We caught a mountain of fish in this river.  
 
The Joanes once provided pure fresh water that emptied into the clean Atlantic waters directly in 
front of Praia de Buraquinho. Many say the water was so clear that you could see fish swimming 
around your toes as you waded in the river. “The Joanes was a paradise in the summer. Everyone 
ran for the river. Everyone was excited. The water was so clear that you could see everything,” 
Valdo, an aging 90-year-old fisherman remembered. The water’s clarity made it easy to trust the 
water’s quality. People drank directly from the river (Palma 2014). In fact, Praia de 
Buraquinho’s name (meaning small hole or small well) derives from the fresh spring near the 
beach where locals quenched their thirst.  
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 In those days, fishers allowed their kids to play in the river unsupervised. Children knew 
to come back to the riverbank when the tide rose, only to hop back in when the tide ran out. 
Mateus, now the 42-year-old president of Praia de Buraquinho’s fishing colony, remembered 
those playful times fishing with his friend Bio. These times playing with Bio in the 1980s likely 
helped strengthen their friendship today.  
 
Bio and me always stole fish from Bio’s dad when we were younger. Bio’s dad would set 
up the net to trap fish in the Joanes. He would leave it there for a few hours while he went 
to drink cachaça (liquor) with his friends. Man, Bio and me would sit there and throw the 
tarrafa to catch all of the fish he trapped. His dad was so mad that he would yell and 
throw rocks at us but we would run away laughing.  
 
Mateus wiped tears of joy from his eyes as he howled in laughter remembering the days goofing 
around in the Rio Joanes. He also recalled turning to the river in times of financial need. Mateus 
fished in the Rio Joanes to support his studies and to help his family. Historically, fishing 
provided financial stability to fishers and families struggling to make ends meet. Most 
Buraquinho fishers never earned a high school diploma. Financial or familial responsibilities 
impeded these goals. Fishing provided a safety net when there were few other options. These 
excerpts show the level of poverty and the heavy reliance on fishing as a second, and often 
preferred, form of income. Mateus explained: 
 
I turned to gathering clams after I could no longer pay for my school materials. I wanted 
to be a doctor. My parents sent me to live with my sister in Salvador so that I could 
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continue my studies. I lived with my sister in an apartment in Salvador because it was 
better than paying to take the bus to school everyday. When my father fell ill, I had to 
help out in Buraquinho. I could no longer pay for the cost of books. Plus, I knew that I 
could make a better living gathering clams.  
 
Until around the 1990s, women relied on shellfish to feed or supplement their household diets. 
My interviews with former women marisqueiras show that few Rio Joanes marisqueiras sold 
their catch for money. Rather, they depended on fisheries resources to sustain their families, 
especially if they were single mothers. In fact, many Buraquinho marisqueiras were single 
mothers. Gina, a quick-witted black woman in her mid-80s, explained how she fished to feed her 
eight children, before she separated from her common law husband.  
 
On a regular day we would collect enough [shellfish] to feed our children. We almost 
never sold. Every day we had to go out and look for something to eat and to feed the 
children. It was out of necessity… We only had shellfish and fish. Carne de boi (beef) 
was expensive and not everyone could buy it. We would wait until the afternoon to sell 
my husband’s fish to buy five grams of coffee. We would put my oysters in the feijão and 
use a quart of cod to eat with a coxinha (chicken thigh).  
 
Gina fished out of necessity. She had eight children to feed. To complicate matters, her 
husband’s fondness for the nightlife made his social and economic contributions unreliable and 
thus cemented her determination to be the provider for the family. She went to the Joanes 
because it was the only resource available. She could not feed eight children on stray coconuts 
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and farinha. The mariscos (shellfish) of the Rio Joanes were the one reliable food resource. 
Gathering shellfish required a great deal of labor and resolve. Gina demonstrated these qualities 
with her habit of gathering shellfish daily.  
Collecting shellfish is an arduous task. Especially under Bahia’s blazing hot sun. 
Marisqueiras often wake up at odd hours in accordance with the tide. Typically, women shellfish 
collectors eat a buttered piece of bread, some farinha, or a piece of jack fruit, then head to the 
mangroves along the Rio Joanes. Marisqueiras dig in the mud and look for tiny air bubbles, 
indicating there are clams beneath. They then dig further using their hands, feet, a facão (big 
knife), or a shovel and scoop the clams from the mud. Afterwards, they are placed in a 
receptacle, such as a large bucket. The mariscos are initially rinsed with river water. Then 
marisqueiras carry the heavy container back to shore for a more detailed cleaning. 
Mara, a small-framed, 5’2 silver haired woman in her late 70s, remembers her time as a 
shellfish collector. As a single mother of two, Mara made sure that her catch went to her children 
as well. “Our catch was not to sell. It was to eat. I raised my kids on clams from the Rio Joanes.” 
The Rio Joanes provided an immediate food source to curb Mara’s hunger and power her 
throughout the long day of shellfish collecting. Mara usually brought a small sack of farinha to 
fill her stomach. Sometimes she came to the river empty handed. She recalled, “Sometimes I did 
not even have farinha. I would arrive at the river and break open an oyster and slurp it up 
immediately, and afterwards I did not have any hunger.” With limited funds to purchase food, 
Mara was fortunate to satiate her rumbling stomach with fresh raw oysters.  
Women shellfish collectors brought their children along while collecting the day’s catch. 
Children began helping their mothers at an early age. Daughters and other female family 
members helped poor, overworked, mothers offset the tasks of parenthood. Many marisqueiras 
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began fishing at a young age. This was the case for 43-year-old Maritza, the daughter of another 
Buraquinho marisqueira named Dona Bel. “From the time I was 5 years old, my mom picked us 
up to go the river. We helped her to collect shellfish by holding things and digging.” Maritza 
assisted her mother but this was Dona Bel’s way of caregiving. Dona Bel had to fish in the river 
and she knew that Maritza would be best cared for by her side. There were no daycares or after 
school programs in those days (late 1970s-1980s). 
Aside from gathering shellfish and using the river for leisure, women used the Rio Joanes 
to wash clothes and dishes. Gina, Bio’s 80-year-old mother, recalls washing clothes in the Rio 
Joanes when she moved to the area as a young girl. Gina’s experience exemplifies the activities 
and responsibilities of most of the poor black women in her community.  
 
Many women went to the mangroves to wash things. In the summer, we washed in the 
Rio Joanes near the Rio Ipitanga. There was a waterfall where the children played and it 
was easier to wash. When the tied dropped in the morning, we would take the children to 
the water and we came back in the afternoon. The kids had already taken a bath, all of 
that, so we’d be ready to go home. Today nobody goes to the river to wash.  
 
Women remembered the Joanes fondly as a time spent collecting shellfish and providing for their 
families. Older marisqueiras remember that they collected out of the dire economic situation 
when “everyone was poor.” Every day marisqueiras worked to gather sustenance for their 
families. The Rio Joanes also provided a social role in child rearing and household chores. These 
roles cannot be untangled from the importance of fishing and the necessity of clean water.   
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These ethnographic reflections indicate that the Rio Joanes offered food and livelihood 
security to Buraquinho fishers, as well as economic autonomy for women. Buraquinho fishers 
could feed their families with the river’s abundant fish and shellfish during tough economic 
times. Feeling ownership of a beautiful natural and cultural environment decades ago brought 
fishers great pride. Buraquinho fishers were financially poor, but they felt abundantly rich in 
environmental and cultural resources; resources that real estate speculators would soon 
appropriate. However, fishers’ fond recollections are archived alongside their treasured Rio 
Joanes: in the past.  
 
Figure 3.3: An older fisherman bringing his jangada (wooden “raft”) back to Praia de 
Buraquinho (on the left). High-rise apartments are in the background. Source: author. 
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Current Context: Urban Sprawl, Pollution, and Environmental Degradation  
 Urban expansion and tourism in Lauro de Freitas have increased significantly since the 
1990s. The gluttonous real estate industry, which aims to capitalize on limited real estate by 
breaking land plots into smaller and smaller parcels, has created a public health and 
environmental disaster (Dias 2006b). Lauro de Freitas’ coastal zone is marketed as an elite space 
with gated communities and upscale international boutiques and amenities. When the white elite 
population fled Salvador’s traffic, violence, and clutter in the 1990s, they settled in Lauro de 
Freitas’ planned luxury gated homes developments (Dias 2006b). Coupled with limited 
infrastructure, the population growth placed a heavy burden on the area’s water and sanitation 
resources as well as the natural environment.  
Sewage and sanitation are severely underfunded in Brazil, particularly in the 
impoverished Northeast (Borja and Moraes 2006). Studies constantly report that the Rio Joanes 
is improper for bathing yet there is little effort to resolve the pollution problem (Palma 2014). 
Without sanitation and waste removal, raw sewage runs through the roads and litter is tossed 
along streets. Clandestine pipes and groundwater pipes align the Rio Joanes and pour sewage 
directly into the river. A 2006 local news article exposed the illegallity of sewage pipes and 
domestic pollution in Lauro de Freitas’ elite neighborhoods aligning the Rio Joanes.  
 
Mansions and luxury condominiums of Lauro de Freitas dump untreated sewage directly 
into the Rio Joanes, which has a strong bad smell and a dark color due to pollution. 
Several illegally installed pipes and hydrants coming from these homes are connected to 
the river, plus a huge pipe after the Tourist Terminal Gate, which also launches the 
sewage contents in the Joanes (Belém 2006a).  
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On top of the sewage illegally dumped by elite condominiums, low-income neighborhoods 
contribute because they lack sewage infrastructure. These families do not have the financial 
means to pay EMBASA for sewage removal. The elite gated condominium residents can afford 
this service, but prefer the more efficient and cost effective means of sewage disposal into urban 
rivers (pers. communication with EMBASA representative June 12, 2016). The only EMBASA 
sewage treatment device in the working class black neighborhood where fishers reside (Portão) 
has been broken for at least ten years. The sewage treatment device leaks raw sewage into the 
river. Residents complain that those pipes emanate the worst stench (Belém 2006b) .  
 Institutional Perspectives  
 To gain an institutional perspective on pollution issues surrounding the Rio Joanes and 
the greater municipality of Lauro de Freitas, where Praia de Buraquinho is located, I spoke with 
representatives from INEMA (Instituto de Meio Ambiente e Recursos Hídricos), SEMARH 
(Secretaria de Meio Ambiente e Recursos Hídricos), and EMBASA (Empresa de Águas e 
Saneamento da Bahia). Each of these institutions deals in some way with water, sanitation, and 
environmental planning. I intended to interview SEPLAN (Secretaria de Planejamento), Lauro 
de Freitas’ urban planning agency, however, their director of communications never responded 
to my multiple personal and emailed requests for interviews. Among the government agencies I 
interviewed for this project, representatives were quite frank about the gravity of the city’s 
pollution problem. However, no one wanted to take the blame.  
 The lack of general sewage infrastructure, regulations, and monitoring has created a 
dire situation for the Lauro de Freitas’ rivers. An INEMA representative gave me some general 
background on the city’s urban planning and sewage pollution problem:  
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Lauro de Freitas is an organized city but it does not have a system to handle sewage. In 
fact, there is no sewage plan in the region. All of the condominiums have their own 
solution. And it is never sufficient. Lauro de Freitas, in the 1980s, forty years ago … we 
did not have this mentality of how the sewage would impact the public or that sewage 
infrastructure was very important for the environment. Because of this ignorance, the 
great majority of the environmental problems that we have are due to the lack of sewage 
nets in the housing lots.  
 
As large housing plots became divvied into smaller ones to meet the growing demand for real 
estate in Lauro de Freitas, sanitation problems grew out of hand. In fact, Lauro de Freitas was 
recently ranked the third fastest growing city in Brazil (Magalhães 2015). It is full of 
condominiums and informal neighborhoods that share the same sewage problems. Current 
sewage infrastructure cannot sustain the population and one can only imagine the problems to 
come as the city’s population continues to grow. Furthermore, without monitoring, there is 
limited capacity to denounce illegal sewage removal practices in industries and homes. Fishers 
are aware of the urban planning disaster that contributes to their pollution problems. Mateus, the 
current Praia de Buraquinho president, explained his disapproval with local institutions.  
 
City hall makes it possible for the condominiums to be constructed. Before it was one 
site. Today, in one site, there are forty houses. So there are forty families in one site. This 
means the degradation is forty times worse. 
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The environmental load intensifies while the ability to monitor environmental crimes diminishes. 
Government agencies understand this problem yet SEPLAN continues to approve housing 
projects for financial gain. City officials are deeply enmeshed with construction companies, 
private security companies, and other industries profiting from exponential urban growth. 
Mateus expressed frustration with this dynamic. He clearly notices his position as a poor black 
fisher who cannot escape pollution like rich white elites who flee from the river for non-
subsistence reasons. Mateus continued: 
 
Each time [more construction] happens our community loses. Because the ‘barons’ 
demonstrate that we aren’t worth anything. They can just take their cars to hang out in 
Praia do Forte, Jacuipe, or another place that is not polluted. But the other residents of the 
region, to survive, to fish, to want whatever it may be, we don’t have that ability.  
 
Aside from being dispossessed from vital natural resources, fishers face other problems 
accessing social resources like viable transportation to escape to other places. Mateus’s remark 
shows how barões (barons or elites) can avoid environmental hazards whereas poor black fishers 
cannot. Fishers have fewer options because of their social and economic positioning. Automobile 
transportation is one of the social assets unavailable to most Praia de Buraquinho fishers and 
their families. For them, Praia de Buraquinho is the only practical location to fish, work, and 
play.  
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 Explaining Pollution in the Rio Joanes 
 Men and women fishers insist the Rio Joanes is completely destroyed. The fish 
population has plumetted. It is no longer safe to consume the river’s fish and shellfish. In fact, it 
is not even safe to swim in the Rio Joanes (Lima 2014). Hardly anyone relies on the river. Only 
the poorest of the poor are forced to eek out some small subsistence fishing in the area. Fishing 
in the Rio Joanes is publicly perceived as shameful therefore not discussed openly. For instance, 
a small group of alcoholics that resided in Praia de Buraquinho fished in the river because they 
had no other food source. In this section, I turn to ethnographic interviews with fishers and 
government officials to understand pollution’s ecological impact in Praia de Buraquinho. 
Fishers’ reflections provide insight on the material and symbolic impacts of environmental 
dispossession (Williams 2001, Loperena 2016, Heiman 1996).  
 The contradiction between tourism and environmental health was a major concern for 
Buraquinho fishers. The state pours millions of dollars into tourism and real estate development, 
yet scant attention is given to the city’s glaring sewage pollution problems that would improve 
with proper infrastructure and oversight. Fishers largely focused on the racial and class 
differences of tourism and real estate to explain river pollution and the resulting racialized 
environmental dispossession. Hollywood, a husky dark-skinned lobster fisherman in his 50s who 
nearly always had a Hollywood brand cigarette in his mouth, conveyed these racial and class 
dynamics. 
 
Today the Rio Joanes is improper for bathing. It is improper to fish, and to this moment, 
it has been improper in other senses. With tourism today, the fisherman is not able to do 
more of this activity. Because [urban planning and environmental agencies] are only 
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concerned with the tourists and they are not concerned with the conditions of the water of 
the Rio Joanes. 
 
Because these [residential and business] constructions do not have licensing, they can do 
what they want. Some constructions have asbestos that falls into the river. INEMA 
[Environmental and Water Resources Institute] regularly says that the Rio Joanes is 
improper for bathing. But what about fishing?! Today there is more effort to enhance 
tourism in this area while fishers are no longer able to simply fish. When the tourists 
came, the water turned.  
 
Here Hollywood critiques state concerns for tourism and not for issues particular to the poor 
black fishing community. The state is driving urban expansion and tourism to the detriment of 
the poor black fishers that depend on clean natural water resources for survival. Government 
agencies are well aware that real estate expansion results in more unchecked sewage pollution 
into the Rio Joanes and other urban rivers but the real estate construction continues. The 
parcelization of land for exponential building benefits the white elite homeowners and 
developers through the accumulation of capital. The city also benefits from the wider tax base. 
However this process of commodification has a negative output on the environment and those 
reliant on the environment. In effect, elites benefit from the colorblind character of neoliberal 
capitalism. People are aware of pollution issues, but do not understand that the form of real estate 
development and institutional negligence does not impact all residents democratically. That is 
why this the accumulation of capital through real estate leads to racialized environmental 
dispossession for Buraquinho’s poor black fishing population.  
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 Fishers are adamant that there is corruption behind the pollution. There is a clear sense 
that institutional politics favor elites and marginalize the poor black majority. Like other aspects 
of their lives, it is the powerful people (telling referred to as “barons”) that benefit from 
neglecting their communities. For instance, Victor denounced state agencies for their negligence. 
 
Today there is no way to catch fish in the river because the pollution has already killed 
them. The water was pure. So from there you can see that, with the condominiums, we 
receive all of this pollution. And the government does not do anything. The 
environmental agencies as well have washed their hands of this. They do not understand 
the reality. SEPLAN and SEMAHR do not care about anything because everything is just 
about a bribe for them. They sometimes just charge a fee for a [environmental] violation. 
And sometimes even that is not guaranteed. They make promises and then continue to do 
the same thing. So all this signifies that the destruction of the river is not important to 
them. The responsibility is on the bill of someone else.  	
SEPLAN approves housing developments without regardless of their social and environmental 
impacts. In fact, many of the elite condominiums that leak sewage into the Rio Joanes are located 
within the APA Joanes-Ipitanga, and environmentally protected area demarcated by INEMA. 
Representatives from SEMARH, Lauro de Freitas’ environmental agency, expressed their 
dissatisfaction with the city’s urban development agency SEPLAN. Two SEMARH geographers 
I interviewed for this project said they were frustrated by the current institutional climate. They 
perform various environmental impact studies demonstrating the negative impacts of real estate 
development in particular areas, yet the city continues urban planning measures without blinking 
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an eye. As one candid SEMARH geographer confessed, “It’s as if no one even looks at our 
environmental reports.”   
Another issue is protocol. SEPLAN approves real estate developments knowing that there 
is no financing to ensure proper protocol. Developers have free reign to install sewage systems, 
which means they cut corners to save money. An EMBASA representative explained this 
problem. I will summarize his comments here. Sewage nets are often assembled in an irregular 
manner. He explained that EMBASA only goes to approve sewage and sanitation systems when 
they are asked. This means that EMBASA, the expert water and sanitation agency, only 
investigates a fraction of the sewage infrastructure in hotels, businesses, and residences 
throughout the city. In other instances, EMBASA approves the plans but the developers back 
away from their commitments once they are paid (Cardoso, personal communication, June 13, 
2016).  
 
Figure 3.4: Local Marisqueira Ana Maria.  
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 The Aquatic Margins: Men’s Experiences  
Buraqinho fishers live precariously today. There is no guarantee that the weather and 
fishing conditions will be enough to provide for a family. The Rio Joanes used to provide such 
food and financial security. Fishers came home with bushels of shellfish and sacks of fish. There 
was no need to seek other employment. Today, few men fishers survive on fishing alone. They 
seek other employment opportunities painting houses, laying bricks, construction work, or other 
odd jobs like collecting glass beer bottles. Fishers prefer fishing over menial labor jobs, but these 
are the only options available to them. The majority of fishers I interviewed did not complete 
high school education. Many lacked a workers’ card that formal employers require for 
bureaucratic reasons and to provide social security benefits. Because they work informally, 
employers often take advantage of poor black Brazilians in need of some form of income. On 
numerous occasions, I observed the panic in fishers’ eyes when they discovered they would not 
receive payment for their informally contracted services like house painting. Sometimes it was 
several weeks worth of work. Fishers simply had no legal means to hold the employer 
accountable. Essentially, poor black fishers are stuck between doing financially risky and 
physically demanding menial labor and turning to illicit activities in their neighborhood. Given 
those options, fishers take menial jobs.  
Twenty-six-year old fisher Joeliton (Thiago’s brother) and his best friend Amarelo were 
lucky because they had a unique job collecting glass beer bottles. These two, who were always 
together on land or sea, earned extra income using Amarelo’s old red beat-up Fiat truck to collect 
cases of empty beer bottles from bars and barracas in Lauro de Freitas. This entailed hours of 
canvassing the city to gather plastic cartons of twelve large 2-liter glass bottles. They were 
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sometimes rewarded in beer. This did little to help sustain their families, but it funded some of 
their daily drinking, a common activity among many fishers.  
Joeliton explained the environmental degradation that led to the economic deprivation 
that pushes fishers to take second jobs. Joeliton disliked his other trade because he preferred the 
freedom of fishing offshore. He sometimes joked that he would live in the ocean if only he had a 
woman to keep him company at sea. 
 
I remember when the river was better. We could live off of fishing some 15 or 20 years 
ago. Now we have to take other jobs as well. How can we live off of just fishing?  
I earn a lot less [than I did before]. Before I would leave here and quickly I could make 
100 or 200 reais, man. And today if I leave here and make 50 reais, my work is pretty 
much done. Because today you cannot find the fish that we caught before. The rubalo, 
caribeba, cururu, today it is difficult to find these fish here. Big fish like caranha, 
octopus, raia, badeju, mero, these fish can’t be found in the river anymore. Today they 
don’t enter.  
 
The river no longer provides the financial and food security that it once offered. Removing 
fishers’ primary form of income hurts their families as well. In fact, eating fish at home is 
considered a luxury. Fishers’ families may resort to raising hens because they do not have the 
cash to purchase chicken and eggs from the market. Enrique, a 38-year-old native Praia de 
Buraquinho fisherman shared that because of the environmental conditions, he feels more 
pressure to provide for his wife and two young children. “Before, fishermen lived off of fishing. 
Today fishermen have to do something else because they cannot survive from fishing alone. You 
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have to find a job because if you do not, your children will not eat.” Enrique’s father was a house 
attendant, for one of the few rich households in Buraquinho during the 1980s. He spent his entire 
life in the river. The current situation forced Enrique to radically change his life seeking work as 
a bricklayer. Sometimes even that work is unavailable.   
Winter is the most difficult season for all fishers because of dangerous tide and low water 
clarity conditions. Heavy rains make the water murky. Winter has always been a difficult period 
for fishers because heavy rain and winds make fishing unsafe. Chemical runoff from nearby 
chemical factories, domestic pollution, and aggressive tides reduce water clarity. Buraquinho 
fishermen once turned to the Rio Joanes during the winter season. Fishers who typically dive or 
fish in the Atlantic can no longer turn to the Joanes to fish during the winter. Fim, one of 
Buraquinho’s oldest fishers, shared his grievances about the seasonal change today. “In that time, 
when it was winter, that is when you would go to the river and rely on the river.” Fishers cannot 
rely on the river today because it is too contaminated. They are forced to be a strictly marine 
fishing community.  
Interactions on the popular messaging social media platform Whatsapp provide insight on 
fishers’ preoccupation with water quality. Each day around 4 am, fishers begin messaging each 
other on their shared Buraquinho fishers’ group Whatsapp. After exchanging pleasantries, fishers 
ask about the water clarity conditions up and down the coast. Or, whether the water is “dirty” or 
not. A part-time fisherman, Theo, explained the focus on water clarity: “Before, the water was 
really clean. In the winter, it was clear like water in the summer. Today this doesn’t exist 
anymore. The water is just dirty from pollution. As much from the condominiums as from Cetrel, 
Tibrás, or the Millenium.” Missed days fishing means fewer dollars lining fishers’ pockets, less 
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food security, and overall unhappiness as fishers cannot partake in the adventurous activity that 
they enjoy most.  
River and ocean pollution mean that fishermen are forced further into the sea to avoid the 
“dirty” water. In doing so, some men adopt better technology to enter the more dangerous deep-
sea conditions. There are several disadvantages to this new arrangement. First, the greater 
offshore distance predisposes fishers to boating accidents. Deep-sea fishing is much more 
dangerous than near-shore fishing and rescue efforts are delayed when accidents occur. Many 
deep-sea boating accidents are fatal. Second, further boat travel delivers a greater economic cost 
based on the need for more fuel, better technology, and larger boats. Praia de Buraquinho’s 
federally recognized fishing colony (fishing co-opt) only has two large boats that can handle the 
rougher conditions of longer travel. As a result, fishers compete to secure a place among the four 
or five person limit per boat. Third, fishers that use the boats must pay a portion of their catch to 
the colony, which they wouldn’t have to do if they used their own smaller fishing vessels. 
Fourth, deep sea fishing requires more hours away from home and is limited to those individuals 
with sufficient deep sea experience.  
Pollution problems in the Rio Joanes and along the coast push male fishers into other 
hazardous environments. The Rio Joanes is polluted with domestic sewage and the near shore 
Atlantic fishing is declining because of industrial runoff that seeps into the coral reefs where fish 
reside. Men voyage further away from the coastline in search of clearer, less polluted waters. 
Seeking deeper waters is dangerous because there are greater risks of enduring rough waters that 
threaten their physical safety. This is one of the dominant violent gendered effects of racialized 
environmental dispossession. While government agencies and real estate developers capitalize 
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on the booming tourism and housing market, poor black male fishers are pushed into volatile 
situations to avoid toxins.    
 
 
Figure 3.5: Budião azul (blue parrotfish), vermelho (snapper), and badejo (haddock) caught by 
spear fishers in the Atlantic Ocean. Source: author.  
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Women’s Displacement Experiences 
Since the mid-2000s, river pollution has nearly displaced women completely. There is no 
reliable shellfish collecting in the Rio Joanes today. The quantity of shellfish radically 
diminished. People are scared to eat contaminated shellfish. Since shellfish are found in 
mangrove estuaries within the Rio Joanes, and shellfish collecting is overwhelmingly women’s 
work, women have been erased from the river. Women must seek other employment 
opportunities selling bathing suits, skin and hair products, or clothing. Lita, Mateus’s sister, is 
the only remaining marisqueira in the Rio Joanes. She collects shellfish to supplement her 
income selling cigarettes to bus drivers and bus fare collectors out of her home.  
Women shellfish collectors commute to unpolluted rivers to adapt. Women’s family 
health concerns, specifically fear of contaminated shellfish, prohibit them from feeding their 
children with the few available shellfish in the Rio Joanes. In other words, women are no longer 
able to access the river because of pollution and family health concerns. Women can physically 
enter the river, but their social responsibilities as protective mothers prohibit them from 
benefiting from what little remains of the dying river. Mara, the petite marisqueira mentioned 
earlier, demonstrated how strongly women felt about fishing in the Rio Joanes. I asked her if she 
would ever fish in the Rio Joanes again and this was her reply: 
 
No. I am not fishing anywhere in the Joanes! I do not see one crab in Buraquinho. I do 
not have the courage to wade there, so I am definitely not collecting shellfish there. After 
they took away Buraquinho, started constructing houses, throwing all of their shit on the 
beach, and inside the river by the bridge, I stopped. In fact, I was forced to stop because I 
caught a microorganism in the water and it made me sick.  
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Fear of illness drives most marisqueiras away from the Rio Joanes. Mara was one of many 
marisqueiras who fell ill and was forced to retire early because of it. Health is a primary 
indicator of the risks associated with working in hazardous environments to cause serious illness 
and even death. That nearly half of Buraquinho fishers’ community contracted a waterborne 
parasite from the Rio Joanes demonstrates this risk (Belém 2006b). High tide is the only time 
when the risk of contamination slightly decreases because the river water becomes diluted with 
saltwater from the Atlantic.  
 Dona Bel, the older marisqueira mentioned before, shared similar sentiments during our 
conversation.  
There are very few women left from my generation. But there are few because the river is 
not good. The river has already turned away many women. The few that are left are the 
daughters of the older generation.  
 
Daughters of Dona Bel’s generation of marisqueiras do not fish in the Rio Joanes. They pay high 
transportation costs to gather shellfish in unpolluted rivers north of Lauro de Freitas. These areas 
are becoming more populous every day, and it is likely that they will soon confront the social 
and ecological disaster that Buraquinho fishers confront.  
Considering these ethnographic vignettes, I argue that domestic pollution has displaced 
women marisqueiras more than men. The greater impact on women fishers was obvious 
because, to my surprise, there were very few women shellfish collectors in Buraquinho. This 
stands in great contrast to the thirty or so regular marisqueiras that used to scan Rio Joanes’ 
mangroves for shellfish before the real estate boom and subsequent sewage pollution after the 
beginning of the 21st century.  
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Conclusion 
The death of the Rio Joanes is not just figurative. It is a tale of structural violence. This 
chapter explored the ideological and material violence of accumulation by racialized 
environmental dispossession. Capital accumulation through real estate growth and private dams 
does not treat all citizens equally. Environmental degradation is experienced differently 
according to racial/class/gender categories. Poor black fishers suffer most because they relied on 
the river as a primary food source. The city sells public lands, including environmentally 
protected areas, to private real estate developers. These developers are not interested in the 
ecological impacts of development. They are concerned with selling houses for capital 
accumulation. In fact, Harvey (2005) insists that housing is one of the key forms of neoliberal 
accumulation in the current era. This pattern results in negative social and environmental impacts 
for Praia de Buraquinho fishers.  
If politicians and scholars keep treating the Rio Joanes as an assemblage of unconnected 
problems, then it is possible for policymakers to maintain the status quo. As Faber and McCarthy 
state:  
If researchers and policymakers continue to conceive of the ecological crisis as a 
collection of unrelated problems, then it is possible that some combination of regulations, 
incentives, and technical innovations can keep pollution and resource destruction at 
“tolerable” levels for more affluent socioeconomic [and racial] populations. However, 
poor working class communities and people of color which lack the political–economic 
resources to defend themselves will continue to suffer the worst abuses (Faber and 
McCarthy 2001, 11). 
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This quote befits the current socio-ecological crises in Praia de Buraquinho. The poor black 
working class community endures the worst consequences from the Rio Joanes’ ecological crisis. 
There is little doubt, however, that the state would respond immediately were raw sewage 
dumped into the luxury homes that line the Rio Joanes. Elites might at times worry about food 
contamination, but they have other options for survival. They can consume other protein 
products or imported fish. Their children can play in private backyard pools instead of bathing in 
the river. Elites can drive to other beaches and rivers to escape the pollution. Buraquinho’s poor 
black fishers do not have this option. They are either completely displaced, as is the case for 
women shellfish collectors, pushed into other occupations, or they may embark on riskier fishing 
trips away from the industrially polluted shorelines. In this way, even if fishes attempt to escape 
pollution by increasing their distance, they take on secondary risks.  
The very city and state officials charged with monitoring such environmental crimes are 
those residing in the affluent gated condominium homes that pollute the Rio Joanes. Poor black 
fishers are in part forgotten because rich white elites run the institutions. Those with institutional 
power have no proximity to the realities of contaminated livelihoods. Sewage problems are not a 
concern for those who have never had to rely on fishing for survival. 
Fishers perceive the racial and class dynamics that make it possible to pollute a river on 
which poor black fishers rely. They know that their suffering would not draw enough attention to 
the problem because they are seen as less than. Due to this power imbalance between the state 
and their marginalized community, fishers reserve little hope that things will change. As Thiago, 
the fisher from the introduction said, going to the state to resolve pollution issues was “like using 
a sieve to block the sun”: it is useless. 
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Figure 3.6: Carneiro sewing fishing nets in Praia de Buraquinho. Source: author. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
 
WHO ARE THE REAL THIEVES? 
 
 
Just as my legs began to burn from walking in the sand, I heard a familiar “bahhhhhhh” 
call. I knew it was my friend Carneiro, whose signature greeting is an ode to his nickname: lamb. 
Carneiro and a small group of fishers were sharing a bottle of 51 cachaça in a tiny fishing shack 
on the edge of the exclusive Busca Vida gated condominium. I crossed the Rio Joanes from Praia 
de Buraquinho to Busca Vida on foot that day because Carneiro wanted to show me his native 
landscape. Carneiro comes from a long line of Busca Vida fishers. Carneiro is so knowledgeable 
about Busca Vida’s ecosystem that the environmental non-governmental organization (NGO) 
Projeto TAMAR hired him to collect sea turtle eggs on Busca Vida’s beach. Despite the area’s 
recent transformation to a luxury, gated condominium, Carneiro still considered Busca Vida his 
terrain.  
 Excited for the opportunity to show me around his turf, Carneiro insisted we visit a 
particularly scenic group of salt rocks nearby. Instead of walking in the scorching loose sand 
down by the water, Carneiro suggested that we take the paved walkway closer to the 
condominiums. Our leisurely stroll was short lasted. Within two minutes an armed security guard 
confronted us. He asked for Carneiro’s identification card and inquired about his intentions – did 
he know that he could not be here? Carneiro calmly presented his identification card to the 
gentleman and informed him that we were headed to the salt rocks only a few yards away. After 
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scolding Carneiro for walking along the Busca Vida’s private walkway, he allowed him to 
continue on “just this time.” The security guard never acknowledged my presence. 
 Carneiro and I continued on our short journey to the salt rocks. I marveled at the beautiful 
view. Carneiro tried to uphold his usual joking and carefree demeanor, but I knew that he was 
deeply embarrassed about being interrogated in his own territory. I asked Carneiro about the 
interaction and he insisted that the security guard must be new – that he simply did not recognize 
him. His attempt to shake off the encounter as a coincidence thinly veiled his humiliation. 
Carneiro had invited me, a gringa, to explore his native lands. The security guard’s focus on 
Carneiro suggested that it was his presence that violated the boundaries and not mine. My light 
skin and hair color, blue eyes, and foreign mannerisms bought me a free entrance to meander 
along the private walkway as I wished. Yet Carneiro was read as the stranger. Many Buraquinho 
fishers had told me personal stories about discriminatory profiling in Busca Vida, but I was 
surprised to witness the practice so quickly and dramatically on my first visit.  
 
Introduction 
This chapter aims to reveal the racial, class, and environmental dimensions of the 
privatization of Bahia’s North Coast. A recent increase in elite gated condominiums reflects the 
neoliberal sale of public “commons” spaces and resources for the benefit of private capital (Silva 
2009). Harvey (2003) originally defined “accumulation by dispossession” as the 
commodification and privatization of land and the forceful removal of local (peasant) 
populations through implementation of exclusive property rights, which restrict rights to the 
commons (Harvey 2003a, 155). Brazilian law stipulates that areas within 30 meters of the coastal 
high tide line and riverbeds are public property and therefore cannot be privatized. Access must 
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remain open. However, with the often-illegal sale of commons areas for private real estate 
consumption, the coastal and riverine areas surrounding Praia de Buraquinho have transformed 
into an elite space where poor black fishers are excluded. Gated condominiums are organized by 
discriminatory racial, class, and gender logics that exclude poor black fishers and enhance the 
violent monitoring of black men’s bodies.  
The combination of structural racism and accumulation by dispossession allows me to 
continue my theoretical framing on accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession. 
Whereas previous chapters evaluated accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession in 
exposure to environmental hazards, this chapter focuses more on access, movement, and 
racialized violence perpetuated through discriminatory profiling practices and the manipulation 
of the built environment (Perry 2013, Harvey 2003b, Razack 2002, Rolnik 2001, Smith 2009, 
Loperena 2016). White elite desires for security and exclusivity and the public conflation of poor 
blacks with crime are often used as an ideological basis for setting boundaries and policing poor 
black bodies in gated communities.  
Discriminatory profiling by gated condominium security guards is pervasive. Roberval, a 
Praia de Buraquinho native who had been physically threatened by an armed Busca Vida security 
guard explained the situation. “In Busca Vida they think we are thieves and will not let us pass. 
One day my boat broke down and I had to walk back to Buraquinho. I had a bunch of fish with 
me so I wanted to use the walkway but they would not let me.” Walking barefoot in the hot loose 
sand is arduous without pounds of fish in tow. In Roberval’s interpretation, he was denied the 
luxury of walking on a paved pathway because the security guards labeled him a thief. 
Apparently a body like his belonged down in the hot sand. Even if it meant he would suffer in 
pain walking barefoot in the blistering terrain. The situation is similar along the Rio Joanes, as 
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another older fisherman described. “It is difficult. They treat many fishermen badly. They block 
many people from passing. Today fishermen do not have access to anything. They do not even 
have access to the river.” These Buraquinho fishermen were referring to discriminatory devices 
in the built environment and security features, but other fishers endure threats of physical 
violence, which I will explain with more ethnographic examples in the following sections. 
Again, it is important to keep in mind that beaches and riverbeds are public domain and guards 
or physical structures cannot block anyone’s access. These examples fit within a rise in 
privatizing public lands, restricting access, and subjecting poor black traditional fishing 
communities to physical violence across Bahia (Tomáz and Santos 2016, Diniz 2007, Perry 
2013). Capital accumulation is the root of the luxury coastal real estate market, but privatizing 
land and the need for security are based in fear of criminality. The combination strikes poor 
black fishers most severely because they are at once denied access and subjected to threats of 
violence by security guards and private residence owners.  
Gated Communities, Discrimination, and Violence 
 Previous scholarship on land privatization, gated communities, and discrimination 
propose that white elites seek to create private fortresses and fortified enclaves. Brazilian 
anthropologist Teresa Caldeira defines fortified enclaves as “privatized, enclosed, and monitored 
spaces for residence, consumption, leisure, and work (Caldeira 2000, 4).” Caldeira’s meticulous 
study on crime and segregation in São Paulo, Brazil, suggests that the middle class migrate to 
suburban fortified enclaves to isolate themselves from the dangers of the city. In doing so, large 
metropolises like São Paulo morph into a “city of walls” that use built technologies and security 
systems to physically isolate the minority white elite population from the poor black majority. 
Walls, gates, and guards produce a landscape that materially “encodes class relations and 
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residential race/class/ethnic/gender segregation” in the built environment (Low 2003, 387). 
Others argue that barriers in the physical landscape produce “included and excluded bodies 
(Razack 2002, 10).” Not only do white elites protect themselves from urban violence, and reify 
race and class stereotypes; their gated, rich white enclaves accumulate wealth and prestige 
precisely for excluding poor blacks. The built environment literally excludes bodies based on 
social assumptions about violence, culture, discipline, and belonging (Vargas 2006, Caldeira 
2005, Lemanski 2004, Magalhães 2015, Rolnik 2001, Caldeira 2000, Dias 2006a, Razack 2002).  
White elite gated spaces magnify blacks’ visibility and increase their surveillance 
(Collins 1998). The 2012 Trayvon Martin case in the U.S. provides an excellent example of 
violent racial profiling in gated communities. When the 17-year-old African American boy 
passed through a gated community in Sanford, Florida, George Zimmerman defended the street 
as if it were his own private property. As a self-appointed neighborhood vigilante, Zimmerman 
used his personal racial prejudices to read Trayvon Martin as suspicious and “other.” Martin’s 
blackness inscribed his body as other, and cost him his life. This trend towards the “globalization 
of aggressive policing and the dehumanizing impact on African descended populations” (Perry 
2012, 21) is well documented by social scientists, particularly in Brazil (Vargas 2005, Gilmore 
2007, Da Silva 2007, Tomáz and Santos 2016, Smith 2016, Ramos 2005, Waiselfisz 2012, Perry 
2013). 
Insights drawn from this body of research aligns with my own observations in Bahia’s 
North Coast. As I demonstrate below, through ethnographic material, Salvador’s white elites fled 
the violence and congestion in the capital and sought refuge in gated sanctuaries in coastal 
suburbs north of the city (Magalhães 2015, de Carvalho 2011, Dias 2006a). These fortified 
enclaves offer privacy, luxury and security. They also exclude poor black Brazilians in the quest 
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for safety. Walls and vigilant private security forces allow elites to exist in an ideal, segregated 
world, even at the expense of the poor black populations that rely on these areas for basic natural 
resources. Bahian fishers are walled off from fisheries resources, intimidated by armed security 
guards, and their fishing activities are monitored by a hypocritical enforcement of environmental 
legislation. Gated communities are illegally approved in an environmentally protected area (the 
APA Joanes-Ipitanga), which is meant to protect the Rio Joanes and Rio Ipitanga watersheds. 
While large development firms destroy endangered mangroves and pollute this fragile 
ecosystem, fishers are told that they cannot practice certain forms of fishing like throwing a cast 
net because it will interfere with the local ecosystem. APAs are designed to protect the 
environment while allowing for traditional artisanal extractive practices, like fishing, to continue. 
The fact that condominiums are built within an APA shows the travesty of this “economy over 
environment” capitalist development logic and the mockery elites make of the law, which is 
supported by corrupt lawmakers and law enforcement agencies. The encroachment of private and 
state interests in traditional fishers’ native territories creates a violent friction that threatens their 
bodies and their food security (Loperena 2016, Moore 2005, Brondo 2013a, Mollett 2014, 
Escobar 2008, Perry 2013). 
 
Media and Culture of Fear 
 In Brazil, mainstream media portray poor black communities as heathen enclaves where 
violence, drugs, and crime fester (Smith 2009, Rolnik 2001, Caldeira 2000). In Bahia, media 
sources fuel racialized fear of violence by continuously displaying impoverished brown-skinned 
criminals on TV. One lunchtime news program, Cidade Alerta – Bahia, is solely dedicated to 
broadcasting accused criminals, most of whom are poor and black. The news team goes to local 
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police precincts to film crime suspects. The typically poor black men and women are shackled 
and paraded in front of a blue and white checkerboard police precinct banner. Any paraphernalia 
associated with the crime is piled onto a table in front of the suspect(s) while the news anchor 
details their supposed crimes. The accused usually bow their heads while aggressive reporters 
shove microphones in their faces. Newscasters, including the host Adelson Carvalho, berate the 
suspects as “bums,” “devils,” and “heartless,” to crystallize the image of black criminality and to 
alert the city that it is under attack by these supposedly animalistic black criminals (Smith 2016, 
Perry 2013). Such prominent and constant images of black criminality reinforce stereotypes. 
These dramatic performances also provide the necessary evidence for the white middle and 
upper class to fear poor blacks as threats. Bahian news outlets rarely balance these images with 
more diverse and representative depictions of the black working class, outside of limited cultural 
representations, nor do they attend to the larger systemic causes of crime.  
 The local media from the greater Salvador Metropolitan Region often misreport crimes 
(Perry 2013, Smith 2016). Violent crimes are almost always pinned on poor black communities, 
including Praia de Buraquinho, and not the surrounding areas. For instance, one Lauro de Fretias 
newspaper article describes a man shot and killed in Praia de Buraquinho, but the crime occurred 
in another upscale beach nearby (Bahia no Ar 2015). On another occasion, a journalist wrote that 
a murder was committed in Praia de Buraquinho but incorrectly locates Praia de Buraquinho 
within another low-income black neighborhood (Bahia no Ar 2015). Still another article wrongly 
places the murder of famed dance choreographer Augusto Omolu in Praia de Buraquinho, not in 
his upscale condominium in another neighborhood. The article also suggests that Omolu was 
drinking in a working class black neighborhood the previous night; effectively collapsing the 
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poor black neighborhood, Praia de Buraquinho, and the assassination in time in space 
(Uberlandia 2016).  
Outsiders use Praia de Buraquinho’s negative criminalized images to reinforce the place 
as a dumping ground symbolically but also literally. This process is deeply enmeshed with the 
material and ideational “wasteland” arguments proposed in Chapter three. An incident that 
occurred during my fieldwork illustrates how Praia de Buraquinho serves as a physical dumping 
ground of bodies as well. On Mother’s Day of 2015, I discovered a young black man’s lifeless 
body laying face down in the mangroves near the entrance to the beach. After calling for help, I 
witnessed as locals turned over the body, exposing the boy’s bloated face. Onlookers guessed 
that the corpse was a couple days old based on the severity of the facial bloating. His purple 
board shorts and black T-shirt appeared eerily new compared to his rapidly deteriorating skin 
tone. No one recognized the victim. When inquired about potential scenarios, the small crowd 
explained that sometimes gang members from Salvador dump bodies near Praia de Buraquinho 
because the local police will presume that the assailant was from Praia de Buraquinho or one of 
the nearby low-income black neighborhoods. Assuming their explanations are accurate, this is 
another way that outsiders use Buraquinho as a dumping ground because the police readily 
believe that the crime was local. In other words, in Bahia, racialized violence marks black 
communities and their bodies as literal and figurative toxic dumping grounds in the social 
imagination (Smith 2009, 94).  
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Figure 4.1: Map of Condominiums near Praia de Buraquinho. Arrows point to Praia de 
Buraquinho (yellow),Vilas do Atlântico, Busca Vida (orange), and Buraquinho Condominiums 
(green).  
 
Mapping Race and Class in Praia de Buraquinho  
Following Christen Smith’s suggestion that, “to understand the link between the built 
environment, the urban landscape, racism, and structural violence, we must first understand the 
map of inequality,” I illustrate a map of race and class inequality in this section (Smith 2009, 99). 
Praia de Buraquinho is wedged between some of Bahia’s most affluent neighborhoods. Vilas do 
Atlântico to the south, Busca Vida to the north, and Buraquinho’s elite condominiums along the 
Rio Joanes to the west. Race and class divisions are so pronounced that you can move from a 
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poor black community to a rich white landscape in a matter of yards. Residents of Vilas do 
Atlântico, Buraquinho condominiums, and Busca Vida are usually light-skinned and wear name 
brand (often imported) clothing and accessories. Most residents own a car and can afford the 
high prices of international food and drinks like sushi and Heineken sold in local shops and 
restaurants. In these neighborhoods, blacks are the clear minority, and the poor typically only 
penetrate the race and class boundary as domestic employees, informal vendors, house painters, 
carpenters, or parking lot attendants. In other words, poor Black Bahians traverse these 
neighborhoods as servants.  
Praia de Buraquiho is popularly known as the “black beach” within this whitewashed 
coastal world. It is locally stereotyped as a place of disorganization, crime, and backwardness. 
Poor black families own and rent all 37 informal barracas in Praia de Buraquiho. The 
overwhelming majority of Praia de Buraquinho beachgoers come from the black comunidades 
(low-income/favela neighborhoods) of Portão, Itinga, or Vilas de Abrantes. Generally speaking, 
the only relationship that the white middle and upper class has with Praia de Buraquinho is 
buying fish at the colony fish market co-opt or kite surfing in windy areas where the Rio Joanes 
meets the Atlantic Ocean. However, they are careful to adhere to regular pollution warnings and 
avoid the more concentrated contamination at low tide.  
A stylish black and white tiled footpath runs the entire coastline from Vilas do Atlântico 
to Praia de Buraquinho, where it loops around. Many Vilas do Atlântico residents walk and run 
along this pathway in the mornings and evenings. Over time, I noticed that many affluent white 
locals stopped just before Praia de Buraquinho instead of completing the loop to turn around. A 
conversation with a hospitable white middle class Vilas do Atlântico homemaker in her mid-
forties confirmed my suspicions. During a conversation about exercise, the woman, who I’ll call 
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Marianna, confided, “I used to walk the entire length of the [Vilas do Atlântico to Praia de 
Buraquinho] walkway every morning but I never entered Praia de Buraquinho.” Marianna never 
explicitly specified why she would walk three miles along the Vilas do Atlântico path but avoid a 
50-yard loop in Praia de Buraquinho that was clearly designed to be a turn around point. I have 
no certain proof per se but I inferred that she was uncomfortable in Praia de Buraquinho and felt 
safer exercising alongside people that looked and acted like her. In my estimation, she believed 
her body did not belong there. Following Christen Smith, “Not only does class determine 
Brazilians’ quality of living, but race does as well, and all of this is plotted geographically (Smith 
2009, 100).” These ethnographic examples demonstrate that race and class divisions are plotted 
closely and dramatically within the coastal landscape.    
 
Access in Praia de Buraquinho and Busca Vida  
 Condominiums in Buraquinho and Busca Vida present the primary obstacles for fishers 
accessing natural resources. In Buraquinho, gated condominiums align the main road to the 
beach and restrict all access to the Rio Joanes. Fishers must travel to Praia de Buraquinho to 
access the Rio Joanes because there are no other entry points along the privately walled road. 
Private, gated condominiums ignore federal law mandates against building structures within 100 
meters of the riverbed. Condominium developers commonly destroy fragile and ecologically 
important mangrove forests to position themselves as close as possible to the riverbed. As 
mentioned in Chapter three, older fishers remember the earlier years when the mangroves were 
still lush and there were no gates or structures blocking access to the river.   
 Busca Vida condominiums present the most egregious case of discriminatory and illegal 
privatization for Buraquinho fishers. The luxury condominium development is situated on the 
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northern side of the Rio Joanes. Many claim that Busca Vida occupies the most beautiful 
stretches of Bahia’s north coast. Biologists rank it among the most biodiverse ecosystems in the 
region (Castro, Pinho, and de Freitas 2012). Home prices range from 800,000 to 5,000,000 reais 
(roughly US $255,000 and $1.6 million). Bushes and lawns are well manicured; staff dress 
uniformly in white and navy blue shirts, hats, and pants. There is even a squash field.  
Even though federal law outlaws private beaches because “the coast of our country is a 
public good” and “it is necessary to maintain it in the hand of its true owner: the Brazilian people 
[o povo]” Bahia’s north coast is full of private beaches that restrict access for the general public 
and fishers who have relied on these natural resources for centuries (Brasil 2010, A9). The only 
entrance to Busca Vida is through a gate, which is monitored by guards 24 hours per day. The 
only other way to get onto the beach is by walking several miles along the coastline or by 
crossing the Rio Joanes. The condominium strictly enforces property lines and employs several 
tactics of intimidation to prevent outside penetration into this elite and environmentally protected 
sanctuary. A sharp line divides the beach and private property along Busca Vida’s Atlantic coast. 
There are signs nearly every 50 feet stating “proibido entrar,” entrance prohibited, and some 
signs announcing that soccer and volleyball are not permitted in the area. Individual homes 
display additional warnings to keep intruders away: “beware of the angry dog” or “be careful of 
snakes.” Some Busca Vida private security guards are stationed in bamboo huts while others 
make rounds walking along the pathway or driving red 4x4s throughout the condominium and 
coastline.  
Tourist sites also describe Busca Vida as a private beach (Litoral 2008). These comments 
evince the condominium’s aura of prestige and exclusivity. Although the beach is not technically 
private, it is sold as such and the security regime intends to uphold this image (de Carvalho 
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2011). Advertising brochures portray Busca Vida as a pristine and safe environment. “Lakes, 
coconut trees, clear blue sea, golden sand, and much privacy. Busca Vida is: totally calming for 
those that like to enjoy the beach with more quiet. Located on the north coast of Bahia, in the 
municipality of Camaçari, close to Salvador, Busca Vida has nine kilometers of open beach 
framed by beautiful coconut trees (Litoral 2008).” One commenter on Google reviews described 
Busca Vida in the following terms: “Peace, beauty and quiet. Clean and civilized private 
beaches.” It is not a coincidence that people describe Busca Vida as pristine, civilized, and 
private. The condominium constructs this atmosphere through the built environment and private 
security that illegally restrict certain bodies.  
 
Profiling and Violence in the Name of Security: Incidents with Fishers  
 Gated condominiums do not only block physical access to key natural resources. First, 
fishers are dispossessed of their traditional lands and fishing territories and second, they are 
subjected to violent intimidation while attempting to practice their fishing craft. Interpersonal 
discrimination by security guards is a real threat that shapes how fishers move in the world and 
internalize discrimination. In this subsection, I describe fishers’ experiences of discrimination 
while attempting to fish and gather fishing resources near gated condominiums. The profiling has 
become so routine that fishers simply circumvent these areas. Various incidents have transpired 
over the last few years that dissuade fishers from even attempting to enter condominiums.  
Most of these occurrences involve unnecessary threats or use of force. I learned of one 
instance involving an artisanal fisher and his wife. The couple, who was from Salvador, set up a 
small campsite at the very tip of Busca Vida to take advantage of the nighttime fishing. It is 
fairly common for fishers to spend a day or two camped out to wait for the optimal tide for 
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fishing. While resting in between pulling the fishing net, they woke up to the bright headlights 
and jarring engine of a 4x4 coming near their plastic tarp campsite. A Busca Vida security guard 
dismounted the vehicle and demanded they leave. The fisher explained that he meant no harm 
and reminded the guard that their campsite was nowhere near the condominium’s property line. 
He pleaded with the man to stay until daylight because it was 3 o’clock in the morning and the 
tide was too high to pass the Boca do Barra (where the Rio Joanes meets the Atlantic Ocean) 
back to Praia de Buraquinho. Tensions escalated and the guard reportedly pistol-whipped the 
fisher on the back of the head. I am not sure if the fisher couple made the risky, unlit voyage 
back to Praia de Buraquinho or not. The couple never pressed charges because they did not have 
supplemental evidence of the crime and were be too humiliated by this inhumane treatment to 
tell the authorities. 
Unfortunately, this was not an isolated event. Rather, it has become the norm as security 
guards feel entitled patrolling elite spaces in the name of security. I was shocked at how many 
fishers experienced threatening interactions with security guards. Zé, an elderly dark-skinned 
fisher divulged that he also learned to avoid condominiums because security guards threaten 
fishers with firearms. He explained, “If you want to pass, the security guard will put a gun up to 
your face, demanding that you leave. So for us, these are things that weigh heavily in our lives.” 
Even if fishers can get past the gates, they are profiled as criminals. Their mere presence 
unsettles the racial and class hierarchy. Security guards do not hesitate to use violence to defend 
elite spaces. Security guards batter and threaten fishers with impunity. They are aware that poor 
fishers do not have access to legal resources and therefore will not likely retaliate. Even though 
most security guards are poor and black, they absorb prejudices and develop violent practices 
against poor blacks (Pinheiro 1983, Machado and Noronha 2002). It is curious that in a majority 
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black city, security guards and the general public tend to treat blackness as the principal criterion 
for suspicion (Machado and Noronha 2002). Poor blacks are always considered guilty before 
proven innocent. A form of class and race-based profiling manifests in police/security force 
repression affecting poor blacks.  
Security guards are not the only physical threat impeding poor black fishers’ access. 
Dogs assist in the securitization of elite space and serve as status symbols for gated 
condominium residents. In the large condominium properties that align the Rio Joanes and Busca 
Vida, fierce muscular Rottweiler dogs are stationed to keep outsiders in their place, or rather, out 
of their place. In Busca Vida, armed security guards trace the perimeter with muscular canines. 
Security guard dogs wait in the backyards of Buraquinho gated communities along the Rio 
Joanes. The intimidating dogs are chained to short poles or are left free to roam. I got a taste of 
how intimidating the security dogs could be one day as I approached Busca Vida’s borderline of 
private property to photograph a “proibido entrar” (entrance prohibited) sign. A bulky 
Rottweiler chained to a post began barking and pacing to assure me that I was not welcome.  
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Figure 4.2: “Access prohibited” sign and security guard patrolling Busca Vida Resort. Source: 
author. 
 
Images of Rottweiler and German Shepard canines viciously barking at poor black fishers 
are strikingly similar to images from the U.S. civil rights era. The primary purpose is to instill 
fear. This fear is used to prevent attempts to challenge the established power hierarchy. Joeliton, 
a 25-year-old native Buraquinho fisher described how elite gated condominiums and their 
security dogs restrict his movements. “They all have big dogs to protect their homes. How am I 
going to pass when there are two gigantic dogs in the yard? It is crazy. Those dogs are going to 
bite me! One house has 30 or 40 dogs. How are we going to pass inside?” Joeliton’s remarks 
illustrate how security guards prevent him from accessing certain fishing areas along the Rio 
Joanes.  
  Even if fishers are legally entitled to walk in areas along the Rio Joanes and on the 
coast, gates, walls, dogs, and fear of violence restrict them. Hollywood, a Praia de Buraquinho 
lobster fisherman nicknamed after his favorite cigarette brand, explained it to me.   
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It is a federal law here in Brazil that thirty meters from the water you are supposed to be 
able to walk but the thing is that our country does not have laws. Who has money 
mandates the law. Since fishermen do not have the ability to move past many items like 
dogs and security guards with pistols, the law is not maintained. These laws do not have 
any impact on the lives of poor people.  
 
Hollywood understands that laws on paper do not reflect access in reality. Most times, it is the 
rich that make the laws and it is the rich who ignore them. This sets up an unjust situation for 
poor black fishers who have limited capacity to challenge such institutional racism. Even if 
fishers challenged these practices of private security, gates, and dogs, Hollywood does not hold 
much faith that things would change. He suggests that the rich will always find a way to 
implement certain restrictions that block access to their coveted privileges.     
Thiago, the younger fisherman from the introductory chapter, agreed that the double 
standard caters to white elites. Private gated communities allow white elites to use the law to 
their advantage while excluding the poor black majority. This is particularly painful for native 
fishers because they must routinely endure prejudice while carrying out the daily activities 
necessary to sustain themselves and their families.    
 
Man, you cannot walk anywhere these days because the condominiums will not let you 
pass. Others you can pass but only to a certain line. Some places have signs that say you 
cannot pass. For example, in Busca Vida, there is a part where you cannot walk above the 
fence. People have to walk in the hot sand. For me, this is absurd. The fishermen, who 
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were formerly the proprietors, cannot even enter. It is humiliating. It is embarrassing that 
the higher ups can do things that the poor cannot. 
  
In my understanding, Thiago’s experience moving through the landscape speaks to his 
perception of being a second-class citizen. He outright rejects the discriminatory and illegal 
practices of privately gated condominiums and their strategies of exclusion. Thiago is frustrated 
that the white elite minority can claim everything from the land, to power, or law. He is 
humiliated that security guards force him to walk on the hot sand instead of walking in the cooler 
bike path where the elite class may set their feet for leisurely strolls without fear of interrogation. 
His is a story of dispossession at the highest order. It is painful and embarrassing. Being forced 
to walk barefoot in the hot sand literally burns racial and class position into his body.  
Who are the Real Thieves? 
In her ethnography of black women’s land struggles in Salvador, Bahia, anthropologist 
Keisha-Khan Perry (2013) notes that while widespread fear of black violence permeates 
Brazilian society, Brazilians and Brazilianist scholars rarely consider the fear of violence 
experienced by black communities. Black communities are stereotyped as the perpetrators of 
crime and violence. What’s more, they are positioned as immune to violence themselves, as if 
the murder of their sons, daughters, sisters, brothers, and cousins does not hurt as much. In fact, 
black Brazilian men and their families endure the most violence of any other social group in the 
country, even holding for socio-economic status (Mitchell and Wood 1999). When poor black 
bodies enter white, elite spaces, they are criminalized and subjected to violence (Smith 2009).  
  This dynamic translates to fishers’ experiences attempting to access natural resources in 
the new social landscape. Poor black fishers are (often illegally) excluded from their native 
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fishing territories and yet they are perceived as the security threat. They are assumed to be the 
thieves while they live every day as the outsider on their own lands because of the racist logic of 
coastal development and elite security practices. Irlandson, a 34-year-old black Buraquinho 
fisherman, described this distortion. Irlandson explained: 
 
For those people, we are just thieves. We are discriminated against. One day I was 
working [as a painter] in a rich house in one of the condominiums. I left at noon to eat 
lunch. When I returned to work in the afternoon, the security guard told me that I could 
not pass. I think this was discrimination. Not all blacks are thieves. There are white 
thieves and there are black thieves. On top of that, I was born here!   
 
Irlandson has experienced problems accessing fisheries in his daily activities, however he 
revealed another example of how black workers are discriminated against in other circumstances. 
The important part of this story is that he was not allowed back in. The security guard assumed 
he was lying. Irlandson only wanted to continue his work painting a house to supplement the 
limited income he makes as a Buraquinho fisherman.  
Irlandson describes feeling emotionally assaulted. He interpreted the security guard’s 
reaction as a prejudicial attack on his racial, class, and gender identities. Irlandson was inside the 
condominium to complete a paid service, yet the security guards would not let him re-enter 
without the appropriate racist scrutiny. In fact, he was not able to return that day because the 
security staff was not able to reach the homeowners. So Irlandson lost half a day’s pay and dealt 
with endured further skepticism from his employees. These incidents are hardly surprising to 
Buraquinho fishers. They are normalized. Fishers speak about such absurdities with a keen eye 
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for the racial and class dynamics that divide them from white elite gated community residents. 
Their experiences with natural resource dispossession and discriminatory profiling practices by 
the richest and whitest echelon in the state, allows for an interesting perspective on who exactly 
are the real thieves in this situation. Irlandson enlightened me on this perspective:  
 
Historically, we had access everywhere. Today, the rich are ending all of that and taking 
all that the poor have. They are taking from the poor to make themselves richer. The poor 
cannot survive like this. The greed is out of control. There is a lot of ignorance. We are 
sick of the violence in our neighborhoods and we come here and the rich have what used 
to be a peaceful place. And we are seen as the thieves. It is truly sad. A thief today has 
more worth than us. There are thieves living everywhere in the condominium, and 
nobody asks them. But the fishermen, we are discriminated. It is unjust. And we are 
natives. We are natives. 
 
Paulo shared a similar opinion. The elites are the ones stealing from the poor to make themselves 
richer. Paulo proclaimed: 
 
I think that it is an inclination or preconception. It’s gotten worse. If the baron has access, 
why do the blacks [o preto], the poor [o pobre], whatever fishermen, not have the ability 
to access through the condominium? I think that it is about those in power stealing from 
the poor.  
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Paulo’s sentiments echo those of many other fishermen who are tired of being accused of 
criminality when they feel they have been stripped of their land and their human rights.  His 
comments point to the racial and class undertones of the predicament. He does not interpret the 
gated community and security guard environment as an idealized raceless and classless security 
defense mechanism as many rich privileged white elites believe. One must have a privileged 
social status to believe the issue is only about protecting families without any implications for 
those being excluded. Like in the United States, there is almost no mainstream conversation 
about the winners and the losers of elite white consolidation of important land and water 
resources.   
There is also a lack of knowledge of artisanal fishing practices and tools. Different types 
of fishing require different tools and forms of technology. New elite residents do not understand 
and are fearful of tools fishers use in their daily activities. Those who gather clams in the 
mangroves suggest that not only their bodies but also their tools may scare the residents. Mateus, 
a 42-year-old native Buraquinho fisher, explained: 
 
We experience preconception because we cannot pass with a facão (big knife) to collect 
clams. It is a form of discrimination because they think we are thieves. So it interferes 
with our ability to work. The facão is an essential tool for our work. It is how we gather 
clams. 
 
Nuno, another veteran fisher from the Busca Vida fishing association, detailed the difficulties of 
“fishing while black” within the new racial and class composition of the Rio Joanes and the 
Atlantic coastline. This is particularly true for shellfish collectors and those who fish from the 
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shore. Nuno remembers past experiences being labeled criminals and sexual predators in the 
pursuit of fishing near the condominiums.  
 
When we went to the river to gather shellfish we went early in the morning. Sometimes at 
12 am. There is no set hour that went to collect shellfish. And that scared people. And 
sometimes people confused us for thieves. Including the security guards. They think that 
we are going to rob people and rape women. We always have this type of problem. This 
type of problem is still not resolved with the fishermen.  
 
If you are poor and black, a dull knife used as a fishing tool can be perceived as a weapon 
intended to inflict bodily harm. The altered social landscape has made traditional practices 
subject to criminalization. Furthermore, it is not by accident that Nuno suggested that the white 
elite fear poor black fishermen will rape their women. There is a sense of black men being 
animalistic and without boundaries. This sentiment justifies the need for protecting families from 
black men, regardless of class background.  
Two more fishers pinpoint the contradictions of white fear of poor black fishers in the 
context of protecting white elites. Jeferson, a young dark-skinned fisherman in his early twenties, 
supported the previous commenters who denounced fishers’ discriminatory treatment near white 
elite spaces. Whereas others focused on violence towards the poor black community, Jeferson 
suggests that it is ridiculous to think that fishers are thieves if they are working an honest job to 
put food on the table. He described:  
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When we arrive to fish somewhere, they say that we cannot go where we want. I think 
that they are scared of us. But if I wanted their things, I would not be working as a 
fisherman, would I? I would just be a thief for a living. 
 
Jeferson astutely highlights the absurdity of criminalizing fishers. Jeferson reads directly through 
the racist and classist prejudices pinned on fishers’ bodies every day while trying to make an 
honest living. Gated communities proclaim to uphold security for residents without admitting the 
race, class, and gender identities wrapped up in this process. Jeferson makes it clear that he is not 
a thief and ponders why others would consider him as such if he were simply doing his job.  
Seu Santos, an older fisherman, beautifully articulated the contradiction in blocking off 
fishers’ access for fear of security. Like Jeferson, Seu Santos disassembled the irrational logic of 
blocking fishers’ access to fisheries resources while condoning them as thieves. Seu Santos 
argued fishers are not thieves, yet if you starve them, then they may have the potential to become 
thieves because they have no other opportunities. This excerpt is taken from the documentary 
film Prejudice and Greed, produced by local environmental justice activists from the grassroots 
association Asociação em Defesa do Litoral Norte (Association in Defense of the Litoral Norte). 
Seu Santos addresses the elite gated condominium owners.  
  
I am a fisherman. What makes me indignant is to see that in our humble, low-income 
neighborhoods, people do not have the right to come and go to provide for their children  
… Everywhere is fenced off and we have neither space nor anyone to turn to for help. 
Wall off your whole damn area here. But leave open a 6-meter corridor here. I am not 
asking for access to your fortress that you built. You can keep your piece of crap. You 
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will die and take it to the grave. I just want a corner of my own. The same way you have 
your entrance of silver, gold, and diamond. I want there in the mud a space that I can 
pass. So I can provide for my children, so they in the future are not hungry and wait for 
you to leave your mansion, jump over your wall, and shoot your dog, to break into your 
house to bring food home. You are talking like this because you do not know what the 
hell hunger is. If you knew what hunger was, you would not give us such bullshit. 
 
While emphasizing his frustration, Seu Santos exposes how counterproductive it is to restrict 
poor black fishers. Most importantly, he says that these discriminatory practices will not deter 
crime. Rather they will push fishers into a life of thievery out of pure desperation. He is only 
asking for a tiny piece of access, and with that a tiny piece of dignity, in a world that he knows is 
stacked against him and his children. Seu Santos has no desires for the gluttonous luxury of 
Bahia’s rich white elite class. He has no need for an expensive home. He, too, is thinking about 
his family’s wellbeing. This is what is so frustrating about the situation. He only wants to protect 
and provide for his family in the same way that the elites suggest they want to protect their own 
families. He essentially flips the situation on its head by suggesting that fishers will be forced 
into stealing if they are not given their sliver of access.   
Seu Santos, as well as the other local fishers, describes a situation of structural violence. 
Poor black fishers cannot meet their basic human needs in the current situation. Fishers could 
sustain their livelihoods if the Bahian state did not steal public lands to sell to private 
development companies for capital gain. In stark contradiction, poor black fishers are the ones 
pegged as criminals while they are robbed of their natural resources and human rights.  
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Conclusion 
This chapter demonstrates how accumulation by racialized dispossession in Bahia’s 
private coastal real estate market restricts environmental access and results in interpersonal racial 
violence (Vélez-Torres 2012, Mollett 2014, Loperena 2016, Harvey 2003a). Whereas the 
previous chapter discussed how environmental hazards pollute poor black fishers’ environments, 
this chapter has dealt with a different and more pronounced racial, gender, and class-based 
exclusion in the context of the stark social segregation in the urbanization of Bahia’s north coast 
(Dias 2006a, de Carvalho 2011). The new form of natural resource appropriation occurs when 
public lands are transferred into private commodities and walled off in gated communities 
(Magalhães 2015, Fonseca 2011, Dias 2006a). Upon appropriating common resources, gates, 
walls, and security defenses are employed to physically restrict and symbolically mark poor 
black artisanal fishers as “other.”  
There is a key paradox within this context. While elites gate themselves off from threats 
of black theft, poor black fishers are robbed of their rights to access natural resources. The state 
steals public goods and sells them to private interest groups that protect them with brutal force. 
Poor black fishers and subjected to physical violence through forced expulsion and threats of 
bodily harm from armed security guards. Praia de Buraquinho fishers already live with loss of 
territory and food security. However, they are now exposed to threats of physical violence from 
armed security guards. Black fishers are afraid they will be shot or mistaken for thieves. These 
are examples of the structural violence unfolding along Bahia’s coastline, which becomes 
increasingly segregated as common lands are sold for private consumption.   
Fishers’ access to natural resources and violence must be considered within the larger 
frame of social and environmental justice in other black traditional fishing communities 
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throughout Latin America, where accumulation by dispossession and structural racism meet. 
Throughout the region, traditional coastal communities are being displaced by neoliberal capital 
enterprises that view their territories as commodities (Brondo 2013a). Garifuna communities in 
Honduras are either losing their lands to foreign real estate developers or are placed within the 
confines of neoliberal conservation initiatives where their actions are monitored and their culture 
is reduced to a relic for tourist consumption (Brondo 2013a, Loperena 2016). Here too, 
conservation security guards and military forces protect capital interests by threatening local 
communities with violence. In Ecuador, black women shellfish collectors confront violent terror 
by security forces protecting the shrimp farming industry (Latorre 2013, Latorre, Farrell, and 
Martínez-Alier 2015). The women have found a new sense of collective gendered ethno-racial 
identity through their struggle against corporate coastal enclosure.  
Within the state of Bahia, the Rio dos Macacos black quilombolo fishing community 
experiences daily acts of physical and psychological violence by Brazil’s Navy forces (Tomáz 
and Santos 2016). The Navy restricts access to the community and residents must provide 
identification to enter their ancestral territory. The Navy is accused of murdering community 
members. One Navy officer drug an activist around with a neck around his rope to instill fear 
(Tomáz and Santos 2016). These are the lived realities of traditional black fishing communities 
who are oppressed with impunity. The Brazilian Navy’s mission is to protect the Brazilian 
people, yet it instigates anti-black violence. Like the black women neighborhood activists 
resisting the coastal land grab in Salvador (Perry 2013), the Rio dos Macacos quilombolo is 
engaged in an ongoing political battle for basic human rights and dignity (Rangel 2016, Tomáz 
and Santos 2016). In the next chapter, I explore how poor black fishers navigate the complex 
political terrain of racial and environmental justice in Praia de Buraquinho. 	
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CHAPTER 5: 
 
THE STRUGGLE FOR DIGNITY 
 
On February 28, 1814, nearly 200 enslaved Bahians orchestrated one of the bloodiest uprisings 
in Brazilian history. The crowd of black protesters began their mobilization in Salvador at dawn 
and worked their way up the coastline, burning key historical monuments and slave-owning 
businesses as they marched. The progression ended on the banks of the Rio Joanes, where slave 
owners and police forces staged an ambush. The valiant enslaved dissenters chanted “death to 
the whites and mulatos” as they battled (Reis 2014, 79). Hours later, the Rio Joanes turned 
crimson with blood. The historical uprising demonstrates the spirit of black resistance to 
oppression that embeds the Rio Joanes. It provides a historical context for environmental justice 
struggles in Praia de Buraquinho today.  
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter analyzes how black fishers engage with a complicated matrix of power 
relations in which civil society organizations, the state, grassroots activists and private 
corporations jockey to manage and control access to land and water resources. My analysis 
reveals how race, class, and gender structure black fishers’ dispossession and resistance 
strategies. Comparing contemporary ethnographic events with black fishers’ history of resistance 
offers a nuanced understanding of the ebbs and flows of activism. While there appears to be a 
lull in resistance today, which will be discussed in more detail below, fishers offer grassroots 
theorizations about the systems of injustice. More overt forms of social and environmental 
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injustices in the context of water pollution and land appropriation will likely prompt stronger 
political action based on fishers’ intersectional racial, class, gender, and nativo [native] territorial 
identities (Scanlan Lyons 2010).  
Chapter Organization 
 This chapter analyzes three cases that articulate the complexities of black political 
activism in Bahia. First, I discuss the contradictions of a government-funded Afro-Brazilian 
Festa de Iemanjá festival held in Praia de Buraquinho. The sea goddess Iemanjá symbolizes the 
purity of the sea (Harding 2003). I discuss the irony of municipal and corporate (a polluting 
chemical factory) support for an Afro-Brazilian water purity festival while neglecting the water 
pollution problems that affect poor black fishers hosting the event. This support seems 
particularly disingenuous as the city of Lauro de Freitas prepares a beach demolition project in 
Praia de Buraquinho that would destroy poor black-owned barracas in the name of sanitation.  
Next, I explore fishers’ distrust for the state and a white middle class environmental civil 
society organization, Água Pura, formed by residents of the gated condominiums along the Rio 
Joanes. Água Pura receives public funding for its activities but members sometimes present the 
entity as a non-governmental organization (NGO). The founding members are educated white, 
middle class men who live in nearby gated communities. The men founded the group in 2008 to 
resolve pollution concerns in the Rio Joanes and it is unclear how or when they became a civil 
society organization linked to the state. Água Pura has organized various events including a 
public protest, in which Praia de Buraquinho fishers participated, that shut down the Estrada do 
Coco highway for several hours just six years ago. Recently, the organization’s tactics have been 
far less radical and more concerned with environmental education and meetings with government 
agencies to discuss river pollution. One Água Viva leader posts short, bi-weekly You-tube 
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videos describing matters relevant to pollution in the Rio Joanes. Their organization believes that 
dams in the river restrict water flow thus causing a concentration of domestic waste. Água Pura 
administrators have invited community residents to participate in meetings. The Praia de 
Buraquinho fishing colony president typically attends.  
I subsequently center on corruption, highlighting the “Mangrove Planting Day,” event, 
that soured fishers’ enthusiasm for collective actions while intending to re-harvest mangrove 
saplings. Gated condominiums along the Rio Joanes have destroyed much of the mangrove 
forests. Activists are not just skeptical of the efficacy of these collaborations. Corruption and a 
culture of violence against activists deter some fishers from organizing or speaking publicly 
about the environmental injustices in their community. Poor black fishers are all too aware of 
how black Brazilian men are killed at rates several times higher than whites, bringing scholars to 
consider police violence against black men as genocide (Mitchell and Wood 1999, Vargas 2008, 
Vargas 2005). Poor black fishers and activists take threats of violence seriously, particularly 
when other activists have been assassinated fighting against the same issues.  
Third, I reveal a nuanced account of an alliance between a group of local Busca Vida 
fishers and the Busca Vida elite condominium. These fishers, from the black working class 
neighborhood Catú de Abrantes, had fished the waters of Busca Vida for several generations and 
ran into complications when the condominium privatized the beach. The alignment provided key 
benefits for the fishers, but caused a fissure with the female-led Catú de Abrantes neighborhood 
association. Neighborhood activists challenge the condominium’s limited access rights for 
certified Busca Vida fishers. They push to open access to all Catú de Abrantes community 
members. In doing so, activists often engage a “native” identity to assert their ancestral claim to 
the land and waters.  
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Cultural Celebration and Black Exclusion 
 Many scholars have addressed Brazil’s racial paradox, in which the state perpetuates the 
myth of racial democracy while ignoring racial injustices that keep the nation’s black majority in 
situations of extreme poverty (Telles and Flores 2013, Smith 2009, Hanchard 1999, Mitchell 
2010, Mitchell and Wood 1999). Brazil is well known for celebrating Afro-Brazilian culture 
during the “appropriate” times. For instance, Carnival centers around the music, dance, and 
celebration of the poor black population while wealthier white Brazilians overlook this social 
catharsis from up above, both literally and symbolically. Rich white Brazilians view the parade 
from V.I.P. camarotes (private booths), located several stories above the street. This physical 
position alludes to their powerful social positions above the popular class. Samba, feijoada, and 
capoeira (an Afro-Brazilian martial arts form) are symbols of Brazilian national culture, while 
Candomblé and African syncretism take hold in the Brazilian Northeast (Ickes 2013). These 
cultural resources are appropriated during key historical moments to uplift the spirit of the 
Brazilian people and to redirect focus from some of the overwhelming systemic atrocities 
exacted on the poor black population (de Santana Pinho 2008, Romo 2010, Williams 2013). 
Salvador, the blackest city in Brazil, iconically represents this paradox. The state promotes black 
cultural forms but will violently relocate black people from key parts of the city in efforts to 
cleanse and control the population’s supposed dirty, violent, and disorderly characteristics 
(Collins 2008, Collins 2007, Perry 2013). In the following section, I will discuss how 
government and corporate support for the annual Festa de Iemanjá creates such a contradiction. 
This example details how city officials and private corporations use Afro-Brazilian cultural 
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initiatives to honor the water goddess to simultaneously showcase their public presence and 
subdue contention over important political issues relevant to the black fishing community.  
Figure 5.1: Fishers dance towards the sea to give Iemanjá her presents. Source: author. 
Festa de Iemanjá 	 Praia de	Buraquinho’s Festa de Iemanjá provides a poignant example of the struggles 
Buraquinho fishers face to garner state attention to their everyday hardship with pollution and 
land dispossession (Perry 2013, Franco 2016, Harding 2003). Each year on February 2, the city 
of Lauro de Freitas and other collaborators fund a cultural ceremony to recognize the African 
diasporic sea goddess Iemanjá. Buraquinho’s black fishers and local Afro-Brazilian spiritual 
leaders are the primary attraction. The Festa de Iemanjá is particularly important for Praia de 
Buraquinho’s black fishers because their material and cultural world is lived in the water. Fishers 
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provide offerings to Iemanjá in exchange for protection at sea and to ensure that she will provide 
an abundance of fish in the coming year. Practitioners of the African diasporic religion 
Candomblé deliver presents to Iemanjá as part of their sacred spiritual association with water 
resources. Iemanjá is a powerful symbol of black political resistance in Candomblé, especially 
for the black women leaders that are highly visible during the ceremony. The festival spotlights 
this important marker of black culture (Franco 2016, Harding 2003). 
 For centuries, black coastal communities have honored Iemanjá without outside funding. 
However, the city of Lauro de Freitas and private industries now provide most of the funding and 
have considerable control over the ceremony. City officials, private investors, and Candomblé 
groups meet with Praia de Buraquinho fishers over several months to arrange the event. 
Organizers diligently plan ornate flower baskets, decorations, music, food and dance. Investors 
provide money for beer and water bottles. The Praia de Buraquinho fishing colony then hands 
out free beverage vouchers to fishers and community members. Additionally, a private company 
donates 200 t-shirts displaying Festa de Iemanjá Praia de Buraquinho on the front and the names 
of all sponsors on the back.   
 Both times I participated in Praia de Buraquinho’s Festa de Iemanjá (2015 and 2016), I 
was impressed by the beach’s transformation into a publicly celebrated hub of Afro-Brazilian 
culture. The Buraquinho fishing colony and the sidewalk are painted blue and white to represent 
Iemanjá’s colors. Blue and white streamers float from every surface in sight. Large banners 
depicting baiana women (Afro-Brazilian Candomblé women dressed in traditional white skirt 
and blouse attire with ornate headdresses and jewelry) and black fishers align the beach to 
highlight the historic and current contributions of Afro-Brazilian culture in Lauro de Freitas. 
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These added aesthetics uplift the fishing colony into a mystical blue and white world in which 
poor black fishers assume center stage.  
 During the festival, Praia de Buraquinho fishers transport notable city officials and 
Candomblé baianas out to sea in colony boats. Passengers place meticulously decorated flower 
baskets, scented oils, and other offerings in the middle of the ocean. Fishers jump into the sea 
and surround Iemanjá’s “presents” while Candomblé leaders say prayers and blessings. Upon 
returning, everyone begins to enjoy performances by Candomblé groups and Afro-Brazilian 
musical ensembles, as they link these black cultural forms to the revered goddess of water. 
Fragrant aromas of acarajé (Afro-Brazilian shrimp and fried cornmeal snack), moqueca (Afro-
Brazilian fish stew), and sizzling meats fill the air. Lauro de Freitas’ mayor and secretary of 
culture then take the stage to thank the participants and sponsors for allowing such an 
extravagant event to take place. City officials then invite Candomblé leaders and Buraquinho 
fishers on stage to express the importance of Iemanjá for their community. Participants happily 
celebrate Iemanjá and praise the great city of Lauro de Freitas.       
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Figure 5.2: “City Hall! We are Waiting for the Project.” Source: author.  
Confronting the Contradictions in the Festa de Iemanjá 
I argue that the Festa de Iemanjá masks complex power dynamics. What struck me most 
about the festival is that for one day, the city’s attention goes towards Lauro de Freitas’ poor 
black community. All eyes are on the beautifully decorated boats, the ornate baianas dancing 
and preparing typical Afro-Brazilian fare, and the enthusiastic fishers who savor the attention. 
The mere presence of elite city officials (the majority of whom live in the nearby gated 
condominiums described in detail in chapter 4) in this supposedly dangerous and impoverished 
black beach deeply contrasts with the everyday dismissal of Praia de Buraquinho’s poor black 
population. A critical analysis reveals how the state and private industry parade the event to 
ignore the material realities of the black community. If the state were truly concerned with 
Buraquinho’s black fishing community and its culture, it could devote more funding and 
attention to the serious social and environmental injustices the population confronts on a daily 
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basis. Attending to those issues requires a serious evaluation of Brazil’s racist development 
practices that marginalize and pollute black communities while paving the way for economic 
expansion. But of course such an initiative would cost far more both economically and socially 
than throwing a party once a year.    
There are two primary contradictions in the state-sponsored Festa de Iemanjá. The first 
concerns domestic and industrial water pollution. While the state, represented by the city of 
Lauro de Freitas, gladly supports such a lavish Afro-Brazilian cultural festival honoring the 
goddess of water purity, the sponsors are largely responsible for polluting Buraquinho’s waters. 
In fact, the festival for water purity is held in the city’s most severely polluted river: the Rio 
Joanes. Cristal, the toxic chemical plant that dumps hazardous effluents into Praia de 
Buraquinho’s fishery is one of the primary sponsors of the event. Supporting the festival 
provides a feigned interest in the sanctity of water and the poor black fishing community that 
requires clean water resources. Pollution decimated the Rio Joanes, and with it, eradicated the 
mostly poor black women shell fishing population. If the state were truly interested in 
celebrating Iemanjá, it would not support the economic activities that contaminate her waters. In 
summary, there is a glaring disconnect between supporting Afro-Brazilian culture and ignoring 
the poor black fishing population that suffers most from water pollution.  
A Praia de Buraquinho beach barraca demolition plan is the second contradiction. In 
2011, the city of Lauro de Freitas revealed a plan to demolish beach barracas within 30 meters 
of the high tide line to sanitize, organize, and modernize the coast. The state cites environmental 
sustainability as a primary motivator. It is reported that the action was to depopulate the public 
common area and prevent environmental degradation to beach (Nunes 2016). A judge 
determined “the state of [Praia de Buraquinho] barracas is precarious and the health situation is 
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not favorable. All [barracas] throw sewage in the beach sand (Lauro News Online 2016).” 
However, the demolition project is also based on social constructs of cleanliness. For 
anthropologist Caldeira (2000), Brazilian elites view marginalized black populations as dirty. 
Therefore, the state must sanitize places of potential tourism and real estate speculation through 
removing the “unsanitary” black population. State claims that the beach removal process will 
improve environmental quality are laughable, considering the rate at which it approves illegal 
real estate developments in environmentally protected areas in the white neighborhoods that 
surround the beach. 
Praia de Buraquinho barraca owners have engaged in a long fight to save their barracas. 
One barraca owner claimed, “We invested a lifetime to keep our family here. The financial loss 
of demolition is taking away our family business (Almirante April 5, 2016).” Some barraca 
owners have worked in Praia de Buraquinho for nearly 40 years. Adenilson Oliveira, vice-
president of the Associação dos Barraqueiros de Buraquinho (Association of Buraquinho Barraca 
Owners) told reporters, “We are in a critical situation, here there are mothers and fathers of 
families, workers that run the risk of being unemployed (Burburinho News April 3, 2016).” 
Many barraca owners live in the barracas. In tearing down the barracas, the state threatens 
impoverished black families’ livelihoods and their housing. The city suggested that barraca 
residents apply for government housing through the federal Minha Casa Minha Vida subsidized 
housing program in other parts of the city. Even if barraca owners find housing through Minha 
Casa Minha Vida, they will be uprooted from their social networks and the land they have 
occupied for decades. Generations of family members have established an extensive social 
network for childcare, schools, and access to local public facilities. After years fighting with the 
city, officials informally agreed to designate a space for eight barracas near the parking lot 
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further inland. This plan leaves out twenty-nine of the thirty-seven barracas and will likely 
provoke acute tension as families fight to determine which eight will remain. Finally, while Praia 
de Buraquinho barraca owners wait for the city to establish a demolition date, the federal police 
and the environmental agency IBAMA (Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos 
Naturais Renováveis) informed them that anyone who makes any physical changes to the current 
structure will be fined 10,000 reais per day (about $3,200) (Carvalho 2011).  
 
Figure 5.3: Praia de Buraquinho beach barracas. Source: author. 
 Here again we see the state calling upon prejudice to select which sanitation projects 
merit concern and which do not. The demolition project demonstrates that resolving the 
supposed environmental threat Buraquinho barracas pose takes precedence over tending to the 
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citywide pollution problems caused by neoliberal capitalist desires to sell land to large real estate 
corporations before even installing a sanitation system. In this logic, it is okay to celebrate black 
culture in a polluted river and to hold that festival within Buraquinho’s barracas, yet helping 
poor black people is not up for discussion. It is curious that the city is concerned with coastal 
sanitation when they remain silent on pollution and sanitation issues in the natural environment. 
Why is beach sanitation in the name of demolishing black-owned businesses and homes more 
important than serious and well-documented water pollution issues? The city’s plans suggest that 
it is acceptable to ignore sewage issues that demolished the poor black community’s river fishery 
while insisting that the black owned barracas pose a sanitation threat. In essence, the state 
strategically promotes certain aspects of black culture while controlling, monitoring, and 
restricting where black people can live, work, play, eat, and simply exist.        
 Stabbed in the Back: Fishers’ Perspectives 
 The irony of this selective support is not lost on some Buraquinho fishers. Fishers are not 
simply fooled into accepting such an arrangement, although they confront these constraints in 
their efforts for cleaner waters and access to natural resources. I discussed this dynamic with 
Dona Bel, a retired Buraquinho marisqueira, who tries her best to attend the annual Festa de 
Iemanjá celebration when she is not working as a domestic employee. I visited Dona Bel in a 
small bar near her home in Arembepe. Our conversation quickly turned to dissecting the 
contradictions of government and private funder support for a festival honoring Afro-Brazilian 
culture in Praia de Buraquinho.  
Dona Bel used the festival T-shirts as a metaphor for state politics that impact 
Buraquinho fishers. Each year the industrial chemical plant Cristal provides the Festa de Iemanjá 
T-shirts. Cristal produces titanium dioxide (TiO2). Titanium dioxide is used to produce pigments 
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applied to paper, ceramics, glass, leather, and synthetic fibers. Cristal makes the titanium dioxide 
pigment through a sulfate process, which uses sulfuric acid in order to extract the titanium 
dioxide from the mineral (Cristal 2016). Cristal’s chemical effluents run into the Atlantic Ocean, 
where they pollute coral reefs and decimate local fish populations. Dona Bel vented: 
  
Every year they give us a T-shirt. You have seen the T-shirts. They put the sponsor 
names on the back of the T-shirt. And if the sponsor names are going to be on my back, 
then no, I do not want them there. I want the names on the front. On my back? No. They 
are hiding on the back. They are not even doing anything to clean the river! They throw 
all of that shit into the water. The powerful people give a T-shirt and think we will forget. 
I will not be fooled. 
 
Dona Bel is tired of political acrobatics. She spent sixty years collecting shellfish in the Rio 
Joanes. She witnessed the Rio Joanes steadily decline into the cesspool that it is today. Dona Bel 
is too wise to accept presents from insincere funders who do not actually care about her or her 
community. She wants the funders displayed on the front of her T-shirt and not on the back 
because she demands more transparency. Putting the funders on her back demonstrates that the 
company can celebrate the black community while essentially stabbing the community in the 
back. She calls for more transparency not only in the Festa de Iemanjá celebration but also in all 
aspects of politics and community interactions. Dona Bel insists that Praia de Buraquinho fishers 
must recognize who is polluting their environments and who is supporting their cultural 
festivities. 
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Instead, Dona Bel wanted to organize a protest on the Rio Joanes bridge to raise attention 
to the death of the Joanes.  
 
I want this [protest] to happen. We will put a bunch of cars and buses in the way. It has to 
come from the bottom up. Because this is my river. So we are going to do the following. 
We are going to keep quiet so it will be a surprise. We are going to tell everyone who 
crosses the bridge from Portão to Catú de Abrantes that the river is polluted. The river is 
dead. Who killed the river, there by the bridge, needs to be held responsible. And we are 
going to protest and denounce that.  
 
Dona Bel is one grassroots voice resisting the state’s contradictions. For her, living a 
dignified life includes rejecting the ingrained practices of the powerful. It means saying 
Buraquinho fishers will no longer accept gifts only to be stabbed in the back by big corporate 
interests that radically altered her life as a marisqueira and the lives of her marisqueira children. 
Dona Bel announces she is done accepting the state’s way of doing things in favor of a more just 
life that does not glorify the very entities that dispossess her of her beloved natural riverine 
ecosystem. Pertinent questions arise when placing Dona Bel’s reflections in dialogue with the 
scholarly literature on Brazil’s racial paradox and the cooptation of black culture (Ickes 2013, 
Perry 2013, Hanchard 1998, Hordge-Freeman 2015). Why would the municipal government 
engage in a festival to celebrate poor black fishers and their culture while planning to tear down 
their barracas and ignoring the obvious pollution problem in the river? Are the barracas less 
sanitary than the river that is full of domestic sewage? Why does the municipal government 
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allow a chemical plant that dumps toxins along the coastline to participate in a festival 
celebrating the very fishers that are impacted by this pollution?  
This is one way that the state allows such environmental injustices to occur. They can 
provide for things that celebrate Afro-Brazilian culture while they are less concerned about the 
everyday ills that confront actual black people. In terms of the industrial polluters, they can 
provide the appearance of corporate responsibility. Their support suggests that the fact that the 
company pollutes fishers’ waters is no longer that bad considering they help finance the fishers’ 
annual festivities. Again, if Cristal valued the health and wellbeing of actual poor black people it 
would not poison their ecosystems and bodies will toxins. The fishers would not be able to host a 
party of similar scale without the financial support. Praia de Buraquinho fishers feel trapped 
because they do not want to jeopardize the limited support.  
 It is a paradox of state control to sanitize Buraquinho’s barraca’s through a demolition 
project without expanding sanitation fears to the structural causes fueling rampant river and sea 
pollution. Such selective projects clearly demonstrate that the state is more concerned with 
eradicating poor black communities, all the while using black culture as the city’s core identity. 
It is easier for the state to throw money into black cultural projects once a year than to make 
structural change and spend more money to help create safe environments for poor black 
communities. The following section reveals another way that fishers’ political activism is 
constricted within the current socio-political environment.  
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Figure 5.4: The Rio Joanes bridge (where Dona Bel wants to protest) and a polluted Rio Joanes.  
A Lawless Land: Corruption, Violence, and the Mafia 
In the contemporary context of pollution and wealthy white coastal land appropriation, 
fishers understandably distrust collaborations with middle and upper class elites. Widespread 
corruption, distrust, and fear of violence thwart attempts for collective organization. Poor black 
fishers are also generally wary of collaborating with middle and upper class groups because their 
interactions with white middle and upper class Brazilians are often mired in manipulation, 
prejudice, and condescension. Furthermore, there is always a lingering fear that resistance will 
attract further anti-black violence. Brazil has an unflattering history of activist assassinations that 
occur when the poor and their allies expose environmental and social injustices. The most 
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famous example was the assassination of Amazonian rubber tapper and social justice activist 
Chico Mendes in the late 1980s. It is widely believed Mendes’ political activism called the 
attention of corporate loggers, who then silenced him with death (Sachs 1996). Bahian activists 
have died in pursuit of environmental justice (Tomáz and Santos 2016). In 2014, the 48-year-old 
Bahian environmentalist Ivo Barreto do Couto Filho was shot four times in the head in a 
Salvador parking lot before testifying to the Justice Department on environmental crimes 
committed by industries like Cristal, the same company that helps finance Praia de Buraquinho’s 
Festa de Iemanjá (Santos and Rodrigues 2014).  
 I initially wondered why fishers had not staged more public demonstrations and why 
people were reluctant to attend meetings that I assumed would benefit the community. Much of 
the literature discusses black women’s grassroots activism at the neighborhood level. In Portão, 
the poor black neighborhood where most Praia de Buraquinho fishers reside, the local 
neighborhood association was now abandoned and fishers were reluctant to participate in 
demonstrations or attend community meetings. On the rare occasions that the civil society 
organization Água Viva held meetings to discuss pollution, almost no one attended. I thought 
that indignant fishers would seize any opportunity to denounce the environmental injustices they 
live with daily. I asked Lita, a marisqueira in her forties, whether she had ever participated in a 
meeting about Rio Joanes pollution. She replied:  
 
And that would resolve what? It wouldn’t resolve anything. If you go to speak to the 
environmental agencies about what is happening, they will listen and say they are 
considering everything. But they do not do anything. So what are we going to do? And 
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they are going to take away money while we struggle to live? Why are we going to do 
that if it is not going to resolve anything?  
 
It has a lot to do with corruption. It does. Because there are many elites here that shut the 
mouths of many people with bribes. And it doesn’t resolve anything. And that’s why 
we’re in the situation that we are in. Nothing can be resolved.  
 
Lita insists that people in power use money to silence concerns over environmental injustices. 
Therefore, speaking up against social and environmental injustices is a waste of time. She 
suggests that even if she did protest the injustices in her community, it is likely that nothing 
would be resolved because there will be corruption at some point in the hierarchy of justice. 
Lita’s brother Mateus expressed similar cynicism when I asked him why fishers do not organize 
a movement to go to the city officials. He responded:  
 
Because meetings are just talk and they don’t do anything. When the environmental 
department comes, the city of Lauro de Freitas, SEMARH, IBAMA, nobody takes 
anything serious. If the city does not do anything, what can we do? We can organize a 
meeting, but the city is not going to do anything. Why am I going to talk to them if all of 
my life they have never heard me?  
 
Mateus’ comments demonstrate frustration but also a schism between people such as himself – 
poor, brown-skinned, and uneducated – and the government. For reasons beyond pollution, he 
feels devalued by government officials because of the way he has been treated his entire life. 
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Even if there is a meeting, his voice will not be heard so it is useless to try to play the game by 
the elite’s rules.  
Mangrove Planting Day 
In fact, Praia de Buraquinho fishers have participated in various government-financed 
events that discouraged fishers from contributing. These highly publicized projects use fishers’ 
labor to appear to make a difference while producing no positive long-term results for the overall 
objective to live in an unpolluted area with access to land and water resources.  
On one occasion, Lauro de Freitas’ Secretary of the Environment paid fishers a modest 
daily salary to replant mangrove saplings in environmentally protected areas in the Rio Joanes, 
near Praia de Buraquinho. Real estate developers and condominium owners had torn down these 
important ecological habitats in the past, without being fined, yet the local government and 
environmental agencies wanted fishers themselves to replant the mangroves in a highly 
publicized event called Mangrove Planting Day. On June 4, 2015, Hollywood, the president of 
the Buraquinho fishing colony at the time, received funds to hire ten fishers to replant 13,000 
mangrove saplings over the course of four days. I voluntarily participated alongside the fishers. I 
was told that it was an ambitious project and the work grueling. We took a boat up the Rio 
Joanes to an area where the mangrove forests had not been destroyed. We carefully removed 
mangrove saplings, making sure that each one had enough roots to survive the replanting. Then, 
we returned to an area near Praia de Buraquinho, in front of large gated houses and 
condominiums. A local media crew documented part of the event. The reporter even removed his 
expensive watch, grabbed a sapling, and carefully coated his forearms with mud to stage a shot 
helping the fishers with the mangrove planting.  
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Figure 5.5: Mangrove Planting Day. Source: author.  
After the news crew left, some fishers abandoned the project to pick clams to make some 
additional money. At first I thought it was rude that they were not participating in something that 
would benefit the group as a whole, but I soon found out why. Only a few days after we 
completed the project, all 13,000 meticulously planted mangrove saplings were destroyed. 
Fishers explained that condominium residents uprooted the saplings during the night because 
they would block their waterfront views. After all, that is why they tore them down in the first 
place. Because the mangroves were planted in an environmentally protected area, their removal 
constitutes a serious environmental crime, yet there was little effort to investigate, much less 
prosecute the crime. Apparently this same process occurred every year after Mangrove Planting 
Day. Events like this make it easier to understand why fishers hesitate to participate in such 
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fruitless projects. These projects serve as a Band-Aid for particular problems and they are not 
successful in restoring the ecosystem, elevating the community’s self-esteem, or denouncing the 
environmental crimes committed by the surrounding middle and upper class residents.  
Similar flubs are common. For instance, the predominantly white middle class 
environmental civil society organization Água Pura teamed up with fishers to conduct a river 
cleanup. Fishers gathered overflowing bags of trash and discarded junk from the mangroves and 
from the bottom of the Rio Joanes. The list of recovered items was eclectic, to say the least. 
Fishers retrieved everything from old sneakers, vintage beer cans, love seats, blenders, and one-
eyed baby dolls to large pieces of eucalyptus discarded by a nearby eucalyptus manufacturing 
plant. It was tiring and time-consuming work. Within months new garbage accumulated in the 
mangroves and the Rio Joanes remained severely polluted, discouraging fishers’ efforts.  
 Due to their frustrations and skepticism of elite models of activism, fishers are 
withdrawing support for Água Pura. Maritza, Dona Bel’s daughter and longtime Rio Joanes 
marisqueira, who now collects shellfish in another river due to the Joanes’ demise, explained 
why fishers hesitate to collaborate with Água Pura.  
 
[We do not want to work with them] because, recently, they have only wanted to 
consume money. The people who are fighting against the pollution are the people that 
live in the polluting condominiums. The condominiums are throwing away sewage and 
they are the ones with Água Pura. It seems too big of a problem or we do not have the 
trust for all of us to work together.  
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[The Rio Jacuipe] was polluted by condominiums in the beginning but the very 
condominiums and the residents made a stand against the pollution. And that is why we 
do not understand why Água Pura, who is in charge of resolving the pollution issue in the 
Rio Joanes and receiving money, do not do anything. This Água Pura just wants to 
consume our money. It does not resolve anything. They pollute along the shore of the 
river but they can sell their riverfront properties. We are tired because we will say stuff 
and [the colony] does not resolve anything. I will take photos [of the pollution in the 
river] to them and they will say, “Oh, that is already done.” I also sent pictures [of 
pollution and mangrove destruction] to people from Água Pura and nothing is resolved. I 
do not know if [the fishing colony] is receiving some money to stay silent or if there is a 
mafia or what.  
 
Maritza expressed frustration with partnerships between the municipal government, Água Pura, 
and fishers. She treads cautiously in the convoluted terrain of corporatism, state-civil society 
alignments, and the mafia. After participating in events according to the municipal government 
and Água Pura representatives, Maritza never saw any results. She is tired of being consistently 
let down by futile meetings and cleanup projects that use fishers’ labor to correct problems they 
did not create.  
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Figure 5.6: Fishers planting mangrove saplings for Mangrove Planting Day. Source: author.  
On Corruption and Violence 
Fishers understand that the complex political situation they are in. They cannot rely on 
the government to prevent environmental injustices.  Fishers were raised in a forgotten, 
marginalized community where their voices were never heard. Their blackness and poverty 
prevent sincere consideration by the state. They are not perceived as worthy of attention. The 
fact that the government stands by while fishers are poisoned by pollution, coupled with the 
racist aggressions they endure by security forces, gives good reason to suspect they are 
considered disposable (Smith 2009). When these factors combine with the culture of corruption 
and violence in politics, it is understandable why many fishers hesitate to protest. One 
marisqueira explained how elite monopoly of political power prevents fishers from organizing. 
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Gina said that fishers do not form a stronger mobilization against environmental injustices: 
“Because they are scared. They are afraid of the police. It is difficult because of the mafia.” The 
mafia does not simply represent corruption, but rather a fear of violent retaliation against those 
who speak out. Black fishers know that their grievances fall on deaf ears. As young Thiago 
explained, “The ones with power and money are above the law and the people who have fewer 
conditions can’t use the law.”  
 Another black activist from the grassroots organization Associação em Defesa do Litoral 
Norte (ADLN) backed up these fears of rampant corruption and fear of violence. Antônio, an 
activist in his forties and the organization’s president, revealed the deep-rooted corruption that 
thwarts the organization’s efforts to banish illegally constructed gated condominiums in public 
areas. Antônio explained how the movement is deteriorating because they confront more and 
more corruption with each agency they approach with their legal case. One time in particular, the 
ADLN raised their claim in the Public Ministry. The judge rejected their claim and they moved 
the case to federal court in Brasilia, the national capitol. This action sparked concern in Bahia. 
Antônio explained, “After the process, they understood that the pressure was on. They offered us 
50,000 reais (about $16,000) to discontinue the process.” Antônio and his colleagues refused the 
bribe and they continue the long wait in Brazil’s lethargic federal court system. There is still a 
downside to Antônio denying the bribe. He and other activists experience frequent death threats. 
He recalled one instance that occurred after an ADLN meeting.  
 
One time I was coming home from a meeting. My friend dropped me off in the plaza. I 
noticed a car approaching me. Two men in the car followed me as I walked towards my 
home. They said to me that they were going to kill my kids and my wife. This is what 
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they do. They talk about repercussions and threats. Our work is very dangerous. They 
reference movies where people are killed to try to threaten me. My family is worried. My 
mother and father see on the news when one of my friends is killed and they worry for 
my safety. I continue to do this work because I love my friends more than I fear death.   
 
Antônio’s organizational activities demonstrate the high stakes of exposing the lucrative business 
of illegally privatizing commons resources. It is unlikely that politicians and private developers 
would offer such high bribes if they were innocent and did not feel threatened by public 
exposure. Although the organization faces a serious uphill battle by denouncing the illegal 
activities of false gated condominiums to the lawyers and politicians who benefit and reside in 
these territories, the ADLN and connected fishers are committed to revealing this multi-million 
dollar scheme, the corruption that perpetuates it, and the ways such enclosure discriminates 
against poor black fishers. The section that follows reveals how corporate gated community 
administrators in Busca Vida can coopt poor black fishers and hinder their relationships within 
their community. I demonstrate how corruption and activism are not simply a matter of poor 
versus rich or black versus white. Rather, more complicated divisions occur when some 
individuals accept bribes for personal gain while others, predominantly black women, are 
focused on the greater community.    
   
Busca Vida: Between Fishers and Community Members 
Busca Vida (the condominium described in chapter four) is an interesting case of 
resistance because both fishers and community members are divided on key issues. Busca Vida 
was once an open access coconut farm. Fishers and residents of the black working class 
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neighborhood Catú de Abrantes could come and go as they pleased. Black fishers and fellow 
Catú de Abrantes residents continued accessing rivers, lakes, and beaches without incident even 
when a real estate development purchased the land in the 1970s (Rossi 2015). In fact, during the 
1980s, the city government officially recognized the group of Catú de Abrantes fishers as a 
fishing association: the Busca Vida fishing association. As such, the municipality provided a 
small shack for Busca Vida fishers to store their materials, congregate, and sew fishing nets in 
the shade. The amicable arrangement changed in the 1990s once a high-end real estate 
development company purchased the best part of the land (an expansive corner territory 
bordering both the Atlantic Ocean and the Rio Joanes) to develop the elite Busca Vida Resort. 
The company began constructing the resort on the most beautiful stretch of land, which 
happened to be directly next to the fishers’ shack. Busca Vida fishers chose the location for their 
fishing shack years because of its proximity to the best riverine and marine fishing spots. Fishers 
knew about the fishing location for generations, therefore, they constructed their fishing shack 
and stored their heavy boats and wooden canoes nearby so as not to carry them far before 
entering the water. Fishers first sensed problems when the condominium began building a wall to 
separate the condominium and the fish shack. The wall was directly on top of their space. Fishers 
interpreted this physical structure abreast their daily activities as a blatant insult to their ancestral 
claim to the land, their livelihoods, and even their trustworthiness. That is when trouble began. 
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Figure 5.7: Busca Vida fishers load canoe onto cylinders after fishing. Source: author.  
Former Busca Vida fishing association president Preto (“Black”), nicknamed for his dark 
complexion, explained how fishers initially resisted their exclusion. The condominium’s power 
tools buzzed from morning to evening to construct a physical barrier that symbolized fishers’ 
marginalization. Preto knew the construction was illegal, but fishers did not have the political 
power to hire attorneys to defend themselves against a multinational development corporation. 
Therefore, Preto and an accomplice devised a plan to destroy the condominium’s discriminatory 
and socially isolating initiative while asserting their native identities. Preto remembers these 
initial conflicts with the condominium. 
 
First, they wanted to close the entire beach. Then they started to construct a wall. They 
were building [the wall] night and day and destroyed everything. I have a friend that you 
probably know that helped me to think of a plan. And it was us two that, during the night, 
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we destroyed what they were building. And after that there were various attempts to build 
another wall. We kept breaking it down. That’s when the builder called for a negotiation.  
 
First they offered to make a passageway, more or less a kilometer or a kilometer and a 
half away; a passage for everyone, and they wanted all of us to pass through there. That’s 
how we would get to the beach and to the barracão (fish shack). We did not accept that.  
 
Preto constantly reminded the condominium developers of illegal actions. He defended fishers’ 
right to access the beach. The condominium allowed fishers to enter closer to their current fish 
shack but they had to be registered. They also insisted that fishers move their headquarters 
further away from the resort. This wasn’t an ideal situation, but fishers obliged after the 
condominium agreed to give them a larger area of land, a parking lot, a boat, and a new fish 
shack. Preto and prominent Catú de Abrantes residents also negotiated for the condominium to 
permit both registered fishers and the children of registered fishers into the designated area if 
they presented the proper identification documents.  
 After eight years as president, Preto left the presidency and the condominium began 
implementing more rules and regulations that negatively impacted native Catú de Abrantes 
community members while delivering mixed results for the Busca Vida fishing association. 
Local activists widely believe that a new “mafia” fishing association leadership came to power 
during this time. The new leadership supposedly received financial payoff to allow the erosion of 
the original contract. The condominium worked with the new president to put a cap on the 
number of fishers permitted in the designated fishing area, which severely restricted access for 
non-fisher native community members. It is believed that the leadership began accepting bribes 
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in exchange for greater encroachment into fishers’ territory. Thus, fishers inherited new boats, a 
religious shrine, and new freezers to store fish while their basic rights began to dissolve. 
Antônio, the ADLN activist from the previous section, described this dynamic: 
 
[Preto] is a fighter because he fought Busca Vida. He said that it was not legal. He 
demanded to see the documents stating that the construction was legal. In truth, it is not a 
legal condominium. He left the colony and another Mafioso presidency began that helped 
the condominium. There is a lot of this corruption from within Busca Vida and people are 
taking bribes. There are a lot of things happening within the community.  
 
Local community activists argue that the current fishing association tolerates the condominium’s 
increasing privatization and restriction because they accept bribes. Local activists are quick to 
denounce the new paternalistic relationship with the Busca Vida condominium in which their 
movements are monitored and the condominium openly encroaches on their assigned territory. 
Some Busca Vida fishers prefer the current situation because they can regulate community 
protests while retaining their benefits. As Busca Vida fisher José explained,  
 
[I like the current situation] because everything that the condominium wants to prohibit 
goes through us. And we think that it is a better way for both sides. So it’s a way that 
people are not fighting with the condominium directly. Sometimes there is an internal 
fight between some people and the association because people want to blab their mouths 
[about restricted access]. But we have documents. 
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Community activists reject this model and assert their rights to challenge the condominium 
directly, whether they have fishers’ support or not. On one occasion, tensions between the 
condominium, fishers, and community members were so high that the president of the Catú de 
Abrantes neighborhood association organized a protest in Busca Vida. On this particular 
occasion, residents were upset that security guards would not allow them to camp in the fishing 
territory the night after a large fisher and non-fisher Catú de Abrantes party. Fishers and 
community residents were forced to leave. The condominium informed the fishing association of 
the incident through a formal denouncement. When news that camping was no longer 
permissible spread to the black female-led neighborhood association, the women took action.  
I met with Catú de Abrantes neighborhood association activists to understand their 
perception of the problem. I met with the association’s president Priscila, a light-skinned black 
woman and activist in her late thirties, in hopes of capturing her association’s grassroots 
response. I found Priscila and her colleagues at a gas station outside of the Busca Vida 
condominium. Our group of about twelve measured our physical dimensions and crammed 
ourselves into two weathered compact cars with the precision of a Tetris mastermind. Priscila 
drove one of the cars because she has a certified Busca Vida I.D. because she is the daughter of a 
native fisherman. Another I.D. holder drove the second vehicle while the rest of us did our best 
to duck or hide as the security guards scrutinized the documents to allow entrance to the 
condominium. Afterwards, we assembled where the campers slept the previous night. Armed 
security guards swarmed around our group within minutes and a shouting match ensued. The 
protesters insisted that they were rightfully standing on their designated territory and security had 
no right to ask them to leave. They also showed the guards that the condominium was planting 
spiny bushes in their territory to further shrink their permissible area. The general security 
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manager, a bald black man in his fifties named Jorge, came to diffuse the situation. Priscila 
eloquently described the group’s grievances and the matter was settled when Jorge agreed to a sit 
down meeting later in the week to discuss the group’s objections.   
 
Figure 5.8: Protesters speak with Busca Vida security guard. Source: author.   
 
 Community members then met at Priscila’s brother’s house to organize their thoughts 
before the meeting. Activists determined that new regulations, land encroachment, 
discriminatory profiling, and expanding access for non-fisher Catú de Abrantes residents would 
be their main goals. Activists compiled a file of digital photos to show during the meeting later 
that evening. In addition to the Catú de Abrantes activists, two Busca Vida fishermen, one Praia 
de Buraquinho fisherman, a lawyer, a photographer, and myself attended. The general security 
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manager Jorge was the only Busca Vida representative present. Everyone dressed in long pants, 
collared shirts or professional blouses to show respect for the event.  The group argued that the 
condominium was slowly edging them out by planting spiny bushes and policing simple 
activities like camping. They named several incidences of discriminatory profiling, particularly 
for those who did not have the Busca Vida I.D. card.  
Jorge agreed to investigate the landscape boundary issue and to reconsider reallocating 
I.D. cards for a few non-fishers. He apologized for some of the demeaning policing practices, but 
asked the group to empathize with his difficult role as the head of security. He explained, “I 
know many of you. I know you are not thieves. But I need to ensure the security of our residents. 
This is not discrimination. Look at the color of my skin [points to his forearm]!” Thus, Jorge 
demonstrated racial solidarity but also insinuated that there could not be racial discrimination in 
Busca Vida if a dark-skinned black man was the head of security. Jorge also suggested that 
people should ask to speak with him directly the next time an incident occurs. Priscila later joked 
about Jorge’s idea to call him directly while we walked to the parking lot. She said, “What am I 
supposed to do? I have a gun in my face and I am going to yell ‘Hey Negão (big black guy)! 
Come save me’!?” Everyone busted out laughing because of her comedic delivery but also 
because it was ridiculous to believe that they would have direct access to the head of security. 
Her point was that they should not be harassed in the first place. Priscila and I spoke about 
Jorge’s manner of handling the situation and his reference to his own racial identity as a tool to 
deny racism. Priscila also remarked that even though she has access to the Busca Vida fishing 
association territory, she was determined to earn access for all Catú de Abrantes residents. The 
reissuance of I.D. cards beyond fishers and their children had not occurred by the time I 
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completed fieldwork in spring 2016, but I am confident that Priscila is still fighting for that 
initiative on behalf of her community.  
 I do not consider it coincidental that Priscila’s female-led neighborhood association 
spearheaded the defense of the community’s rights. As is written elsewhere, in a Brazilian 
context, male leadership is more susceptible to selling out for personal benefit, whereas black 
women tend to organize for the collective good (Perry 2013). Women are less likely to accept 
bribes because they are defending the larger community as a whole. Male fishers are the primary 
interlocutors between Busca Vida condominium staff and the community but they often attempt 
to subdue neighborhood activists’ demands to keep the peace with the management to continue 
the civil interactions they have with the condominium. As a result, they demonstrate they can fit 
in the condominium’s model of good citizenship worthy of material rewards. 
 Priscila and her colleagues must navigate the sensitive power lines between Busca Vida 
fishers and the Busca Vida condominium in their pursuit of racial justice and environmental 
access rights. This dynamic relationship can cause tense relations with Busca Vida fishers, who 
allegedly receive bribes for keeping silent. Whether or not Busca Vida fishers receive bribes to 
remain quiet does not alter the fact that a black, female-headed resistance movement from Catú 
de Abrantes is readily available to engage in a protest or to assert community demands without 
fear, even if they do not have the support of other male fishers who benefit from smooth relations 
between the community and the condominium staff. Priscila and her allies constantly pressure 
the condominium in defense of their native rights to territory, no matter how small the issue. This 
woman-led resistance movement is more concerned with ensuring human dignity than keeping 
silent for the benefit of a few.   
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Conclusion 
This chapter demonstrates how fishers and other key stakeholders engage in a tug of war 
over access and control of environmental resources and public spaces. I revealed both the 
efficacy and the limits of grassroots activism in situations of uneven status and power clearly 
marked by race, class, and gender. Specifically, I argue that city officials and private 
corporations intentionally direct limited financial support to cultural festivals and particular 
projects to slightly defuse political action. These are strategic tactics to distract from larger 
structural injustices. Many Praia de Buraquinho fishers are aware of these political acrobatics but 
feel confined within the context of limited political power, histories of failed projects, and threats 
of physical violence from “the mafia” or other government associates. Others, such as Priscila, 
embrace the opportunity to represent the interests of their community, demonstrating that elites 
do not have absolute control of political spaces.  
In February of 2017, Água Pura organized a panel of academics, Lauro de Freitas 
politicians, and representatives from Água Pura and EMBASA to discuss pollution in the Rio 
Joanes. The event was roughly timed with the 203rd anniversary of the historic slave revolt of the 
Rio Joanes. Held at a local private university, União Metropolitana de Educação e Cultura 
(UNIME), the event was meant to discuss pollution and to raise awareness of the revolt, which 
has been largely forgotten. Água Pura invited Mateus, the current president of the Praia de 
Buraquinho fishing colony, to attend a few days prior, but he was not asked to participate in the 
panel. Instead, a largely white educated group explained their thoughts about the pollution 
problems that affect Mateus and his poor black fishing community. The EMBASA representative 
even described a plan to treat water in the Rio Joanes with chemicals, however this process 
would only be applied to the portion of the river before their dams. This would not improve 
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pollution for Praia de Buraquinho fishers. It would only help pollution problems that directly 
impact the water EMBASA commercializes for drinking water.  
After panelists finished presenting their optimism for the recuperation of the Rio Joanes, 
there was a question and answer portion. Mateus was the last one in line to ask questions. Instead 
of regurgitating the same rhetoric as the previous presenters, Mateus used the opportunity to 
speak about the struggles of black fishers and marisqueiras in Praia de Buraquinho. The 
audience of mostly university students seemed fascinated with his practical perspective and 
informal language, which differed from the other panelists. Then Mateus addressed the 
EMBASA panelist directly, denouncing the agency’s neglect. He insisted that EMBASA was 
only serving its own interests and did not understand the dire situation Praia de Buraquinho 
fishers face as a result of their greed.  
Mateus’ oration was a major break from the cordial climate orchestrated by academics 
and government representatives. Mateus was clearly not constrained by the social pleasantries of 
the previous speakers. He embraced the opportunity to raise awareness in a space that was 
foreign to him but was meant to discuss his river and the revolt of his people. Although it was 
probably not his intention, this rupture between the dissident poor black fisher and the educated, 
predominantly white, smartly dressed panelists was a form of revolt that invites comparison with 
the black revolt of the Rio Joanes. Whereas the city of Lauro de Freitas can manipulate its image 
through celebrating black culture in the Festa de Iemanjá held in Praia de Buraquinho, Mateus’ 
actions inversed this relationship. He transformed a largely elite, academic and political space 
into a space of black resistance by discussing the real problems that impact Praia de 
Buraquinho’s poor black fishing populations. Mateus held EMBASA and the City of Lauro de 
Freitas responsible for polluting the Rio Joanes. 
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Given the symbolism of this act, it is prudent to consider whether Praia de Buraquinho 
fishers can wield symbolic power of black history in their current struggle against pollution, 
coastal privatization, and exclusion from official discussions on these matters. Even though 
Mateus is just one representative of the Praia de Buraquinho fishing colony, he burst any notions 
that fishers will remain sidelined in discussions about subjects directly related to their wellbeing. 
The critical geographer Gillian Hart suggests that “any strategy for mobilization around 
dispossession as an ongoing process would have to build on the grounds of material and 
symbolic resources given from the past, but move in new directions (Hart 2006, 18).” Perhaps 
grassroots actors will build on the roots of black resistance in the Rio Joanes to assert their 
dignity in defense of their rights to natural resource access and clean environments. It is not 
likely that this will occur if these images are pushed onto them from the top down. If grassroots 
actors retool this image to fit their own objectives while drawing on their history of resistance, 
perhaps a groundswell of momentum will draw policy makers to address these urgent concerns.  
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CHAPTER 6: 
A RIGGED LOTTERY 
 
“We are dying while they celebrate like they won the lottery.” - Victor, Praia de Buraquinho 
fisher	
 
Introduction 
 In this dissertation I demonstrated the intersectional racial, class-based, and gendered 
impacts of environmental racism in Bahia, Brazil. I pushed scholarship on environmental racism 
by expanding upon a new analytical framework “accumulation by racialized environmental 
dispossession (Vélez-Torres 2012),” that describes how the privatization of land and public 
services leaves poor black communities with limited, polluted environments. This form of 
environmental racism is particularly clear in Praia de Buraquinho’s fishing community, where 
poor black fishers mourn the death of the Rio Joanes as their wealthy white neighbors gate off 
the healthiest environments for their own enjoyment.  
In the present concluding chapter, I consider how the privatization of commons resources 
is a form of structural violence linking environmental dispossession with local patterns of white 
privilege and anti-black violence (Perry 2013). First, I summarize and synthesize key findings 
from the previous data chapters (chapters three through five). Next, I consider how 
environmental racism is intricately linked to white privilege and the expansion of neoliberal 
governance. Third, I compare my findings with other cases of accumulation by racialized 
environmental dispossession in Afro-Latin America by addressing structural violence, 
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environmental racism, and racial contradictions in Brazil. Finally, I consider how the research 
will be shared with participants and local organizations in Bahia. 
Summary of Main Findings  
I began this dissertation by exploring forms of institutional racism in Bahia’s urban 
planning and water and sanitation agencies. First, I argued that capitalist desires for urban 
development along the coast have outpaced the infrastructure and institutional monitoring 
necessary to ensure proper sewage removal. The city of Lauro de Freitas’ Secretariat of Urban 
Planning and Management (SEPLAN) approves construction of housing developments that break 
large lots into smaller ones for profit. There is no requirement that these homes have sewage 
infrastructure or adequately dispose of domestic waste. Therefore, the quantity of waste 
multiplies as the number and density of houses increase. These housing developments are often 
illegally constructed in the APA Joanes-Ipitanga, an environmentally protected area established 
to preserve the delicate mangrove and Atlantic forest ecosystem as well as the Rio Joanes and 
Rio Ipitanga watersheds. Second, the Bahian Water and Sanitation Department (EMBASA) 
exacerbates pollution issues in the downstream portion of the Rio Joanes, near Praia de 
Buraquinho. The agency built and later privatized a dam to collect water from the Rio Joanes. 
This water is captured, treated, and sold to consumers in Salvador. EMBASA prioritizes 
sanitizing only the marketable water sold to Salvador residents. There is no discussion of treating 
the water below the dam, where concentrated sewage flows directly into Praia de Buraquinho’s 
poor black fishing community. Aside from the racial and class dynamics of water pollution, I 
highlight the gendered dimensions. Women are nearly eradicated from the area because they 
cannot utilize the river for shellfish collecting. Men are forced into riskier environments as they 
travel further into sea to avoid industrial runoff in the Atlantic Ocean.  
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Chapter four illustrates how state desires to transform the Bahian coast into a luxury real 
estate haven for predominantly wealthy white consumers has had devastating effects for 
Buraquinho fishers. Selling publicly held environmental commons resources (beaches, dunes, 
riverbeds, mangroves, etc.) to private investors divests black coastal dwellers of their land and 
livelihoods. It also violates Brazilian federal law. While the state and transnational real estate 
corporations accumulate wealth from public resources, black fishers are dispossessed from their 
traditional environments, which I have described as accumulation by racialized environmental 
dispossession (Harvey 2005, Gillespie 2016, Bennett et al. 2015, Vélez-Torres 2012, Loperena 
2016). This chapter extends my argument to consider how the privatization of land through gated 
communities on a larger, regional, structural scale is directly linked to anti-black violence on a 
smaller interpersonal scale as private security guards racially profile poor black fishers. In 
analyzing these issues, poor black men fishers demonstrate that while they are often racially 
stereotyped as thieves, they feel that they are the ones being robbed of their valuable ecosystems 
and wellbeing. Christen Smith (2009) and Keisha-Khan Perry (2013) have linked anti-black 
violence to other environmental hazards in Salvador, however these scholars evaluate state 
police forces as the source of anti-black brutality. My analysis offers a new perspective on anti-
black violence by private security guards in the context of coastal privatization. As one of my 
primary theoretical contributions, I describe this process in more detail in the following section.  
Chapter five highlighted the struggles black fishers and activists endure while asserting 
their human rights to access clean land and water resources and avoid domestic waste pollution. 
Brazilian elites, the majority of whom are white, embrace a culture of corruption to manipulate 
local institutions to their benefit. My research shows that fishers interpret environmental 
dispossession through a racial, class and gendered lens and are acutely aware that water pollution 
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and land privatization are forms of environmental discrimination. Fishers express the importance 
of reclaiming their rights to land and water, and to self-determine a model of life independent of 
the hegemony of elite capitalism. Poor black fishers are not interested in adopting the same 
cultural values as the wealthy, white, gated community residents. This becomes tricky, however, 
when polluting industries and the municipal government offer funding for events such as 
Mangrove Planting Day and the revered Festa de Iemanjá sea goddess festival. I emphasized the 
contradictions of state politics in valorizing an Afro-Brazilian water festival while supporting 
industries that pollute the Rio Joanes. The City of Lauro de Freitas’ plan to demolish Praia de 
Buraquinho’s informal beach barracas in the name of sanitation is another clear example of the 
selectivity of government projects. Finally, I considered the relationship between black women 
neighborhood activists, fishers, and the Busca Vida condominium, in which activists fight 
against mutually beneficial relationships between fishers and condominium staff. The following 
section places these summary chapter findings in dialogue with the literature to highlight the key 
theoretical contributions of my research. 	
Neoliberalism, Environmental Racism, and White Privilege 
Neoliberalism 
In this subsection I discuss the linkages between neoliberalism, environmental racism, 
and white privilege within an Afro-Latin American framework. There are striking similarities 
between the three domains throughout the region and it is politically astute to put instances of 
environmental racism in dialogue. Insidious deception and social inequalities thread 
neoliberalism, white privilege and environmental racism together. Under neoliberalism, the state 
assures “judicial interventions that provide both constitutional and institutional support for de-
regulation and privatization” to consolidate economic and political power among an international 
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elite class: the bread and butter of neoliberal economic theory and practice (Mayes 2014, 5). 
Throughout Latin America, neoliberal policies assault black communities socially and 
environmentally. Neoliberal reforms place African-descended “lives, lifeways, cultures, and 
access to economic dependence and food security in danger (Mayes 2014, 5).” Black 
communities confront political disenfranchisement, lack of social services, and displacement of 
land and natural resources that have sustained their livelihoods, cultural worlds, and food 
security for centuries. 
Neoliberal economic development may seem benign because neoliberalism is premised 
on the idea that an unregulated market benefits everyone (Collins, Di Leonardo, and Williams 
2008). However, capital accumulation almost always involves a process of dispossession 
(Harvey 2005, Checker 2009). This is Harvey’s thought process in developing accumulation by 
dispossession. Harvey’s use of accumulation by dispossession greatly informs this dissertation 
by attending to the privatization of commons resources and public services in the current 
neoliberal era, however he sticks to a class analysis. The current dissertation validates a 
structural approach focused on neoliberal deregulation and land privatization but adds a racial 
and gendered component to see how accumulation by dispossession uniquely impacts poor black 
men and women fishers.  
First, the deregulation of industries to spark capital growth has allowed relaxed 
environmental standards, resulting in the multiplication of contaminated sites. In the case under 
study in this dissertation, it is not just industries that pollute, but the lack of proper sewage 
infrastructure and treatment systems that contaminate water where black women gather shellfish 
(Checker 2009). These findings support other scholars advocating for waste removal as a human 
right (Borja and Moraes 2006; Cairns 2014). Once waste removal is classified as such, it will 
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become clearer that states withholding those rights see those populations most impacted by waste 
hazards (i.e. poor black women fishers) as subhuman.  
Second, the privatization of commons resources for elite enjoyment not only physically 
restricts poor black men and women from accessing necessary natural resources, but places 
mostly black men in a hyper racialized environment in which they are racially profiled and 
subjected to physical violence by private security guards. This arrangement directly violates 
black people’s hard-won citizenship rights. For this reason, accumulation by racialized 
environmental dispossession more accurately depicts the current situation of environmental 
injustice in Bahia.  
Environmental Racism 
To understand how neoliberalism and accumulation by racialized environmental 
dispossession relate to environment racism, it is necessary to analyze larger political economic 
processes of development. Tracing the outcomes down to the individual, everyday scale, reveals 
the complex intersectional dynamics of environmental racism and environmental dispossession 
underway in Bahia and in other African-descended communities throughout the Americas 
(Sundberg 2008). In the study site, capitalist expansion to real estate and water commodification 
demonstrates how racial and class discrimination are built into the production system (Heiman 
1996, Mohai and Bryant 1992). This model of neoliberal capitalist development shapes 
institutional environmental racism, delivering grave consequences for the Rio Joanes and the 
poor black men and women who have relied on the ecosystem for food security for decades. The 
privatization of public services (water and sewage removal) encourages this form of 
environmental racism. The city of Lauro de Freitas does not have a public sewage infrastructure 
system. Those interested in receiving these services must privately contract EMBASA. Both 
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poor and wealthy Brazilians dump domestic waste into the city’s urban rivers because it is 
cheaper than paying for these services. Exacerbating this problem, EMBASA accumulates 
capital through commodifying Rio Joanes river in a “neoliberalization of the environment 
(Castree 2008).” Dams constructed in the pursuit of capital accumulation restrict natural water 
flow and increase the concentration of sewage entering the Rio Joanes through other urban rivers 
(the Rio Ipitanga and the Rio Sapata). EMBASA accumulates capital through commodifying Rio 
Joanes river water without care for the racial, gendered, and class impacts. This resonates with 
Vélez-Torres’ assertion that “private interests of accumulation underlie the impoverishment of 
… historically marginalized ethnic groups when such projects generate unequal access to socio-
ecological goods, favoring instead the private sector (Vélez-Torres 2012, 434).” 
A similar case of accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession is found in the 
privatization of a local river dam near a black agro-mining peasant community in Colombia. 
Vélez-Torres argues that the privatization of the dam constitutes a water grab exemplifying 
racialized environmental dispossession (Vélez-Torres 2012, Duvail et al. 2012). According to the 
author, “today’s dispossession – characterized by privatization and the global market – derives 
from trends of exclusion in which ethnicized and racialized water and land grabbing have 
historically shaped a particular form of environmental racism (Vélez-Torres 2012, 445).” 
Concurrent with my findings, local black communities criticize the state for unabashedly 
favoring private projects, programs, and laws that threaten their livelihoods. These events reveal 
how regional development, natural resource privatization, and racialized environmental 
dispossession intertwine (Vélez-Torres 2012, Vélez-Torres and Varela 2014, Escobar 2008). 
Aside from these racialized components of environmental dispossession, my project also 
contributes to political ecological theory beyond class identities by incorporating gender. Gender 
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is often overlooked in recent political ecological research. Since the increase in pollution in the 
Rio Joanes caused by state negligence and the commodification of water, poor black women, 
historically the primary river fishers, cannot collect shellfish. Poor black marisqueiras have 
essentially been pushed out of this treasured ecosystem. Poor black men find refuge in deep-sea 
fishing in boats even though this trend places men in risky environments. Only the poorest black 
women continue to gather shellfish near the brackish water where there is less concentrated 
pollution because they have no other options. In doing so, they contend with serious bacterial 
infections and food contamination.  
Similar gendered outcomes of pollution and coastal privatization are found among 
marisqueiras in other Afro-Latin American coastal communities. The neoliberal globalization of 
primary resources has revved up the expansion of extractive industries in what I consider 
accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession. This analytical approach applies to 
shrimp farming in black communities in coastal Ecuador, where shrimp rank among the 
country’s top exports. Due to black women’s association with mangroves and shellfish 
collecting, shrimp farms predominately place poor black women fishers at risk of hazardous 
chemical exposure and loss of environmental resources (Latorre, Farrell, and Martínez-Alier 
2015, Veuthey and Gerber 2012, Beitl 2011). Effluents from the shrimp farming industry seep 
into the mangroves and the transfer of public commons mangroves to large private industrial 
shrimp farms spatially excludes poor black women. Black Ecuadorian women have staged 
significant resistance to the model of accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession by 
engaging their gendered ethno-racial identities to form a collective political movement (Latorre 
2013, Latorre, Farrell, and Martínez-Alier 2015, Veuthey and Gerber 2012). Processes of 
resisting environmental injustices emboldened women to confront other forms of oppression, 
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particularly domestic violence. In this way, black women unite against the interlinked violence 
of environmental racism and the domestic violence flared by their courage to organize (Veuthey 
and Gerber 2012).  
Gendered patterns of environmental dispossession are unfolding in Honduras as well, 
where neoliberal development policies retract Garifuna women’s ancestral land rights. Land 
policies shift according to agrarian reform, opportunist coastal property transformations after 
1998 Hurricane Mitch, and tourism initiatives to spur international investment in coastal lands 
(Brondo 2013a). The neoliberal model of privatizing Garifuna lands significantly disadvantaged 
Garifuna women. Common to other Afro-Latin American contexts, women form the core of 
Garifuna homes, communities, and culture (Brondo 2013a). Women’s property rights have a 
direct positive correlation with poverty, food security, and increased bargaining power within the 
community (Brondo 2013a, 80). Women are typically heads of household and transfer of land 
and housing are matrilineal. Therefore, women’s land loss in the context of foreign 
encroachment ripples throughout generations, presenting a threat to Garifuna culture, identity, 
and economic stability. The generational loss of black women’s barracas through beach 
demolition in Praia de Buraquinho has a similar gendered pattern.  
White Privilege  
My attention to a small black fishing community surrounded by predominantly wealthy 
white privatized gated communities is a strategic decision to compare how race, class, and 
gender structure access to social and environmental resources. It is through looking at both 
included and excluded populations that distributional processes of environmental racism emerge 
(McDonald 2002, Pulido 1996). Adopting sophisticated theorizations of race when building 
theories of environmental racism is prudent here. In particular, white privilege (McIntosh 1988) 
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stands out as a fundamental ideology that attempts to mask pollution and land privatization as 
colorblind issues in the current neoliberal era (Checker 2009, Pulido 2015). Following Pulido, 
“white privilege allows us to see how environmental racism has been produced—not only by 
consciously targeting people of color …but by the larger processes of urban development, 
including white flight, in which whites have sought to fully exploit the benefits of their whiteness 
(Pulido 2000, 33).” Pulido’s suggestion encapsulates how environmental racism manifests in 
Lauro de Freitas. Wealthy, predominantly white, residents fled Salvador during an economic 
downturn in which violence and pollution increased (Perry 2013, Collins 2008, Williams 2013). 
Here we can connect processes of urban restructuring in downtown Salvador to processes of 
racialization in Bahia’s northern coast. White elites fleeing Salvador sought refuge in private 
gated communities in the “unoccupied” coastal lands that local black fishing communities have 
called home for centuries.  
Within these islands of wealth (Rolnik 2001), the rich reserve access to the best social 
amenities – private healthcare, private schools, and private transportation – as they enclose the 
healthiest natural resources. According to Leichenko and Solecki (2008, 612) these applications 
reflect a growing awareness that “political conflicts arise with respect to both environmental 
‘bads’ (e.g. hazardous waste, landfills, air pollution, etc.) and environmental ‘goods’ (Kütting 
2004, Beck 1992, Agyeman and Evans 2003, McDonald 2002).” Gated communities 
surrounding Praia de Buraquinho represent an instance of white privilege whereby white elites 
hoard environmental “goods” in a “consumption landscape (Leichenko and Solecki 2008).”  
Consumption landscapes are also found in luxury elite resorts in coastal Mexico, in which 
elite resorts consume the natural and once public resources native fishing communities enjoyed 
for centuries (Leichenko and Solecki 2008, Ávila-García and Sánchez 2012). Elites can 
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appropriate coastal commons resources through discourses of conservation and 
environmentalism, in what the authors call an “environmentalism of the rich” (Ávila-García and 
Sánchez 2012). In the Bahian case presented in this dissertation, the appropriation of the 
traditional landscapes poor black fishers historically used prevents fishers from accessing the 
resources necessary to sustain their families, but there is an additional racial link. Unlike poor 
black coastal dwellers, the whiteness of the new wealthy residents cloaks their bodies as 
“belonging” and allows them to roam the coast without fear of violent racial profiling by security 
guards or neighbors. Whiteness is the new symbol of belonging in Bahia’s historically black 
North Coast communities.  
The structural characteristic of white privilege, much like neoliberalism, makes it more 
difficult to isolate the discriminatory linkages, but these are discoverable through scholarly 
analysis. Coastal tourism and real estate are packaged in terms of modernization and progress, 
making it harder to interpret the predatory nature of coastal development and more challenging 
to decipher the racist component of environmental dispossession. However this is precisely what 
I accomplished in this dissertation. White Bahian elites narrow mindedly consider coastal land 
privatization a good economic investment and an unavoidable security matter because of the 
spike in violence around the country’s recent economic crises. Land privatization has very 
obvious class implications (you need to be wealthy to buy a house in a gated community) but 
there is no overt code preventing black people from living in a gated condominium. Elites are not 
intentionally discriminating against black people, as Caldeira (2005) demonstrates in São Paulo, 
Brazil, but they do hoard the best environmental resources through their white privilege. Strictly 
focusing on intentionality in environmental racism is a misguided, colorblind discourse common 
in the current neoliberal era (Pulido 2015). That all citizens share the legal right to enjoy the 
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same resources does not mean that racial, gender, and class inequalities simply vanish in step 
with legislation. This is why, in pursuit of capturing the workings of inequality, “one needs to 
focus on the historically included and the strategies they apply to uphold inequality, and through 
inequality defend their privileged access to crucial resources and rights (Reiter 2010, 20).” As I 
have shown in this dissertation, pollution and the privatization of land and does not affect all 
citizens equally. All Brazilians have the legal right to access and to utilize public environmental 
commons but, as Ribot and Peluso (2003) suggest, concentrating on who has the ability to 
benefit from these resources reveals environmental racisms and mechanisms of control masked 
by white privilege. The following subsection describes how environmental racism through 
pollution and land privatization ties to a specific form of racialized structural violence.  
Structural Violence and Environmental Racism  
 The process of recognizing as systemic what was formerly interpreted as isolated and 
individual is fundamental in understanding environmental racism and structural violence in 
Bahia (Checker 2005, Bullard 2000, Pulido 2000, McDonald 2002, Crenshaw 1991). Structural 
violence is a way of describing the political and economic organization that inflicts injury on 
human beings, restricting individual agency (Farmer et al. 2004). Similar to white privilege, 
structural violence can be subtle and usually untraceable to any one culprit. This dissertation 
connects these dots by arguing that Praia de Buraquinho’s poor black men and women fishers 
experience structural violence in their everyday lives while being exposed to environmental 
hazards, being restricted from land and water resources, or being violently profiled and policed 
in gentrifying areas where black bodies represent a threat to the social and economic order.  
 My research shows that pollution and anti-black violence on the edges of newly private 
housing areas are related phenomena. The municipal government is responsible for neglecting 
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basic public services like sewage infrastructure. As a result, poor black communities contend 
with domestic pollution in their impoverished neighborhoods and places of work. In attempting 
to escape this pollution, fishers must risk being threatened with violence or psychological terror 
as they seek access to healthier environments in their ancestral fishing territories that are now 
enclosed by private gated communities and strictly monitored by private security forces.  
 Black feminist anthropologist Christen Smith connects structural anti-black violence in the 
form of death squad murders with environmental injustices in a black community in Salvador. 
Smith writes that police related violence and environmental hazards amalgamate (Smith 2009, 
106). Both of these elements are fueled by racist stereotypes of the community and its residents 
as criminal, dirty, and drug ridden. The dual hyper-presence of the state through police force and 
the absence of the state in public services like sewage infrastructure within the community create 
a stark contrast in Bahia (Smith 2009). These connections are even more pronounced when 
considering Praia de Buraquinho fishers’ experiences because they rely directly upon the 
polluted and privatized natural resources for food security. My research advances this theoretical 
lineage by focusing on the private security forces found in the new expansive private gated 
communities that restrict fishers’ access to clean natural resources with racialized securitization. 
As Mollett (2014) and Perry (2013) found in Honduras and Brazil, black bodies become more 
pronounced in the landscape once social and economic transformations occur. That is certainly 
the case in the gated communities surrounding Praia de Buraquinho, in which private security 
forces are hired to protect the largely wealthy white residential population. 
Polluting the Rio Joanes and policing Praia de Buraquinho’s poor black fishers in this 
way would not be acceptable without a racist logic that devalues poor black fishing communities 
as “wastelands” or forgotten territories (Checker 2005, Perry 2009, Johnston and Barker 2008). 
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The wasteland imagery allows the public to accept the flow of pollution into Praia de 
Buraquinho, a community already wrongly viewed as a social waste, which must also be 
violently policed. For Christen Smith, “the epistemology of race in Brazil and the matrix of 
racialized violence” marks [black] communities and [black] bodies as “literal and figurative toxic 
dumping grounds (Smith 2009, 94).” In addition to being a “toxic dumping grounds” for the 
city’s sewage, Praia de Buraquinho is socially polluted through racist stereotypes of black 
criminality, dirtiness, and disorganization. These two dimensions of waste feed back on each 
other as Praia de Buraquinho becomes more polluted and that pollution transforms into social 
characterizations about the people that live there. Inversely, pollution exacerbates poverty 
because fishers can no longer sell their polluted catch. What putting these two dimensions in 
dialogue suggests is being able to see the racial disparities in exposure to environmental hazards, 
access to basic sanitation, and violence (Smith 2009). In this way, environmental racism is part 
and parcel to other forms of structural violence poor black men and women experience daily. 	
Just as white elites in coastal Mexico adopt an environmental discourse and ecological 
rationales for coastal land privatization through an “environmentalism of the rich” (Ávila-García 
and Sánchez 2012), the narrative of black male criminality in Bahia is also a legitimizing 
discourse for land privatization through elite gated communities. This is another example of how 
my research contributes to other political ecology scholarship on accumulation by environmental 
dispossession by adding race and gender. In summary, rich white Bahians can secure economic 
interests in natural resources by engaging a fear of young black male criminality promoted by 
local media.  
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Racial Contradictions in Brazil 
Contradiction in racial politics is another main theoretical area that this dissertation 
enhances. Other scholars note contradictions in the hyperconsciousness of race and its negation 
(Telles 2004, Vargas 2004) and the hyper-presence of state violence and the neglect of public 
services for poor black communities (Perry 2012, Smith 2009, Smith 2008) in Brazil. This 
dissertation considered these contradictions through analyzing an Afro-Brazilian sea goddess 
festival “Festa de Iemanjá.” The festival honors the sea goddess Iemanjá, who represents the 
sanctity of water purity. I have argued that municipal support for the Afro-Brazilian water 
goddess festival is paradoxical given neglect for pollution concerns and municipal plans to 
remove Praia de Buraquinho’s beach barracas due to sanitation concerns. Sanitation provides an 
ironic legitimizing discourse for beach demolition while Praia de Buraquinho fishers have 
complained about acute water pollution problems for over a decade. It is more likely that these 
contradictions reveal the state’s true interest in transforming the coast into an elite tourist haven 
where black bodies are removed.  
The contradictory racial politics involved in the Festa de Iemanjá closely resembles 
neoliberal multiculturalism and what Hale (2005) calls the indio permidito (permissible indian) 
or, when applied to black Latin Americans, the negro permitido (permissible black) (Rahier 
2014). According to Hale (2005), the transformation to Latin American constitutions to reflect 
nations’ multicultural characteristics may be a way for states to distract from other structural 
inequalities. States can recognize cultural rights and spread the ideology of intercultural equality 
while leaving other racial inequalities in tact (Checker 2009). Neoliberal multiculturalism has 
also created a negro permitido: “a populist manipulation of blackness for political gain (Rahier 
2014, 146).” The negro permitido must do two things. First, the negro permitido needs to fit in 
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line with the caricature of blackness that makes consumers feel they are partaking in the 
“authentic” Bahia. After all, authenticity is a lucrative global commodity (Deubel 2006). Second, 
the negro permetido must attend to ethnic initiatives that do not threaten the given model of 
structural inequality.   
The Festa de Iemanjá example satisfies both conditions. The festival illustrates that the 
political elite prefer certain folkloricized versions of blackness. Blackness is revered for cultural 
and tourist celebrations. Candomblé, capoeira, and baianas selling acarajé in ornate, colorful 
jewelry, headdresses, and dresses are iconic and acceptable representations of blackness in 
Bahia. Essentially, the preferred view of blackness could be captured in any basic photographic 
postcard sold to tourists. As Hordge-Freeman (2015, 235) states, “the products of this cultural 
chimera are symbols and events that create the illusion that Afro-Brazilian culture is valuable, 
when the truth is simply that it has monetary value.” Yet there is simply no room for actual black 
bodies and businesses outside of this contained depiction (Smith 2016, Perry 2013, Hale 2005). 
Rather, my research illustrates how the state selectively uses these occasions and images as a tool 
to minimize grassroots political dissidence. Celebrating Afro-Brazilian culture is important but 
the festivities should be accompanied by practical initiatives (such as addressing pollution 
concerns) to improve the living conditions of poor black fishers.  
The negro permitido also applies to coastal tourism and conservation in Honduras 
(Loperena 2016). The neoliberal state intensely markets tourism on the northern coast using 
folkloric representations of black/indigenous Garifuna communities. Such renditions 
strategically present Garifuna as “authentic” and traditional preservers of nature. This tactic fits a 
classic neoliberal model of reducing Afro-descendants to cultural relics to fit state development 
initiatives (Hale 2005). However, once the state markets a reductionist image of the Garifuna 
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packaged in terms of the ecologically noble savage (Redford 1991), the Garifuna community is 
meant to live out this characterization to perform the “authentic” image to eco-tourists. The state 
promulgates a constructed image of blackness but black bodies should be in these environments 
to serve tourists, particularly without partaking in “modern” extractive fishing and hunting 
techniques (Perry 2013, Loperena 2016, Mollett 2014). Those who skirt restrictive policies such 
as environmental conservation—those who break with the image of the negro permitido—are 
subject to economic and physical violence (Loperena 2016). This is similar to the Bahian case 
because the state wants to project an eco-friendly atmosphere with combining folkloric Afro-
Brazilian culture and APAs, but eco-tourism developments cut directly into protected areas while 
poor black fishers are not allowed to practice certain extractive fishing forms. As I explained in 
chapter four, this pattern demonstrates the profound corruption in Brazilian development and law 
enforcement. Artisanal fishing techniques exact far less harm than illegally clear-cutting 
mangrove forests for expansive real estate development in federally protected conservation areas 
yet poor black fishers are the ones who are policed.  
   
Final Thoughts 
Comparing cases of Afro-Latin Americans confronting similar processes of accumulation 
by racialized environmental dispossession contributes to building theoretical sophistication and 
forging larger political movements against such processes (Mayes 2014, Mollett 2015, 
Yelvington 2001). Such a project begins with understanding the historical contextualization of 
regional political economy, processes of racialization, the affective and material ties to particular 
environments, and the winners and losers of the given development model. My findings resonate 
with other research where black communities are displaced by capitalist rationales that make 
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capital out of commons (Mayes 2014, Zarger unpublished ms, Vélez-Torres 2012, Mollett 2014, 
Vélez-Torres and Varela 2014). Scholars must place environmental racism in dialogue with other 
forms of structural anti-black violence unfolding throughout the Americas. Black Latin 
American communities and their land and water resources are quite literally under attack. 
Environmental racism assaults black cultural and religious practices, destroys already precarious 
livelihoods, and deepens practices of anti-black violence in the struggle for land and clean water 
resources (Perry 2013). Even speaking out against these injustices places black people at 
increased risk of violence, as demonstrated by the premature deaths and assassinations of black 
and indigenous activists throughout the Americas (Pacheco 2016). My research highlights these 
connections by exposing the intersections of pollution, privatization, and anti-black violence best 
described by accumulation by racialized environmental dispossession. More research revealing 
these hidden linkages is desperately needed to advance the conversation on environmental racism 
in Brazil and throughout Latin America.  
 
Applied Outcomes 
Within the discipline of Applied Anthropology, there is a need to not only analyze but to 
take action upon research findings. At the very least, applied anthropologist must suggest applied 
applications for their research. First, I intend to produce a streamlined pamphlet (in Portuguese) 
summarizing my primary findings to give to fishers, policymakers, activists, and the local Lauro 
de Freitas municipal library. This pamphlet will quickly inform these interest groups about the 
plight of Praia de Buraquinho fishers that will likely become the hardship of other poor black 
fishing communities along Bahia’s north coast as real estate expands. Second, I will share my 
data and analysis with Praia de Buraquinho fishers during a town hall meeting among fishers, 
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government workers, and activists to disseminate my work when I return to Bahia. During the 
meeting, I will share a brief PowerPoint presentation of key findings, present photos from my 
fieldwork, and discuss how my research findings might serve my research participants. Third, 
during the meeting, I will address the design of a website for Praia de Buraquinho fishers. I plan 
to create a public or group webpage with a brief history of Praia de Buraquinho, pictures of each 
of the fishers, and a short biographical blurb on each fisher. My intention is to provide a digital 
resource for fishers to share with their family members so that they too may learn about the lives, 
practices, and political struggles of their relatives.  
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